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KilUPP^CASfc X

GAR^. OF,,WORKERS

Exhibit
No.

Pci(;;g

Boouxient
Ho,

Hi:C-.6113

Desoription

Report, dated 11 Decenber 1941,
of Lehmann to Bcusch via Ihn

concerning conplaints of
several ICrupp shops about
insufficient food for the PW's.—
D-164

Letter, dated 25 February 1942,
from Soehling to Hupe concerning
inadequate food for Russian FV/'s
with endorsenent by Theile

concerning Lehnann's rejectiOH of
a pirn for inprovcnent - HI-3991

Letter, da.ted 14 Mr.rch 1942,
fron Krupp Kachine Building
Workshop to Hupc through Koch
concerning lach of food for
Russian vrarhcrs - - - - - -

IX-310

Letter,

dated 18 Ho-rch 1942,

fron August G-rollius to Forenan
Koelsch concerning- lach of food

and poor sojiitary conditions of
Russian civilian v/orhers - - - D-318

Letter, dated 20 March 1942,
fron Diwkclehor to Ihn enclos

ing letter fron Grolllus concern
ing inadequate food for Russian
v/orhers -

:m-3992

-- -- -- ---

Letter, dated 20 March 1942,
from Krupp Raili'oad Engine
Construction Shop to Hupe via
Winters concerning inability

of Russirn eivilian laborers to
worh due to lack of nourishment

-

11.1. ^
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Exhibit
No.

Docv'onent
IIo.

D-^297

?c.co
Desoription

Letter,

1:0.

dated 26 March 1942j

fron Thelie to Hupe via Winters

concerning inability of Russian
civilians to perfom even light
work due to lack of food ill~1067

-

—

Letter, da,tGd 4 Hay 1942, fron
the Specia.1 Oonnission %l" to
Fried. Krupp A. G-. j concerning
necessity to raAse ra.tions of
the Ukrainian civilian workers

to the standa.rd of German workers
and removal of barbed wire from

/»•

their oampSa.-.'
hllC-SSOS

Report, dated 9 Soptenber 1942,
by Dr. Wiele to Dr. Hoinz vjith
copies to Looser and Ihn concern
ing poor hcaJ-th of Russian workers
due to

undornourishnent - - - - -

iIIIC-12366 (1) HenorandUT-i, da.ted 15 October
1942, on telephone message of

Col. Dreyer of German Amy High

II

Oonmand, PW Division to von
Duelow concerning reports of mis

handling and short rations of

P^?'s at Kruppfs.
(2) Note, dated 16 October 1942,

'•

of von Duelov; referring this
matter to Lehnann.
D-144

Report, da.ted 17 October 1942,
signed Grosse-Thio, of the Krupp
Housinc ikclninistratlon, concerning the results of inspection of
foreign v;orkers camps by von
Due low, Lehnann and Schless—
nann

-

•

iTIIwl2359 Memorandum, dated 30 October 1942,
fron one Eiclanelcr to Lehnann re

porting on the poor treatment of
Russian PW's employed at Krupp's
including the statement that control-

ling army physicians had declared
-

2

-

iiitfii •'

Exhibit

No.

?C.r:Q

Doounent

Description

No.

ITo

iI3IIC-l2359 "they had never seen such a

cont^d.bad general condition as. anong
the Russians in the F.
camps".
1IIIU9205

Copy of -a letter,
ber 1942,

Krupp

dated 10 Noven-

fron Insurance Funds

of the Krupp Cast Steel Vforks
concerning the use of four doc
tors to Crare for 15,000 foreign
workers living in 30 camps - - -

IuIC-12358 Note, dated 19 November 1942,
by one Jung, foreman of Krupp's

Apparatebn.u II Shop to Krupp *s
La.bor. Alloca.tlon- Office report

ing that RussioJi ?W's are so
poorly fed that some collapse
a t t h e i r work.

NIK-6720

-------

Report, dated 2 December 1942,
by Dr. T71elc concerning the high
rate of oases of hunger oedema
rmonc: Eastern workers -

lIIK-6717

-

-

-

—

Report, da,ted 16 December 1942,
by Dr.. Wiele to the Krupp Manage

ment concerning the ina-billt^r to
eliminate huhger oedema from
Eastern workers with the present
diet allotted them - - - - - - D-283

Report, da.ted 7 Ha,y 1943 of
Krupp Hospita.1 concerning causes
of death of Eastern workers with
reference to deaths from tuber

culosis and malnutrition
lTI-3013

- -

Report, by the Economic Staff
for Eastern v/orkers, concerning
results of an inspection of camps
from 24 November to 5 December

1943, in which an adverse finding
was made concerning shelter and
sanitary conditions at Krupp,
Essen

-----------

-
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Exhibit
No,

BQcujiient
No.
NIIC-i5824

Pr.cc

Descriptioii
Report e.ddressed to the Boonomics Chamber of the GaCi

concerning food rations for
va.rious cla.sscs of worhers

mentioning specific lach of
calories for such classes^
with nota.tion that the Ita^

lians were in bad sha.pe due
to laclt of food pa-chages from
Italy

-

-'y-j'i''. '
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.C'.'
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docui^ct-I'
Ko.

DsscRiPi'ioN

pag-e

No.

—

NIK-7306

Memorajadum, dated 10 Xecember
1943? from Er. Beascli concerning
ansenltary conditioiirj at v/orEers
caiiips in Essen and inefficient
medical attention —

E-335

Letter, dated 12 June 1944? from
Heitesbeck to I)r.Ja,eger concerning
tlie ''intolerable'' conditions at
Erench POV/ camp in IToeggeratiistrasse,
Essen

E-328

Snecial medical report, dated 28

NI-2953

Special medical report, dated t
September 1944? from Lr.Jaefer \7ith

Jaly'l944, concerning the poor
condition of the sicl: barracks
in Camp Rabenhorst

distribution to Ihn and Kupke, con

cerning conditions c,r various Erupp
workers camps in Essen

Special "strictly confidential"
report, dated 2 September 1944?

E-339

' •Er• Jaeger to liin and Kupke
concerning insufficient food,lack

of shelter and inadequate medical
trea.tment at Krapvj's i-OW Camp
Noeggerathstrasse, Es^en

NIK-9779

Copy of letter, da;oed 23 APril
from fejor Hovel to the

Krupp Eirm. concerning lack of

Sr raid shelter for 225-250

out of the 450 occupants of the
P\7 Camp Krarnerplata

NIK-12361
jMin 1^10,

Note,
dated 11to Lauifer?
^ 'Leirnann
concerning difficulty in repres
sing riots among

"

in the Krupp camp at Raumerstrasse during e.p

to lack of trencn air raid
shelters.

5 -
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IT DOCUI',:IEI\"T
IT0.

Description

PAC-E

No.

NIK-1O766

Affidavit of
Eu.pkejdate6
27 June 1947? admitting tiaatdeaths of children at Krupp's
Camp Voerde resulted from

inefficiency
NIK;-628i

—

Affidavit of ilam; Ban, dated 18
ilaroh 1947, concerning his know
ledge of workers conditions and
his reports thereof to the
members of the Krupp Vorstand —

NXK-8103

Affidavit of Friedrich von

Buelow, dated 21 Bay_1947,

concerning lack of air raid

protection for foreign workers
and PY/*s employed at Krupp's
NIE-10328

Affidavit by Priedrich von
Buelow, dated 2_ July 1947,
concerning deaths of 50 foreign
v/orkers who had taken shelter

in_a slit trench during an air

NIK-10759

Affidavit by Alfried Krupp von
Bohlen und Halbach, dated 17

July 1947, concerning, inter alia,

inadequate air rare shelters in

Bssen for foreidh workers,prisoners
of war and concentratidn camp
inma.tes

-
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END

TEAKSUTION OF DOCOl^SNT T\o iTIK:~6113
OFFICE OF CEIEF OF COUl^SEL FOP. W.^R CRIIIES

BfaG—Lp.'bor Allocation (Ar'beitsoinf?atz)-A,
11 Doccnibcr 1941

Dr. lEI&i./p.-Journal No. 296

T Dr. HSUSCH, Initial! E (BEUSCH)
via Mr. IHN,

Sub.icct:

Initial' J 12/l2 (JEK)

Food-rations for prisoners-of-war.

A large numter of plpjits have approached us lately v;ith

complaints ahout the insufficiency of the food-rations for tho
prisonors-of-war.
Since for some tirj;o' now and "by orvier of a higher authority

tho French prisoners-of-war have no longer "boon guarded by Gorman
guards, wo consider it ^ulto possible tha.t the. bad food conditions
will drive a large number of the French priooners--oi-war into
mahing thoir escape. Such an event, in its turn, would make tho
present situation of labor allocation still more difiicult.
We are enclosing 3 original lettors, one from thv; Foundry lY,

dated 8 December, one from the electro—stool—plant, Nord dated 6

December, and one from tho group stoolworko (Gruppo Stahlwerko)
dated 9 December of this year. Please note contents and return.
signed: LEHMAWN
pencil figure 109
3

encloBuros

CSHTIFICAlfi OF TPANSLATION

May 23. 1947

I, Monica Wollwood, F 00525, hereby certify that I am thoroughly,
conversant with the English end Gorman langueg«'S and that tho
above is a true and correct tr^nslFtion of the document No, NIK—6113,
Monica V/ollwood
Ho. S 00525
"END"
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TIUI-^^LaTIOF Os DQCui-ra;T "50 D-164
OPI^-IGPi O!:- CKVr/ 01- COuYS^I. I'OS l-Jc OHIi-^S
•

Copy.

Soiler construction, 25 JelDnis.iy 194S
To Mr. EUPE
vi?. Mr. Wli^.RS
"
I'-fr. SCM.IDT

In the enclosed letter from the G-era^n Lahor-Mront dated 18 inst.

(sent to my private address) I was requested to appear on Eridey
the 20th inst. at the officesof the G-erman Lebor-iront, Stouoenstr.

61, room 30, On the 20th Eehruarj' "between o8,00 and o9.00 hrs. I

teiophones and thus triedto i^ettlc .the matter, the nature of which
• remained "onknown to ine, The ansv/er of the German Labor-?ront was
that it was something very inport'-nt and reo^uircd my personal
attendpnco, I thereupon asked Sr. JL'iu^GSHICE of the office for Socla^

Labor Matters, whether I had to comply with this request.
Mr, JL^iTG-SEICE ansv;orod that I probably was not forced to, but
that I hs,d better go.

So at a.bout 09.50 hrs. I called on Mr. PHIOR at the sbove-mentionL
office, room 20,
The discussion which lasted ®bout
hour and was conducted very

energetically by Mr. PHIOH, had arisen from the following incident:
On the 16th of this month, 33 Eussien prisoners-of-w^r were
allocated to the boiler construction works. These men c?mo to work

in the morning v/ithout bread- or tools. During the^^^oaks, the prisoners
pnproachcd the German workers seeted in the vicinity and plahntively

begged for bread, pointing out that they were hungry.(At lunchtime
on the first day, the firm wa.s a,ble to distribute pmongst the Hussian

FOVrs food left over by the-jrench ?OWs,) On 17 Eebruaiy, at the insti
gation of Mr. TK lid- I went to the kitchen in Weii^kanp to remedy
this state of p.ffairs ?nd negotiated with the ras^nager-' : of the

kitchen, Miss 3L0C?:, p.bout the iscue of some lunch. Miss _.LOCE
iimiediftely promi.sed me to issue some food =>nd in addition lent me the
•22 mess-tins vdiich I asked for. On this occasion I also asked Miss
3L0Ch to let our Eussi^u ?09s h?,ve until further notice at limchtimc

such food PR might bo left over by the 800 .Dutch personiiel fed there.
Miss 3L0CK ogroed to this too, and issued a. pot of milksoup a.s
ad-ditional food for the nc.-d: lunch. On the following day 4^ifi .th^-. lunch

alloc-.tion v;as verj-' sma.ll,

Since some russi'^ns had alre-.cly collapsed

p-nd since from the second daj*" onv;a.rds the special ».lloc=».tion too had

ceased, I tried s'ga.in to ask Miss BLOCK by telephone for a further
issue of food. Lincc my uhonecall did not have the desired, effect, I

pp,id another personal visit to Miss i^LOGE, This time x'iiss BLOCK
refused any further special allocation of food in a very brusque
manner.

'Details of the discussion. The following persons were present
in the roo^n: Mr. PEIOE, 2 other roprosentatives of the Gorman La.borFront and ,-.iss BLOCK, manager . o of the vfeid^kajip kitchen, Mr. PEIOH
axted as spokesman and axcuaed me, v/ildly gesticulating, end in an.

insulting manner, of'ha"ting given my suuport to the .Bolshevists in
a cons'oicuoufl way. He referred to 3par=graphs in ordinances of. the
Eeich Govornmeiit v/hich disapurove such an attitudb.Unfortunately I
did. not quite understand the loga-1 aspect of the matter or else I
v/ould have loft the room irai'iediately. I then tried to make it clear

to MiF. rPJOE with particular emphasis, that the Russians had been
a,llocated to us as workers and not a-s Bolshevistsy
•

•

•

V."

ha- •
iiJ.

1

-

• 'i

0-'

ijOCu.'ti».';'T l"o 3>-lo4

CO^-u. j jj

(-o»ge 2 of- originp.1)
The men were- starved, =nd were unp.lDle to ce.rry out the he?yy labor in
our boiler construction ;pl?nt for v;hich they were intended,Sick

uerso:.*niel wore only a burden to ug- on! of no use in production. To
this hr.
replied th=.t if one were no good., another one might be;
the Bolshevists were people without souls ?nd if 100.000 perished,
the ne-t hundred thousi=nd were available to take their place, '•/hen
I pointed out that with such a continuous changeover we would not be

oble to achieve our aim, ns^m'ely to deliver locomotives to the Oerman
St-^te Hailway (Deptsche EeichsbaJm), who urged us d'^ily to reduce the
time needed for delivery, hr. PhlOH replied: "Deliveries are of only
sccondarj'" interest in this affair."
ky ef-orts to teach Mr. PP.IOH some understanding of; our economic

requirements wore entirely unsuccoBsful. In conclusion I c^n only say

that I as a Grcrma-n have an accurate knowledge of the attitude towards

Kussian PO'.is, and acted in the case described above only -t the request
of my superiors and with the aim of the required increase of production
in mind,

signed 30.ihjjInGOffice superintendent of locomotivG factory.

To the above letter I have to add the follov;ing:
jiftcr the Huseian prisonGrs^of**wa.r h^d been a.llocated to us oj'' the
Labor -.llocation Office on the 16th of this month, I im-medi^tely got
in touch with Dr.
to settle the question of feeding them. I
then learned that each prisoner receives 300 gr of bread between 04.00
and 05 00 hrs,
/
'
-:k ^ pointe-d out that it was impossiblG

to exist on this br,eal ration -antil 13.00 hours, whereupon Dr. LDELuuTD
told 10 that the Hussian prisoners-oi-war must not be allowed to get
-ased to wcsturn Duropsa.n
ox feeding. I replied th^.t the prisoners
could rot carry ou:t the heavy labor required in the boiler construction

shop on these rations and that It would not serve our purposes to keep
the men at the works under thoHC conditions.

the sajno time, ..however, 1

requested th.a.t if the Hussians were to CQ?atinue to be employed tney

should be given ^ hot mid-rday meal and that, if Possible, the brn^.d
ration should be divided, one half being distributed early in the

morning a.nd the other half at the time of our breakf= st-break. This

propor-al of juine has .alrr-a.d,y been put into effect by us with rcnch
prisorers-of^war a,nd has proved .••ffectivr and expedient.
^0 my regret Dr.
did not agree to my proposal, nowevor,

r=.nd on tMs account I was a.a;ain obliged to settle the matter within
t^-.e plant in my own way. I therefore ordered mr. SOd.-LI.el to arrangethe provisioning of the Russian PO'fs in the s^o manner as that of

4.V,
-.r.r.,inh POis
SO that tlio EixsRians
could
porform the work
demanded
tiiO
J.'-J'iOy ow V*
_
,
.
i. i
T -S

a

of the- a- soon'as possible. For in this matter wo are solely concGrned
within increase in production, .as_^rcquested by the minister for Munitio
ajxd .-irmament and the derman Labor jront^
signed TPHjILE

CLRTIPlC^^Tf _.QF_T2_^i:3Xj^TI0^
June 7, 1947

I, Monica tellwood,

005:35,

cartaf,. tn«t I air. tnoron^uly

okvero-nt with tha n,«lioh and &or.nan
and
tne ahove
is a true and correct translation of the document 50 D-184.
Monica .'JBllwood

-

S ^

TSHaLS'TIOiT OX'' iOGuiyLiIi"!' >"0 X^I-3'^-91
0?.-"I(F. 01: Cl-rtli OXh' COjT :.L vjR

UZ G?.11i':S

FRI^Jj. KKuPF

handwritten note; in/S995

(raboer st^*inp)l4 harC:

Aktien^'esellschaft

iiiiCI-uJiXl" C0X"3T!iUCT'I0X« 3

Tool •.'orksiio'o

XiSChh

(Office and :.;0. 01 the letter) 14 :-iarch 1943

1942

through hr. EOCH
To:

Mr.

huF.j

(handwritten manginal)
Subject:

..m-oloj'Tnent of Huseians

Herrn Dr.

initial fiv
handwritten :Hc-rr^HtSI•

Case;

initialed? H

X

ErP.-nko
13 r;a,rch

(Hupe)

handwritten marginal:
Herrn Dr.

3U?vSC?l

J 18/March
Mi

'••/e hs.'ve ascertained during the la?5t few
that the
food of the Pussians working here is no uitifully ba.d tha,t

they are getting weaker and weaX^er every ley.
Inveatigetions have shown for cxUi.ti dc? •tliat" some Pussians
ere not strong enough to tighten down a. turning bit sufficiently
for lank of physical strength. Conditions exe exactly the same
at all other "ola-ces where Hussians arc emuloyed.
If care is not taken to change the feeding arrangements

sufficiently so that a normal output nay be demanded from these
men, then their ciiroloj-ment, and all tlio. expense con'iected with
it, v;ill have been in va.in. ITor an I at all intcrected in
receiving further Hussians,. if they a.re nut on ny roster as
productive workers even although I cannot exoect anj* productive
work of then.

I presume that the conditions are the sane in all plants.
It seems, therefore, appropriate for you to take the necessary
steps via the firm in order to clear up this natter.
signa.ture
117
Bnd

G!5HTIFIG--i.T£i 01 TEaisbL^HOiJ

^

hay 21, 1947

I, Annette -'allach, 20101, hcrc-by certify that I am thoroughly
conv; rsant with the ' n-^ll^'h and ^crtnan languages ana that the
a.box'C' is a true and correct translation oi the document
i'O

,
.T.nr.otto

•To.

Xsllach
20101

:.:p

TEMJSIATIOi^ 0? 20Clj>iai'TT iTo D - 310
0F:FICS of U.S. CHIES' OP COXniTSPL PGR
UjiR CRII^S

Enclosure to letter Krawa from 20 Marsh 42

Krai'/a Betrieh, 18 March 1942

(Armored Car Repair Shop)
Poreman K6lsch,

I got the food this evening after Mr. BALZ telephoned, "but I had quite
a si^rnggle v/ith the people responsible in the camp before I got anything at

a

,

iney always told me that the people had already received the day's
there wasn't any more,

V/hat the gentlemen understand under a

ay s ration is a complete puzzle to me.

The food as a whole was a puzzle

uoo, "because they ladled me out the thinnest of any already watery soup. It

was liberally water v;ith a handful of turnips and it looked as if it were
washing up v/ater.

Please tel], Mr. Balz again definitely so that the matter is finally

cleared up, that it cannot continue having people perishhere at work. The
people
to work for us here, G-ood, but care must he taken to see that
ey get at least the bare necessities,

I have seen a few figures in the

ca^ip and a colder shudder actually ran up and down my spine. I met one there

and he looked as though he'd got Barber's rash.

It is not to be wondered at
If this
It is a pity when just at the moment

v; en they get no soap and filth cannot be removed by water alone.

c ntinues we shall all be contaminated.

-e motuo^is increased production. Something must be done to keep the people

apa le of production otherwise we shall experience a great disaster in this
respect, not only in production but also in' the matter of health and what

that means especially today, we all know.

conviction that if the people are more or less satisfied

continually being asked for will be attained, because
^l> It is for us and our dearly beloved Germany,
Eeil Hitlerl

(signed) August GROLLIUS 17,1,1943

P»o,- Please tell Karl SCH^JBR to put a ladle out for me in the evenings so
that I can distribute the food better to the people.

gbrtificatb op TIU1I3LaTI0;T

I» EEiJA, B, UIBSRaUL, AGO Ko B-150096, hereby certify tha|; I am

oroughly conversant with the English and German languages; nnd that the

a tve is a true and correct translation of Document ho D-310,

ERiU E, UIBERALL
U.S. Civilian
AGO Uo. B-150096

'it

THAjMSLA-TIOK of DOCTJMSi^ 2;To 3>-315

0FFIC3 OF U.S. CHISF OF COmsSL FOE
WAR CRIM3S

FRIED. EBUPP AG.

KTa\^a—3 e t r i elj

ESSEU

the 20 March 1942

(Armored Tehicle SJiop)

Bi/I'

To Mr. IHU, Main Administration 3ept«
(Handwritten Hot©:')
Hans 3. Beusch
23 March

I am enclosing herewith a copy of a letter from our foreman AUGUST

GROLLIUS, who as SS Scharfuehrer supervises the Russian civilians working
on the night shift*

The Deputy Works Manager Mr# i-iUSTIH, who also employs a number of such
Russian workers and who is q_uite sa-tisfied with their performance, went to
the camp in Kraemerplatz on my inducement and had a talk about the food
with Mr. Weiberg, the CaJip Commandant. Mr. Hassel from the Works Police
who was present at the time, butted in and declared that one should not

believe what the people said. Also that one was dealing with Solcheviks and they ought to have beatings substituted for food.

I am free from any false sentimentality.

This is a matter concerning

people \<ho have been given to me to work, or anyway to the Armored Vehicle

Shop, and from whom I demand work. Already they have proved today that
they can and will work.

Every creature from whom I demand work must be fed

and I have ascertained on my many joiu-neys to various factories, as President

of the Special Committee for ?gkw motor tractors, that the Russian are good '
workers, providing they get sufficient

eat.

(signed)
1

DIWE3LAKER.

Enclosure

(THAiTSLATOR*S HOTE:

Vfritten by hand in pencil);

Mr. Ba ?. informs me that the food for 9 Russian civilians on night shift
on 19/20th March was forgotten. Foreman GROLLIUS therefore refused to
bring these people to work.

Only then did they receive their food.
D.

CERTIFICATE OF TRAiTSLATIOH

EHEA E. UlBSEALL, AGO Wo 3-150096, hereby certify that
thoroughly conversant v;ith the English and German languages?
above is a true and correct translation of Document Wo» D-318
ERNA E. UIBEHALD
U.S. Civilian
AGO Wo. 3-160096

THiO^TSLATIOF OF DOCUM):iKT llo NI-3992
OPilCB OF CEIFIF OF

COUl^SBL FOR

ORIMFS

FRIED. KRIIPP

Aktiengesellschaft

2l/March

ENGIiJE lEPT., 30 Mp.rch 1942

SSSElo

hpjidv/ritteii initip.l

(OfficG and Fo. of lett.^r)
21 March &. initial

To:

Mr. EUPE via Mr. WIITTERS

(MiillerB ?)

Subject: Russian civilian worlonen
Case:

In the railway engine construction shop a total of 24
Russian skilled civilian workers havo up to the present 'boon
omployed as ftllowsJ ,
19 as turret lathe operators.
1 as capstan lathe operator
3 as repair fitters
1

as tube fitter.

Out of these 24 men, 21 have been employed in regular shifts.

All these men havo tho best will to work. The average efficiency
up to now a,chiovcd comes to about 50 Pfg, per hour.
The difficulties encountered at the beginning of thoir

employment in providing bread and lunches in good time as well
as in sufficient quantities, havo now been overcomo. The qua,lity
of tho food for the night-shift, however, les.vee much to be

desired. The Russians have often been given a ra^ther v;a.tory soup,
which they refused on 13 and 17 March. The managoross of tho
kitchen Weidkampstr,, Miss 3LGCK, says that bettor moals cpnnot
bo provided with tho rations at her disposal.
These meals a,ro not sufficient to ko<:p'. tho Russians going.

On 18 March, for instaaice, a Russian had to be sent ^

to tho~

cffnp who was unable to clanp a piece of work into a throe—jaw
chuck although the 'spanner was lengthened, whereas a German
colleague could easily get the job clamped on tightly without
any lengthening of the spanner. Men had also to be taken away
from heavy ma.chincs and put on smaller ones as they had not tho
strength necessary for securing tho work in tho chuck of the
heavy machines.

The above-mentioned production efficiency of the Ru3sii^Ils

could be improved upon by giving thorn, if not fatter then a.t
least more substantial food during nightshift. As the Russians

state themselves they are quit^; willing to get more work done,
but are too weak to do

so.

In view of the planned increase of production in tho

ra„ilway engine shop to 40 engines per month - an increase which

is supposed to bo achieved mainly by the employment of Russian
civilian workmen — incroasod importance should be attached to -

providing tho Russians with sufficient food in our own intercut.
handwritten initial illegible.

(Handwritten note:)

K^Dr., 3URSCH (?),. In view of the increased

importance of tho task allocated to us by the highest authority,
I think it is important to amend this state of affairs and perhaps
to discuss it with tho authorities concerned,

(HUPE ?)

31/March
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26 March 1942

(Boiler Construction)
(Handv/ritten Note)
To Mr. HUPS, via Mr. V7INTERS
27 March
Ee=f

Allocation of Hn.sBian P.W.a an? Russian civilian workers-.

Now that 6 weeks have passed since Russian P.W,s have been 3:nplo.yed
in the Boiler Construction Shop^ we can now form an opinion about their
employment.

The Russian P«,W>s enployed here are in a generally weak physical
condition and can only partly be erployed, on light fitting jobs, electric

welding, and auxiliary/ jobs.

1^

*17 of the 32 Russians here are absent

daily on account of illness.

In March for instance, 7 appeared for work-only for a- few days, 14 are
nearly always ill, or come here in such a condition that they are not
capable of even the lightest work« Therefore only 18 of . the 32 remained
who could be used only for th-. lightest jobs.

' The r.;ason why the Russians are not capabi - of product:* vn is, in my
Opinion, v.iat the food which they are given vrO.l
give them the strength
for '.vjrkii'g whicn you hope rc-r^

Tno fo'-d. one day, for inst-mce, •^"usisted

of a watery soup with lebbage'leavee ana c few ,j?eces of t\*..:-n.ip. 'I'ha
punctioal delivecy of '-he focd jeavee a good dc-.-ii to be desirvl too. This
-.V
we..- for li'stauc-Dj the food '^crivei at i'i-bO hrure, on

^

.ay.

LMd 1315 hours

another, eo that the working time' is cut by the long d.rnner break.

Complaints

about thcco unp^mctusl deliveries have been made more than once to Mr. HAHN
of the Ccc-perative Store.

It can also be said about the employment of the Russian P.W.s that it

will moan a great disappointment for the works, in' that much unpleasantness
and increased work for the offices a.nd works direction has been caused, but
no increase in production- has been achieved in the -works.

It is well known in the dBpartments concerned such as P»W. catering Dept.
what the conditions are like at the moment and they have been askd more thai!

once by the works management, as well as by Mr. SOEHLING personally, to have
good food served punctually, all v/ithout success. The Arbeitsfront has
pointed out to Mr, Goehling that it is definitely not his job to bother about
food for the Russian P.V/.s

It is about time that either a change was made here, or the Russians

incapable of light work be got rid off, since

only cre'k-j extra costs

for the works and in the coming warm season could bring dis.-esea in.

(Page 2 of original)
/.j'

About the 5 civilian Russian workers, it can be said that they too

cannot do heavy work, partly on account of the afore mentioned grounds.
The two boiler makers were employed on the heavy boiler smith work for

a few days ohly, since their physical condition did, not allow to work any
>t" 1 w

•n.'

/
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(Cont* d)

W''V-'.

longer. The men employed as electric welder^ can he naed to do liglit
welding work,

®

(signed)
Copy to Mr. VOTERS
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^Suhject:

Ukrainian Civilian Internees.
'I'

As notified Uy the Reich Minister for irmaiGent and War Production

(Lieutenant v. UIKOLAI), on 26 April 1942, the rations for the Ukrainian
civilian internees are immiediately to he adjusted to the standard of the
of the German workers, and the harhed wire is to he removed from the ear-

As corresponding instructions were already issued, the ahove measures
can he taken imj-iediately.
Subject:

Difficulties in negctiPvting v/ith authorities.

At the meeting of the Central Committee (Hauptausschussitzung), on
23 April 1942j reports were made on the attitude of individua,l authoriti"
that in several cases caueod a delay in the production..

I have

received special instructioris from the Reich Minister for Armarrent and
Production to report upon such cases, in order to avoid similar situatic

in fature®
Therefore, written reports on difficulties of this kind,
indicating the exact place, date, na;n© and designation of bureau will he

sent through my office to the administrative hufeau of the Central
Ooramitteo.

Heil Hitlerl

SPECIAL 00:'34IGSI05J

(signed)

PLtaOT

(signed for:)
i.A.
1

SCHEUER

V
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WAR CRRvIFS

•ESS3H,

KHOPP HOSPITALS
Medical Clinic

9 September 1943

(illegible handwritten notes)

Chief Phyeician Lr.WIELS

To the
Handwritten:

Gauamtsleiter of the Office of Pablic Health

To Lr^LCSSSR;
please return.

Signature

illegible

Party Member 3r, HEIHZ,

handwritten

notes

11.9.42.

K U E L H E I M .

Short report on the incidence of sickness in
this district with special reference to the
food situation.

The incidence of sickness in open-cast mines has ur^expectedl^
increased since the beginning of Augasto The climatic conditions are
favorable. Previous escperlence has shown bhat the incidence of sick
ness is generally lowest in Aug.ist and SeptembeTo Reports of doctors
ciuestioned about this indicate that with the exception of dja:'rhoea
cases there is no increase of particular diseases. These cases of

diarrhoea have been observed in larger numb^s in the past 2 cr 3
months, most of them are of a harmless nature. Only a small percentage
is unable to work and req.uires hospital treatmento "We saw only few
serious cases at the hospital* The causative agent proved to be the
Ruhr-E-Bacillus, A general cause could net be found; freq^uently the
bread was blamedo

Various offices cueeti:ned in this matter unanimously agree
that the main cause of the higher incidence of sickness is the increas

ing lack of strength and power of resistance. Farthermore, it must be

considered that some of the remaining people are over age, and a large
percentage is physically v^eak and considerably burdened vrith additlcna':
work.

The experiences made here at the hospitals with walking
patients and above all with patients under observation proved that

pa ge 2
of

original

persons in normal physical condition mainly have the following symptoms
Headache, giddiness, exhaustion and need^ of sleep. It was also noticed
that the blcod pressure figures were subhormal., an observation which
we already made on sick Russians, We thought this to be the result of

constitutional abnormalities, but consider it possible ths.t it may alec
be attributed to the poor physical strength cf the workers, since the
fcod supplied to tho Eastern workers has been and still is insufficient

The plant managers "ften need two Russians to do the work of one strong
n'rmal worker.

The striking increase cf applications for assignment to light

wcrk can be explained to a large extent by the symptoms describod,

which are again and again brought "ut during these sxaminaticns, From
a medical poii^vt C'f view it must bo admitted that the applicatlcns for
assignment to light work are - objectively speaking
justified to a
large degree; but the result is a prodiicti-^nr-decrease in the plants.
.,1.

n?i£Ai:jSLAa'IClT O'F

s-EZHiZH!

•,r..

(page 3 of criginal contO

The umsually hi^ incidence rf Bicknese L

^

linked to the fact that the doctors, ahove all the^^^^ doctors are hoi
in a position to exercise the necessary control,

little h-nesty absent theiDselTes withrut-euffic:^..
is said to "be that now in fall the workers try toi^T.5<ig
conntry.

workers'with ' '

Mother rcaSt
food from th|

\

Weight-chocks made on 100 healthy

from Pried.3CHJPP AO. show

random

• *Ll—2

during the last 'jf-j monthg alone about .

kept their weight, while 80^ lost weight. Tlie ^ex-^ge lost-^ of weight oi

these 80?S during the lest six m-nths emounts to^ kilcgrau. The loss
weight of the employees and the managing of-/lci^]_g
'b>^en greater
whole, and during the last six months has also
-ferticulaTly stri&^«
In the mining industry the incidence if eiokness has also riS&h

appreciably and in certain mining pits the fig^ec are between 8.5-amid
9.5^; there are however no epidemic diseases„
complaints from the

mining industry about increasing fatigrae and wearlne-sa oorre&pond to the
symptoms in the open-cast mines. The following vsieht—compaTLton is

interesting; In 1958 the average weigiit of 363 minc^^s was 6?.7 kilogjttm,-'
in June 1941 the average weight had increased to 70.X kiloeram

anriug

last year it decreased from 70.1 to 63.9 kilogram.

(jage 3 cf original)
During last year, therefore,- the average loss of wel^t was more than 12
pounds, although the worlcers, classified as workers doSvig the heaviest

type of work, received the maximum additional food rations.
Summing up on the basis cf numerous inq.uiries and individual

observations, one must come to the conclusion, that the power cf resistanct
and efficiency of the workers has decreased during the past six months on

account of the unfavourable food situation. The many disturbances throu^
air raid warnings during the niglit and the frequecv duty in the air raid
precauti'n service in addition t:' the long working hours are also essen

tial causes, especially as the I'ss of energy occasioned by the less of
sleep cannot be compensated by food. Pr^-m a medical p'-'int of view one must
conclude that the time has come when one can hardly count on substantial

bodily reserves of energy among the working population.
With regard to the f-od situation it must be said that an

increased distribution cf potatoes resulted in some improvement, This lack
of potatoes during last winter and summer made the fsood situation more

acute, all the more so since the bread ration was insufficient for many
faiTiilies and they were n-^-t able to supplement their ration to a certain
extent by potatoes. Even now the population is said to be trying to get

additicnal bread by underhand means or tc barter for it. The food situation
is naturally less favourable in districts in which many largo cities are
concentrated than in rural areas. In addition to the fact that many large
cities are concentrated in this district, there are

frequent disturban

ces through air raid warnings and attacks as well asy'unuBual demands made
on production, since many war-essential industries are massed in this area,
P'T this reason it would be desirable if particular attention could bg
given t" regulating the supply cf this district and if housewives could be

spared long queues by an, effective system of distribution. The food diffi^

cultiea described and the long queues have affected the undoubtedly hi^

morale existing in this area. The population has welcomed public dlscuseior

of the food situation, because it e3q>ects an Improvement of the suppXlea

as a result.

,
,
handwri11 en: Copy to Dr.BMSIIC

Copy to Dr.IHN.
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correct translation of the document No.KIE-5608,

Hermann EASKSL
No. 1646.
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Horrn Dr.

•

Cist Steel '..orRs,
16 vctober 1942

(initifl of) UrC--yri;'

vD./ot.

16 October

(ii-iitir.l of) m:.
22

CctoTxr

Rc_^ RO" :• s ,

Atttchc.d •.a..c.s^ fir.d r filo note of my secretary, Herr STE.-ER,

f-bout yosterdeys tclo'phone c^ll "by ^"b.rst (Colonel) BR.DYDR of the

Supremv. Goemrnd of ihi

VJIERH'G-i*L,io called

Forces. Just ncnv acuptrarnn (Cc.ptr.in)

from th^ Gc^n- rr.l Comimd .,u..nster end sc.id

thr.t G:.njrr.l von D-.jRdi:, the repres-ntr.tive for tho f^.,'s in the

Army District Coimnrnd VI v.vnts to pry us r. visit G^norr.l von

DCSREO is £;t present trc veliin^ (rcu:id, he (Cr.pt,.,,) v/ould •chero-

•foro try to get into touch rdth him ?oout tnic r:x;tter« I told
Grptri^'
that at the b. ginuinp of next nech -.-ve r.'cre expecting

a vis3t from the Gauleiter S.-bDxCGL, and requested thrt the visit
of Genoral DCERE".. mi:ht i.ot trho plc.cc if possible, ur.til the s-cond

half of next T/ock, I mentioned th. cc.ll from Color ,^1

nd _told

him that thoso comolaints vn re c.rtainly not justixied. EeoidwS i
w.s not the ••"roner authority'-, but r;ould pass on the mrttor to the compotcnt
offices iii our firm. Iby I rcqiest you to take cr.rc of e^rerything
further.

^

...

(signrturc:) von Bu^L^ .

(page 2 of original)
.

Cost Gtool '.'orks^lS October 1942.

F1 ie n ot;^

Ro: Tolophonc Call by Cbcrst (Colonel)

Ooimv.na of the .Irmed Forces, Dent, xee.'s, Berlin.

Cberst DR'iyBR nh.o i.v.rted to tnlk to ricrr^von
mo to pc.ss oh the follo^ving to Horr von rXEL-,.,5

Supreme

rociu-.sted

The Su-oreim: Command of th. hrmod iorc^-s hos lately received from

their onn; offices end recently also iu anonymous letters from the

no-oulatnon a considercble number of complaints about the
of -y-'s rt th. firm KHbVP (e'sneoiaUy tnat they are bo-

w'b'Tten, and,'toth.rnoro dhrt thoy ^ •

ti® off tlv.t is duo to

sS^TOoksblll thos! !

?LirErwouaVrIhon,"rooour'
..ny.irecdv
vd,..ro olso
in Gomany. Tho ^SuprJmo
things uou.ia -t-u
b
reeucsted s;vjr. 1 ximes
thTfulffo"rmSons°L;uld bo' issued to'tho prisoners,
have to

Spondiieg el.ie
also informed mo

r.ddi-

Gb:rsn^?^r-

"

^^.tiQns c.t ICRl'V? \rauld be looked into
p
or by the Supreme Coimru.nd of

either by tho drny District Comr.nd
.-.d .SCHULba'the i.rmod x^orces hxems.
'
3_3_
yjpj p in person concorning
BDRG on th. occasion of ^
boor uossiblo.
this matter j unfortvuir.toly this in u
-

1

-

•

J

7ir.:T3L..Tivr .i dccu..u.!T .:o.i'ii:-i2356
ca:TB:U:3D

(prgc 2 of ori{_inrl cont'd)
I told Cbcrst BBIYBR thrt I could not judge the conditions but

,'ould pr.s^te his inform.-tior, to Hcrr vcpi BU'JL

irrmcdir.tely.

(initir.lO

CSRTIFICaI^
26 November 1947
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r.nd the t th^ rbovj is r true end correct trrnslr.tion of
documnt I'o ,b'l:v-12353 .
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(initials illegible)
V

HV

4747
To the

Heich Minister for Jirmajnent and '>.r i^roduction
e

r

1

i

n

The extermination of vermin in our workers' cpmps has
hitherto been carried out v/ith highly poisonous gases (^rclon

and T-G-as).

Since the production of those g=ses has been

intsrruotcd by enemy potion, we h.ave had to use substitutes,
jiS the most that ca.n be achieved with those materials is an

alleviption, and not a complete romedy, the vermin plague in

our ViTOrkers' camps (pp.rticularly bugs) has increased considerably,
Thirthemore we have lost ba.rracks through adr—raids, and have
therefore had to accommodate tne inmates of the car^ips within
a mbre restricted space and also partly in emergency billots.
It is to be fearnd th^t unless things are improved by effective

disinfection of buildings, the Ipborers' zest for work v/ill be

lowered »nd the efficiency (^rbeltseinsatz) will bo thre-tened.
Some time ago we ma-do represents'.tions ahout our difficul
ties to the supply firm Kecrdt-'Ijingler G-.m.b.H., to the logesch
and to the Reich Plenipotentiary Dr. PETSR3 at the Research
Committee for the Disinfection of Buildings and Prevention of

"pidomics, Priedberg in Hessen, and thereby succeeded in obtadning
a promise of 300 kg of Cyclon immediately, ond a further 300 kg
soon after\'/ards. Our entire requirements for the most urgent disin^fection amiount, however, to about 800 kg of Cyclon,

I'J'e request that the necessary quality of Cyclon bo
dispatched to us as soon as possible.
stamp j
IlRUPF
The Directorate

PPX.D,

signed: IHF
Dealt with:

Copies: Housing Administr^^tion
Higher Camp Administration
Madn Administr^^tive Office

(handv/rituO Dr. IiKHi--iAKLv
w i

-

signed; DfUSCH

THAI^&L.-i.TIOiJ Oji' DOCUliTiiTT jTo D-144:
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(pa^e 8 of original)
iforks Police, 27 October 1942

Memorandum.

(handwritten initial) B
Subject!

Mana.>-:-ement of Camns for Xip.stern

'lorkers.

This morning a discussion took pla.ce in the .'Jorks Police Office,
at which the following were present:

Messrs. von BU'^LCVf,
30TZ, SCHKBIEEH,

HLSEauS, rliiSSBL, '/T'iIHBpHG-, also the Cainp Lea,ders
TM IS, P_aTH and. SCHLUPP.
Camp Leader EGPiTPLAillT, of Orieper^trasse Camp, had also "been
invited "but did not appear.

The following points were discussed!

l) railing in for work.
All the camp leadeis complained tha,t they had the grcf.test
difficulty in "bringing the male and female Eastern Workers to
work in the morning. In the da.rkness - the roll-call for the first
shift''takes place at^ 04.30 hrs ~ aoue of the workers sneak away,
hide themselves in tho latrines, cup'boardB, or under the "beds, or
lie down in "beds in other •ba.rr^>cks

etc.

The camp leaders are of the unanimous opinion tha.t the only
possible v;ay to com"bat this is to treat the shirkers roughly and
bring them to work by force.
Moreover, as has alread^^ been ordered in the circular da.ted

23 October 1942 H.V, (Heeresverordnungsblatt) Ro. A 6, efforts must
be made by means of better pay, end above all by piece rates, premi
ums . etc. to induce the l^stern 'Workers to go to work voluntarily,
liirthermore it con be e.-!p8cted that if the camps are made more
comfortable and the food is improved, the Eastern ''orkers will

automatically become more willing to work. On the other hand, the
beginning of winter, with its cold weather, will, on account of cold

infections, poor clothing ^nd footwear, increase unwillingness to
go to work.
2) Morale of Eastern

'^orkers.

This is becoming visibly worse. The camp le^.den are unanimously
in favor of separating the good from the bad elements as soon as

possible. They describe "bout l/3 as good, l/3 as indifferent and
1/3 as inveterate :I:irk-rrs, criminals and politically unsound persons,
AS a first meaeurc, ti'-.c '-'holly bad elements should be put into

special camp - -ouniwhrnent-camp. Later on, the various camps will
have to be divided into two parts, one for the good .=nd one for the
bad workers. That could of course be done without much difficulty.

The good elements would be dealt with preferentially in matters
of housing, generad tro®.tment and food.
3) Junisliment.

The G-esta.po informed us recently that to begin v/ith they

have adopted the method of inflicting severe corporal punishment
on all workers trj^ing to escape and other bad elements.
I have given express instjmictions to all camp leaders neither
to order nor to tolerate in future the infliction of corporal

•Dunishment.

The camp leaders ha.ve taken note of this and ha.ve agreed

to conduct themselves accordingly,^They have, however, eypressed

their grave doubts as to whether, in view of these limitations,
-
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v-idscipline pjitl production efficiency can always be maintained. They
believe thp.t the news of the abolishment of corooral punishment in

the camps would spread ver;.'" quickly, and would lead to inoubordination.

Instantaneous measures of corporal treatment applied to

nersons caught in the act a-re not affected oj/ the order to discontinue

corporal punishment, especially in cases where the steadily increasing
thefts from kitchens and breaches of discipline towards the guards
are to be dealt with. Such cases a,re to be entered in detail in the

camp book which is shown to Mr. .•ILSrl-iUS at. regular intervpls. Under
no circumstances, however, a,re women to be handlod roughly.

Sdirthormoro, the '/orks Police will, in future, bfe e.t liberty

to punish slackers and insubordinato workers by depriving thorn of
their meals, in u?.rticular female workers who arc caught stea.ling.
The method of carrying out the •ounishment will be that the iorks
Police give instructions to the housing .vdministr^.tion not to issue
an^'" mid—m-^al to the dof^tern '-'orkcrB concerned. The .orks Police
are free '
to assign the portions thus witnheld from tno bad
dastcrn Jorkcrs p.s a.dditional r^'.tions to the- willing .^astern ./orkors.
The ihrks rolicc .are furthermore to be allowed to "ounish

malingerers and sla.ckers by depriving tin^m of meals. In this respect
the '^orks Police a.rc alrea.dy co—opcr-ting with th'.- camn doctors,
who report these slackers and malingerers to the comp loaders.
4) S0lf-.ri.dmini8tration of the ..^asti'm 'orkp_rg_a_
Such on p.dministro.tion is being oner-ted even now in all

camps in such a way that the da.stern 'Orkars h«.ve ». camp senior
with '

ba.rr.ack seniors under him.

The ladtv^^r hav diviacd their

barracks among room seniors,

5) hateria.l for Clcgiiing the Pa.rracks,
There is still a lack of c^very kind of cleaning materials, such

as brooms,, buckets, dust-nans etc., which are nv*JC0ssa.i7'" foT ke.;ning
the barro.cks tiily.

S) Corresnondence of -a.storn "orkcrr. v^ith tli-'ir lo.milies..

The 10.000 roply-nost-c-rd". or^lered by the labor --.llocation
for the o.stern hrkcrs h-ave so far not b w-n supnliod. Or. Lji-.iPud';
is to be asked whether these co.rJs could possibly bo monufacturod by a ..
tj:.e Graph?,

7) Cultural
Cultural ^elf^r
^olf^r

fer .•..:t..rn
-h^p^n

lor.

orker^
ormei»,.

Kith'-rrto this has only been ca.rried out in the Spenlcstrasso

o'ld Kr=emorol°.tz oo;aTjs. In i^ddltion, a "Sports drogrsjame" h=,s

»lro =dy t=kor ol^.cc in tlio Kr=ononl-.tz o=iap. Those ?rr=ngomcnts hp.ve
c=nod forth the gros.tcst interest fron the c=Dp inm=.tcs, who now

sTDproeoh the oe.mP lo».ders oontihue.lly with re^uosts for these events
to he' rop...-.ted. ior this resson it is nignly dcsir-hle th=t rcorc^tionrooms should he set up In the
=.s soon -,s :ossihlo in which
such events could he hold during the winter nonths s.s well. ..coordir^

to osvip levder BOTZi slooort, the riousing ^dministrpion is suouosed
living'au-rteJs. Hslf of the oooihlned roore-tion-room Pnd moss in the

to ho'"?i=neing. to convert the noss m the Spcnlostrsssc c».mp into
-
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Dechenschule camp is ala,o going to "be used as sleeping quarters.

I request the other offices concerned to examine x^'hether this
could not "be avoided.

8) Permission for 7)astern ''lorkers to leave camp.
According to circulars by the firm, the individual plants
have "been ordered to arrange conducted walks for the male and
female Tiastem ^'/orkers accommodated in the c=jnps. In order to educate
the Pastern '^/orkors to self—a.dministration, tho excursions li?,ve

lately been led by Pastern ^'/orkers of both sexes, specially selected
for the purpose. Because of coraolaints from the population ?jid
inconveniences which have arisen, the G-ostapo have now forbidden
this method and only permit excursions with German employees as
guides. Therefore the arranging of conducted walks has become the
plants' own responsibility agaun. The plants xi;ill have to be instruc
ted by the respective camp leaders that henceforth 'the excursions
are to be conducted in tho manner provided for in the circulars,

and that it is of the utmost importance in ma,inta.ining the Russians'
zest for work to afford them this privilege.

9) Co-opcr»tion between Housing Administration/ Co-operative Stores,
(Konsxim-Anstalt)/.vork8 Police.
Since the camp leaders and the '/orks Police are the
offices which have to maintain immediate relations with tho "Jastorn

V/orkers, the camp leaders urgently request that mea-sures taken by
other offices, which arc likely to affect the Eastern Honkers

noticeably (e.q. questions of food and quarters), shall bo discussed
with the c«mp administration beforehand, so that the latter can bring
its influence to bear in order to pacify ond inform the T^^orkcrs
in good time. Thus in one case the male and female juvenile Eastern

Workers under 18 ancomiaodatcd in the Spenlestr=ss0 camp, received
only 200 grans of bread instead of 300 grams per day, because the
sense of an announcement issued by the official in charge at the

co-operative stores (Konsxim-.^nstalt), Herr SFxmEHMAffH, had been
distorted by a printing error. The '/orks Police had not boon

previously informed and could restore quietness only with the
grea-test difficulty. In another caso, Herr ICUrZLI''L{JlL'''', ha.d given

instructions, without ha.vir^ consulted the ^orks Police beforehand,
for the transfer of a nu.ber of female Eastern '••brkers

from the

Piedler Hall to the K-.nii-.-.-nborgstrasso camp, during the hours of
darkness. Owing to the condition of the female Ea,stern '/orkers

and to an air—raid w«=rning, it proved impossible to carry out the
transfer , and unrest and delay in the issuing of the meal were
the result.

In such cases, as these, 6onaultationa in. advance-.with the
f^orks Police are imperative.

I'-'ir. PUEHHER, foreman of the -/orks Police at Kraemerplatz camp, w»s
ordered to inform Herrn
camp loader of Grieperstrasse camp,
correspondingly, and to request his attendance at the next discussion
on Tuesday, the 10th i'ovember 1942.
Copy to Mr. IHIk via Dr.
For the attention of Dr.

jBjUoCH. Then could I discuss v/ith you

points concerning housing a.drainistration and allocation of labor?
8t®inpi
Two ccoies to Mr. HILS'HaUS
-
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Tj^ewritten marginal:
discussed at "board meeting

To Dr. LODSEE
Could you discuss the matter dealt with.

S6 Octoher 1942

in the enclosed renort with Dr. B^IUSCK?

initials: Dr.. L (?) initials? Ehg
Sch

(page 6 of original)
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Suh.iect: Visit of the Deputy Gaulsiterr SCELBSSiiAIlH' to the
workers' homes on 14 October 1942.

The. following persons took part in the inspection of the workers'
homes:

Deputy (laureite-r.- SCHLDSSIirJKH
(xau-Coinr.iissioner of the German Labor Front K_-i3P.lRS

Gau-Coaimissioner xO.-'E T, in clip.rge of the welfare of foreign
workers

Chief official for questions regarding the workers' homes,
iFame-. unknovm.

From Friodr. KSUP? .i.G,

Messrs. von 3IJ" LOl'f, Dr.
Mr. EfiS'EL, Vorks Folicc
Mr. -.•^ia]r':EG,- "
"
Dr. GSOSSrr-THIFi, Housir^ Administration
Sequence of inspection:
S evunannst ras se I
Soumannstrasse II
S chmemajins t r a s s e
Snonlestra.sse

Grieperstrasse
Gpufeld
Eaumerstrasse

The follov;ing details should be .mGntioned:
SeuTiiannstrasas I:

The oeu::ian:iStr =s

c.-mo g^ve a good impression, Mr. FASSBrMTIEH

wa.s a very skilful guide, I'.r. oGrZL^SG^iAl'IlT was particula,rly interested
in the a.ccoininodaticn of the male a.nd fema.lo Dastern '''orkers and

commented disapiirovingly in speakin.^ of the carp-u for ?il?stern Miners,
•jssen, tha.t 15 unr:tarried female Eastern ".Workers were billeted within
the cpjnp boundaries without being strictly separated from the men.
He v/as i^romised that an immediate remedy would be sought.

(page 7 of original)
iVtr,
stressed tha.t Ga^u-lh-iter.;' SaUKFL would disapprove of
this -oarticularly strongly, ^he ' huts'" ' intended for married quarters

were then inspected; they =re almost completed. I^r. SCHLESolv^-dM-H
a.pproved of this a.ccominod»tion. It w^.s pointed out tha.t a camp for
families was still under construction. In the course of the discussion

with Mr. FaS ®;ivDEE regarding his duties as camp-leader, Mr. SC::XSS&tUM
-
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stressed that a camp-leader would he ahle to fulfil his duties

only if ever2''thing were placed under his command, i.e. construction

and furnishing of the >hats;-'--^ accommodp.tion and food, ^hovo all
'a coTLtlroU' of'* the-;, fobd'•supnliee. rnusl he made "Dossihlei, ''-nien Mr.

P.-.S^BSiTIlER pointed out that in 'juestions of furnishing and hilleting
he h.ad to consult the Housing A.dministrp.tion, in matters connected
irfith the kitchen he had to consult the co-oper-tive stores (Konsum-

jinstn,lt) end that he had no influence whatsoever in building operations
Mr. SC?IIjir;SSl''iAN13' expressed his opinion , in general terms, that in

that case things could not run smoothly. He asked outright, where,
within the organizp.tion of ZHUPP's,the responsibility for the
furnishing of the workers' homes lay. At this point, Mr. KASPP.HS
onterod the discussion, and stressed the fact that the difficulties
of the KHUPP firm were caused by there being no responsible person
with the necessary full authorities. I thereupon pointed out th?,t

the tasks we had hitherto been given..had been completed satisfactorily
and that the firm ha.d appointed Dr. LDHl-iivli as liaison-officer, thus
dravring Dr.

into the conversation. ''•J'hen Mr, SCHLiriSoi-LviTP'

asked how he set a,bout solving difficulties, Dr. IliiHiaiu? replied;
".'Jell, I negoti'tc with the directors or departments concerned uid
try to overcome the difficulties in this v;®y." Mr. IC-iSP'-^SS then
remarked th^^.t that was ^'dat the drawback, and that Dr. LDHE.'Lcii>xT did

not have the. necess'^rj^ full s-uthority. Mr.

supported'' him,

I ha.d expected Dr. LPH-iAXli-: to defend the present organization »s
meeting »11 requirements, but he did not reply. Mr. SCHLBSSivIAlTH then
turned to me with the remark th^t a camp-loadcr or a. commissioner

of KRDPP's for these workers' homos could bo compared with an organi
zation of the machiner;'" of stp.te in which the Pcgicrungs-oraesident
receives his instructions from the respective ministries and carries
them out on his ovm authority.

(page 8 of original)
I replied that this would be an ideal solution, but a r^-ther difficult
one to put into practice at IQIIPP's.

"following this the camp S.'umojinGtra.ssc II was inspected;
no import'-nt objections wore raised.

Poga.rding the camp in 5 ch.iomannstras p.o, l4r, SCVL'^SSi'.'lAiTi"
aipprecistod the quick rcconstruction-v/ork. He knew of the condition

of the canp after the b.nmbing-attack. In this connection the question

of barbed wire w-'S r-ie-C'-i byj-f? 3U'' :L0VJ, who enumerated the various
offices dcma.ndir.g that tne barbed wire should bo removed, but this

could not be justified for pra.ctical reasons. Mr.
spoke
briefly of the necessity for it. Mr. SCHLhSSi''i.-dd'' sa.id we need not
v/orry about the barbed wire; as long as thoro was no other wire

availa.ble, it would be expedient to go on using barbed v/ire, in
order to guarantee segregation.

Mr. EiiSr:j^JL asked Mr. SCI-ILilSoMAihT to inspect the tentedcajhp in 3aeumiausstrassc. which he said presented impossible

conditions. On inspecting the tents, Mr. BCrJh'iSSMrd©i sa.id it was
wrong to let people live in tents at that time of the year. I
pointed out the accommodation difficulties, brought about by the
fire-dis.»stor, and our int'.ntion of clea.ring the tents by 20 October
1942, provided that no more contingents of DaBtern VJorkcrs
Mr. HaS-'ML pointed out that the people who even ordinarily are not

in favor of taking off any of their clothes pt night, were v/earing
them day and night on account of the cold, and th^t all complaints.
-
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alDOTit this went unheeded. I pointed out th?.t wc were forced to t^ice

in une2^ected contingents which we were not allowed to send "ba.ck,
pjid thp.t the Iphor-p-llocFtion-oflice requested us to ?ccominods,tc
the people. Conditions like those at present in the tented ca.ira
could not he pvoided under these circumstances. Herr v."SDIILO'.^
pointed out the necessity'' of l?.hor-alloc?tion for production, pjid
stressed the fact th^.t difficulties had to he -out up v;ith now ?n.d
then. On leaving the cainp ivir. SChlt^SSI-'iAidL'" oxnDlained to me that our
procedure was contrarj'" to what Alfcied von BOHZtTjij' had said at one of the
last meetings at Mr, PLSIG-IiR's. Von j50ELB5T h?d declared in this
meeting that no contingents whatsoever would he t?icen in unless
satisfactory accommodation were availahlo,

(page 9 of original)
Dr.

w=b present during this conversation, did not rouly to

this positive reproach made f&^lahor aiiocatiShf^^£d thus indirectly

to the housing administration.
S-ponlostrasso Cacro.

The camp conditions resulting from ftie homhing-catastrophc were
recognized hy Mr. SCHL''^S .MiAlTIJ. He stressed, however, that v;ithin the
following 4 weeks, the necessary- measures should have hcen effected
in order to separate the men from the women. He said the accommodation
of the families within the camus was as had and insufficient as could

he and gave cause for disapproval in evoip.'- resuect, Mr. KASL^L, in
uarticular, pointed out to him tho housing of the families. Mr.
SCKLdSSIvIAifilT emphasized that if Gr?,uleiterv SaUKEL should hear of tho
existing conditions he would stop »11 contingents heing sent to ICRI3FP,

iThen inspecting the dining-hall Mr. SCHLESSMrtilM noticed the chocking
of the food-tickets. Ho inquired ahout the handling of those things.
Mr, HiiSoEL and Mr. 30TZ, the commissioner for the ."orks Folico in

Spenlestra.sso, criticised Irhis system rather severely and mointod out
tha.t it had

such considora.hlo deficiencies th^t it could not he mut

into effect at all. There
thls system, or rather hy
carried it out. I pointed
worth and that not one of

wore a.lv;=ys discrepancies caused solely hy
the way in which the housing administration
out that the checking-system ha.l proved its
tho administrators for tho workers' homos

had submitted any proposals for an amendment during the last discussion
of this subject, tha.t furthermore fir,
plan for punching tlie tickebs

ha.d d-ngcrous ?.s'::>ccts •'"'fieh could not he discussed in dcta.il now. On
leaving the dining-r
I was told hy Mr, SChh
that there
scorned to he considorahlo differences of opinion hetwe-'-n the various

dep-Ttments of tho "plant, I (crosced out, liandi-zritten: he) agp,in
oointed out the necessity for tho leader-system,

Q-riooorstrasse Cajnn.

It w-,s nointod out to Mr, bCHL.'

that G-ricperstr-.sse

x-ja.s a_n orflo,rgc:ncy—billot and tha.t in approximately 4 weeks, ^-.'hGn the
huts ' in Spcnle'^stra.sRC ha,d bo.tn rebuilt, tho had conditions would

he changed. The caxip would then bo used again as a. caimp for prisoners—
of-war, as Vfas originally intended. Mr.
had a look at
several rooms, Mr. KaSSEL triod

-
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to get Mr, SC-IL-iboi''iAi''j;f to inspect tlie Gmergoncy—Ip.trines,

pointing

out that particularly at night some of the camp—inniR.tes P'-'^lieved

natjare on the square. Those conditions v;ere intolerehle.

Mr. SGTIT-So-

replied that oinorgency-billets^ had their dtficioncies and that

there was no way of coinpelling tlfe^^r^atcs. to v/alk a long distpnce at

night against their will in order io relieve nature. He was very sensible
in this respect; it raust ho stres'^.ed generally that Mr, SCI-lxGSSiMl?
has not requested anything impossible with regard to the various

d tha,t he has also shown full understanding for the difficulties.
Oaufcld Cpuro.

On Mr. KMSjrhH's advice the O.aufeld camp was insuectcd, this
being the newest '
hut>-cajnp. as, however, the ground had been dug
up extensively for laying the pipes for the central-heating, the Cf-jnp
gave an imprcsjsioii of untidiness. In this connection the question of
the lack of central-heating was discussed, I pointed out the difficulties
connected with it, Mr, SCriyiSSI/uil'Tlv could not understand -why the reaso
nable request to equip a cajnp with central-heating had not been mot,
I stressed the fact that we considered central-heating to be the best

heating-system for 'huts,

but that the commissioner in charge of

saving, in view of the consumption of iron and the present emergency

would no longer authorize such installations,reir/ryeiT'LO''/ emphasized
the sam"e point. There was also a lack of sufficient firc-cxtinguishing
equiwicnt^ the request for fire-fighting-moa-suTGs made by the fire-

brigade h»d been turned do\'m by the commissioner in chavrge of sa.ving,
thought one should be able to obtain the necessary
Mr,
iron-allocations for central-ho'sting amid firo-fighting equi-omont if
r^erlin v^re approached with reasonable suggestions,
Ba.umers trasse Camn.

Here, Mr. SCHLiiiSSriiUfiT was particularly interested in the

plaj'-sical condition of the prisoners-of-war, T^y a coincidence, the

'Ychrinacht cppta.in (med.)

was present too and gave detailed ox-?lana.tions

to Mr. oCHLIlSSr-iAiL" rcga.rding the extremely bad physical condition

of

the prisoners-of-w^=r. jiurthermorc, Mr. SGI-lij3bGIiAi:j satisfied-himself as to
In my attempt

to give a. detailed statt^ment of Mr. GCMLIiSS-

8 visit, I must stress that the remarks quoted arc not alweys to
be tal^oii
verbati:.!,.;-. -v.t i -ther according to their meaning,

(page 11 of original)
because I did not r member the exact wording in every case, I asi under

the impression that various references led mr. S O h L t o form the
opinion that the conditions of the workers' homos-jmight be better, but
were, however, suffering considerably under difficulties of over

lapping and interference in individual plants concerned. TMa'belig so, I
'think that Hi;

should have defended the present system a little mo-ra

strongly. >/ith regard to the 'iorks Police I must stress that Kr.
who is an intimate friend of mr, SGK'jHSSI-imiyF, pointed out to

him in his eagerness things, which are not a.s they should be, but
which would not h^^ve been noticed by Mr. SG.-DMiiSSr'iiU'^h if Mr. PaSSEL
ha.d not mentioned them. In particular the mention of the differences

of opinion regar-ling the expedience of the -orescnt food-ticket checksystem in the 5-oenlestra.sse was uncalled-for,. Daring the tour I also

had difficulty in dissuading Mr, KaS'EL from his plan to show ^^^r.
-
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SCEL/'SStittlJlF "bugs alleged to "be at the Eraemerplatz camp, and in
pointing out the inrocssihilitj'' of getting rid of this pest, as
theieare no emergency quarters available for the necessarj'" evacuetion
period of 2 or 3 days, as I told I-'r. HLtS'-liL, it v^as ^^fter all due
to the fire-disaster in September that such conditions existed, and
Mr, SCHLSSSMAifH had stated clearly that after 4 vreeks =11 tr=ces of
the catastrcuhe must be removed, ^^r. von .-iu LOW listened to our

conversation, but did not, however, express an opinion.

I should like to add that Dr. LIjHI'iAI'H traveled in DeputyGauleiter SCHLDS^^J-iAlTH's car with Mr. Ea3?DE3, and that I do not

know what they discussed. I can merely describe the impression I
gained during the actual inspection.

Cast-steel-factory (Gfbk.), 17 October 1942
signed: GH03:-3E—THIS
C^ETIl'ICAir." OF

'xuJZ-10^.

June 10, 1947

I, Monica fellwood, E 00525, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant v/ith the .• nglish end German languages and thp.t the
above is a tiue and correct translation of the docuLient Ho D—144,
Monica 'Vellv;ood

Ho. E 00525
"EHD"
-
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To t-hc

Sd^k
Cast Steel

o£ .jb-hB
q|

E^ied, i^upp AjG,

Escon-Ruhr

17. October and 7 Novcnbcr

Ni,/Bo. 10 ITovcnbcr 19U2,

Foreign Tforkors' camp aid care of Eastern vforkers.
As vfe have been informed bpihe firm ICrupp the camps for foreign and
Eastern vforkers are being set up by the housing acuninistration.
Director Dr. Beusch is in charge.-^ He vrLll infonn us of the camps

tlirough Dr. '.'iiele.

It is not the task of the worle.ian's sick fund

but that of the vforkshop leader^ in this case apparently the housing
department to equif) the camps.

Sanitary supervision of the c amps which must be enercised by the
employer -will be carried out by the medical practitioner Dr. Jaeger

in^ conjunction with the factory medical service of the firm Itcupp.
Furthermorej it is the duty of the employer and not that of the work
men's sick fmid to furnish the camps vath the necessarj^ equipment
for the setting up of dispensaries.

In agreement with the head physician Dr. Miele and Direktor Dr.
Beusch we have given Dr. Jaegei^ who had already been entrusted
bv the employer vfith the sanitary supervision^ chcorge of tlie en

tire camp.

The foreign physiEians are to work under his supervi

sion and management.

Dr. Jaeger has been instructed by uq i.e. the oflice of the Essen
districtj Dr. '.fagnerj to take care for- foreign worker ca^nps in
close cooperation vrith clrLef physician Dr. Vfielq i.e. Direlctor "
Dr. Beusch,

For the moment the persons in ciuestion are as followsj

1. the medical pratitioner Dr. Jaeger^ Essen-Rur, Gneisenaustr.2,
as supervising ph^'-sicianj who at the same time aas been entrusted

i.-ath the sanitax^ir^ supervision

the firm Krupp, The follo^ving

•:)hysicians are to work under hiiu?

a) The Protectorate -physician Dr. Stephan t^cnaskiw,
b) The Russian physician Gonstantin Lipin,
c)

An Italisen physician.

These four physicians -would suffice for the care of the foreign

and Eastern^vorkers' caxipsj -.rlxLch at the present moment consist
of aworonimately 15^000 people if these workers by necessity
had not been dispersed over 30 camps in different parts of Essen,

•y'^tiiererore urred the Reichsfuehrung to furnish another
R-Issian p^sician for the firm Krupp vrhc has been trained in a
camp especially •
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.PB-IC2 .1 CHEF vi- c .:ir.:u:L fx ..i.R grids

Friod. LRlLR

Instrmcnt -ivorlcshop II, 19 I'ovcmbc i-1942

jlktiong^ scllschr.ft

(Cffico end lctt..r i',d.)

To

Lr.bor Xlocc.tion

Ro :

F^cdin^ of Rus sirn ?C".7's.

^"r^jvious:

During iii-- Ic.st fcv/ dc.ys v/c hav..' e.£c.in end r.^r-in discovorcd
tht.t the food for the

Russicn PO;'s who in our plont r.ro exclusively

omployod on licc.vY work is tote lly in'.doqur.tc .

pressed this in our ls.tt-.r to Rorr Lj.' dc.ti_d 30 v.ctoocr 1942. .-o

discover c.^ain and a-ain tlv t paoplc vdio live on this ^diL t ali'^c.ys
broak dovjn at worlc after a short time' and somotirees die. It is no

help to us to -et a f.vr workers rGEi£:nud to us aft.r a long fi^ht. _

For this her.-vn'- v;orl: (processing of airplane ariaor pFt.s) v;o have
to insist that ihj food is rdcquatc x.jnourjh to actually kcop theso
worlars -.rlth us.

,

(signature:)

Copy to: Hcrr "".klF, nerr Dr. KClCj'dllT

illegible

(page 2 of original)
Duplica.-te

request for
for
(hrndv/ritteii:) Crnp food supply vd th the request

your opinion

Liaison office for Lf bor frocuremont,

25 -.ovemb'-r 1942

(stamp:) signed
Crigina 1 2 pp
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TRMSLATIOM OF DOCUJiMT No.NIK-6720
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUHvSEL FOE WAR CRB^S

Rubber Stamp;

Krupp Hospitals
Industrial Hygiene Investigation
Department of the Medical Clinic

Essen, 2 December 1942.

Pencil Note; z.d.A, B (to be filed)
(initialed BEUvS.GH)

Health conditions in Autumn 19A2.

• The sick rate has shown an upward trend during the past

few months, although climatic conditions were favourable.
Experience shows that the sick rate is usually low in the
Autumn months. Among specific causes of this increased sick
rate, the presence of infectious diseases could not be
ascertained. Only, an extraordinary increase of disorders of the

V

digestive system was to be observed. The majority of these
attacks of diarrhoea v/ere harmless and cleared up in a few

days. As time vjent on, somewhat more complicated cases came
under observation, increasing to such an extent as to cause a
considerable amount of unfitness for work. According to reports
from the Industrial Health Insurance Office, at times over 1?^

,

of all cases of unfitness for work were caused by these intestinal
disorders. None of these were infectious dysenteric cases. A

common cause of this disease, observable also in other parts of

the Reich, has not been ascertained. Often the (quality of the)
bread was blamed for it, viz. the'-admixtures of ergot and
corn-cockle.
Several of the authorities consulted held the view

that in addition to this a weakening in resistance was to be held

mainly responsible for the increased sick rate- a consequence
of the unsatisfactory nutritional conditions in ^ipring and
Sumnier» A contributive factor is that those not called up arc

partly too old, and partly, a high percentage of them,

physically weak

and heavily burdened by additional work. Also,

medical attention as well as regular exaraination by the works
doctors is insufficient.

Check-ups on weight which have been made so far had the
following results:

Loss of weight in 50 senior executives (plant
managers, commercial managers, etc.) during the
22 lbs

war averaged

Loss of weight in 57 employees in particularly
responsible positions averaged
-

31 lbs
1 -

•.•s.
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V,

(Page 1 of original, ,cont'd)

ri^ '

Of 263 miners checked in one pit
since June 19A0, the body-Tweight fell from

70,1 kilograms to 63,9 kilograms. This represents
an average loss during the past year of over

12 lbs

(page 2 of original)
although they.were workers of the heaviest category drawing
maximum supplementary rations.
If the body weight is brought into relation with

height and age, the following figures result:
In miners' averaging 39 years of age and

171,6 centimetres

of height, a body weight (in their shoes
65

and trousers) of

kilograms

was ascertained.

In 209 workers of a foundry with an average
height of
the body-weight was found to be '

170

centimetres

64,4 kilograms

at an average age of 44,5 years.

Of these 54^ drew supplementary rations for workers of the

heaviest category, 3 % supplementary rations for heavy
vjorkers and 12fo supplementary rations for overtime workers.
In 176 female workers of one plant, averaging
a height of

en average weight, in working clothes, of
or about 58 without clothes was found. The

15s
59

centimetres

kilograms

age was 30 years on the average.
In 125 workers of a

workshop in which particularly light work was
done, given an average height of
the average weight was found to be, in
working clothes,

or, without clothes,

156,7 centimetre;

61,6 kilos
60 kilograms

the average age being 23 l/2 years.
500 Eastern workers
weighed on an average

60,4 !<ilograins
166,7 centii.ietres

and measured

The compilation shows that the employees of the heavy

category both in .mining and in a foundry are equally deficient
in weight, showing an average deficiency of 6 kilograms as
against the required normal weight, A striking similarity in
weight figures was foiind in a number of workers from Eastern
territories.

-
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(Page 2 of original, cont'd)
The heavy loss of v/eight sustained by executives and staff
members in key positions has to be emphasized. Most of them
are heavily overvrarked while drawing no supplementary rations
whatever.

It is a noteworthy fact that the loss of weight in

women and girls is not nearly as drastic as in men. Owing to
their added house work, women are partly at least as heavily
burdened physically as men. Smaller losses of weight in women
were observed, also during the last war. I'Ve think that the »
assumption that endocrine regulative influences play a role
is highly probable. Also, it should be borne in mind that women
are on an average shorter than men.

(page 3 of original)
Surveying the enumerated weight figures, one cannot but
come to the conclusion that a considerable reduction of weight

has taken place at least in the male sector of the working
population during the last year. The loss of weight is so
heavy that phenomena which must be put down to frequently
insufficient nutrition are prevalent. A survey in the hospitals
of out-patients and particularly of patients under constant

observation has established the prevalence of the following
disorders:

Headaches, giddiness, fatigue, sleepiness, abnormally slow pulse •
low and at times temporarily high blood pressure, frequent desire

to urinate during night and sv^eating at night though the organs
function normally otherwise. Not infrequently one meets a mild
anaemia which did not previously occur on such a scale. On
comparing these observations with the medical literature on
alimentary injuries which vjas written after the last war one
is compelled to conclude that the disorders in questions are
symptons of a certain malnutrition. It must be taken into

consideration that the frequent interruption of night rest by
air raid warnings and the air raid protection duties on top of
the longer working hours are among the main reasons for the

falling off of the physical power of resistance and efficiency,
the more so as the loss of energy sustained by lack of sleep

cannot be'compensated nutritionally. From the medical point of
view, therefore, it must be concluded that a large proportion
of the population no longer has any appreciable reserve of

physical energy left to fall back on. It must be eii^hasized,
therefore, that It is absolutely certain that the population
will not be able next winter to stand up, as it still did last

year, to nutritional difficulties such as the last year brought
in its course. For this reason it will be imperative to avoid

subjecting the nutrition in this district to fluctuations. Also,
there is the danger of a larger proportion of the population

-

3 -
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(Page 4 of original)

being affected in case of an outbreak of infectious diseases,
than would be the case in normal times. This refers particularly
to influenza which is usually epidemic to a more or less
violent degree in January and February and has caused a rise of

the sick rate every year. Fortunately, at present a further drop
of body weight seems to have been arrested by the recent extra
food .rations and better supply of potatoes. Thus, the miners in

"Amalia" pit have regained 1 kilogram on the average during the
past two months.

Of special diseases, a marked increase in tuberculosis
is to be noted. Unfortunately a certain further rise is to be

expected for the next T.'inter, as tuberculosis becomes manifest
conq?aratively late, and the majority of cases break out during
the winter months. The sharp rise of stomach ulcers iias* a
considerable bearing on the sick rate. This stomach trouble is

a disorder wiiich is in most cases associated with the general
nervous condition of the affected person and, therefore, to be
regarded in most cases as a nervous affection. In addition,
relevant case reports go to prove that following periods of more
frequent air raid warnings cases of unfitness for work as a

result of nervous conditions have increased in proportion, though,
on the whole, within reasonable limits.

Only one case, of so-called hunger-oodema (dropsical
swelling caused by malnutrition) has come under observation
among German employes. They are more frequent among a proportion
of workers from Eastern territories so that we have treated 91

eases at the local hospital. The oedema took one of two
distinctive forms j The one was accompanied by anaemia, the
other was not. The affections without anaemia were cured quicker

than the anaemic form. Also, the latter tended much more to

relapses. The determination of serous albumen in oedema cases
revealed low rates; in the checkup, however, no systematic
behaviour could be determined with respect to diagnostics. It is

particularly noteworthy that a latent oedematic disposition
becomes manifest as soon as the patients take generous quantities

of salt and liquid matter. To a large extent, this is the case
with the Russians. This, then, accounts for the frequent relapses

which occur in a proportion of the Russians. If large quantities
of albumen can be fed to the oedema patients recovery and well-

being are attained remarkably quickly. If they are given only
small quantities of albuminous food
(page 5 of original)

convalescence will drag out in proportion. Experiments we have
made have convinced us that, as had been assumed previously,
the oedematic disposition is, at bottom, a problem of albumen.
No clues have as yet been found to support the assumption

that the supply of fat is a co-determinant factor.
-
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(Page 5 of original, cont'd)
Naturally, alixiientarj'- oedemas are unfavourably influenced
by physical effort "with its attendant loss of energy. For
quicker recovery it is advisable to start the treatment of
oedema patients with a rest cure.

The local population clings stubbornly to the belief
that nutritional conditions in this district are worse than

in many other districts of the Reich as well as in many

neighbouring districts of the industrial area. Objectively, if
must be admitted that the local population, ovdng to an increased
consunption of energy resulting from the predominance of heavy
industrial work, the frequent air raid alerts and air raid
protection duties on top of it, is all the more in need of a
pa*^ticularly carefully balanced nutrition. In practice, it may
be assumed that nutritional conditions are better in the rural
areas of the Reich as 7/ell as in small and medium towns with

rural surroundings, since garden plots are available and close
connections with the surrounding agricultural districts are
kept up by the population. The population of the Ruhr district
enjoys these advantages only to a limited extent. On the one
hand the concentration of huge masses of men, and on the other

hand the lack of an agricultural environment worth mentioning
precludes any appreciable additional supplies. Therein the
population feels at a disadvantage. In our opinion, it
must be demanded that this area above all others should be

supplied with supplementary food.

(signature) WIBI£.

CEB,TIFICATE OF "TRANSLATION

24 June 1947

I, Mary Flack PERRY, 20 136, hereby certify %hat I am
thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages
«i Vu-' »

and that the above is a true and correct translation of the
document No.NIK-6720.

Mary Flack PERRY,
20 136
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Health Conditions

Tho slop r.ate

Bousch 17 Docembor 1942

in -t^utuimi 1942

tlio staff was p.'rcticula.rly

favourable in t"n; first year of the v;,?.r and bettor

than in pro-war ^timos. It v/r.s 3.8 / an 1939 and

dropped to 2,9 % in 19-iO. Ginco then r. slow increase
of the si.ck' rate could bo observed.

It continued to

increr.so through this summer in spite of favourcoble

climatic conditions, and for a time reached 6% in tho

cast steel works and 9$u in tho mines. This means an

additional cCeficit of approximately 2000 employees per
dry. For some weeks r. decrorso in tho sick rate fi^-^ures

has been noticor'ble. There is no si^n that'infectious
diseases are responsible for tho hei-^ht of the sick
rr.to,

-apart from, a distinct increase in tuberculosis.

^^osidos tho fact that porsonnel not in the forces are

older; lower resistance,

.nd additional work, play

tho ir part in the increase of diseases, -^xlso aTiedic-al

attendance and periodical examination -by the factory
doctors has become more inadequate, -tedded to this their
resistance was 'v;eakonod this summer ^-^y the considorablo

shortage of potratoos and vo^otabl^oe in this district in
conjunction with tho temporary cut-in tho moat and bread

rations apart f-i'om the fat shorta-^o. These fac-tors
re/julted in a considerable decrease In woi.^-ht, v/hich
was particularly apparent this year.

The v;ei=;5ht checks made rovefiled the following;
50 senior officials (plant m.anagers, commercial
managers etc. ) showed an r.vera.qo docroasc in v/oiqht

during w-ar time of

-

^

22 pounds

Tile decre-as{j in -wei./^ht of 57 oxiiployoos in respons
ible positions amounted on an average to

31 pounds

In a mine the average weight of 263 minors went

dovm since June 1940 fron''70.1, kg to 63,9 kg,

althougli these are workers doing ths' hoavlos-tdwork
anrl recQlvip^the highest extra rations, Go the
average decrease in weight mounted durini-? the lust
year to

•

-

1

12 pounds

-

<' a . "

,

.. .-aii

Tn^^T3L..TICN C? D' GUIQITT i\^o.NIK:-671
Cr'NTH^TlSD

(?r.2:3 2 of oris-inr.l)
If olie woi:j;ht is related to height ptlcI
followin.'^ figures result 5

the

1.) I.'i.nors
•«'*.V'3 r a •{• o he i.ih t
rrr: rage we ight
av3ra:-:e

171.6

cm

S3,9 kg
39 years

a/.o

2.) 209 Foundry workers.
•t-ve rage ho i ^;ht
average weight
r-

/•'Q

170

cm

64.dk3
44.5 years

TtJ

54 ^ of them wore getting extra r-^tions for workers
doing'the hecviest work, ahout 3^ heavy workers*
rations and 12^ overtime rations.
5.) 17B female vvorkvsrs.
**ve ra
ho ight
average wei^ht
aver'aTe

158 cm

58 kg
30 ^''oars

a 73

4.) 125 workors in

v/orkshop with particularly light v/ork

...vorago heihht
average weight
avera::e

156.7 cm

60
kg
23.5 years

tage

This comparison shows that the omnloyoos who do
heavy physical laeor, both in mining r.nd a foundry are
equally undorv/eight, Special consideration is to be paid
to the great loss in weight suffered by key executives
and clerical workers. The majority of thorn are overburdenod v.dth v/ork rnd thsy do net get any additional
rations.

The docreaso in weight in the case of women and

girls IS smaller than in the case of men, although
some of tbo women are equally strained on account of

thoir additional h-.-usa work. This^ observation v/as
already made during iiorld ^«ar I.

supposition that

hormonal adJu''"abm3nts nia.y a pa.rt in this is ghe most
lere

Wiro rof,lly in bu-ttcr physxc.'.l oonrlition thrin tho male
workers frorri the .Tast#

-
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(i'?.50 2 o± orijinr.l, cont*d)

-xcoordinj to those v;GX;;5ht chocha male employeos
sufferocl a considorohlo loss In v/oi^ht in the course

of the third yer.r of the v/ar. In rrthor numerous cr.,ses
ohssrvr.tions In hoapitols ond ex'^ninations hy the
fo.ctory doctors durin:-^' this

suimnor

(rp/;3 3 of ori^inol)
disclosed physicl disturbrjices v>hich hrd to ho

nttrihutod to insufficxont nourishrxont^ It is ossentxally
p. questxon of hepd-r.chos, dxzzynoss, fr.ti.TuOj remorkahly
slow pulso and low - sor.etxmos tompororxly too hi^h blood prGssu.rOj5 need to urxnrto durxn^ the ni^ht,
porspxrotion durxnj nxjht-txm.G, vdixlo the stote of the
or^'-ns xs otherwise mmol. In conn'.rin.-j those obser
vations with the post-v;orld-Y^'.r Ixteroture on he;rm
oonditxonod by malnutrition one c^n recognize that

those are similar syi'iptoms in their first stp-;es, Tore
serious pathological symptons, especially so-callod

dropsxcal sv/ellin^s {st'-.rvation oodomae ) had not yet
b'jon obsorvod xn the case of G-eman employees. They
were only found xn .groups of v:orkors from the East v/ho
arrxved in a particularly bad state. In thoxr case vje
did not succeed as yet,

in the course of the last

months, to cure these oedej-nlc diseases vfith the
ava i l r b l e food, -re ticixs •

^i-nother m.aterial cruse of the

weakonin--' of

resxstance is to be found xn the frequent disturbances
during ni^'hb-time caused bj* a.ir-raid alams and bomb

attacks, •"•ddod to the prolon,;od workin^:^ time there
v;as the xntenslfxod air rrxd defense duty, ivhereas the
loss in energy, resulting from, curtaaled sleep, could
not always bo compensated by food, -t-lso the increase in
the so-called ve;^otatxv0 neuroses, i.e. diseases which
lend to nervous disturbances of organs, are explaxned
by the still increr.sxnj: strains of a general kind, but

particularly by the additional disturbance of the ni;jht.>s
sleep.. *e are re.fer.ring here, among other things,
to a consxderable xncroase in digestive disorders with
long periods of sick-leave, i.lso heart end circulation

troubles of nervous and organic origin have 'greatly
increased in number dufxn.g last• summ.er. d- state of

nervous exhaustion v/as noticed xn com.parativoly fSw
instances yet permitting comprrison wxth the time of

nightly disturb .ncos. Ir view of this the population of
this district has to bo characterized as calm, dolibex-ate and rather tenacious,
regard,s organic

diseases there v/ore a groat many cases of diarrhoea
this summer. Those were not infectious diseases of

the entestinos (such as dya3nt3ry, paratyphoid etc), •
d. largo part of the population was affected by these
disorders, wixicli wore not sovoro to start with -and

later on accounted for up to 17^ of the sick rate. It
not yet
.

3

-
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(Ir.p -J: of original)
cler.r, whoth'^r tins v;?.s to "bo rttributod to the quality
of the broad. In the nor.ntirio c^ses of diseases of the
ontestines have do creased in nur.bere

Rec3ntly.cn increase of skin eruptions has been

noticed, in p.'.rticular of furunculosis. This increase
IS likely to bo oxpli-urud less by malnutrition than by
the cletorlorati:n of the available means for cleaning,
the

skin.

To sum up, there vr.s a corhination of

several

unfavourable f actoro • durin; 1^.st suoirer: besides

increased work, intensifiod ir
raid defense duty,
frequent disturbances of the nidit^s -ro^^t, bad food
conditions.

So one has to. come to tho

conclusion on the medical

side that at the beqinnin;^ of the ith yoror of the v/rr a

.jroat part of tho working populcotion has no longer any
reserves of physical energy v;orth mentioning to fall
back on. It must bo emphasized that in the coming winter

the population v/ill probably not bo able to overcome
food difficulties, like those vra had last year, as v/ell
as they used to. Per this reason it is necessary that
the food supply in this district v/ill be subject to no

fluctuation.'There is adso a danger that infectious
diseases, if any occur will spread among the population

to a larger extent than' in normal times.

In the ea'ont of this summer* s unfavorable conditions
continuing a greater increase of the sick-rato and a
decrease in individual efficiency had to be reckoned
with althoujh the population, because of tho "ood
qualities of their character is disinclined apart from
a fev/ exceptions to tMce sick-leave v;ithout .good co.use, Fortunately it seems that for the time being a further

decrease of average weight has boon provontod by tho
now extra food rations end tho better supply of potatoes

and vegotablos. To give an example, the miners of tho

pit kmalie have gained one kg '^f weight on an average
in the course of the last few months. Iv'oroovor tliore

were only sli.ght disturbances duo to air raid alarms

in the Psson city area during tho last throe months.
Since that time a falling off in nervous functional
disturbances can be noticed, v;hich at present is

reflected in. dit.ngo for tho better in the sick rate.
(Si gnature : ) '-iLli3LE
7
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KKUFP HOSPITiiLS

he,.;

Deaths of Dc-^-stern

orkers

54 Eastern vrarkers died at the hospital LazarettstrassBj 4 of
through

them •/ outside influence and 50 of diseases. The causes of death
of these 50 who died because of diseases, were:

tuberculosis;
malnutribion:

•'4

30 (incl, 2 ?;o;iien)
2

stoiiiach bleeding:

2

•

^

: • ' 'ii
•••

intestinal diseases:

typhus:

'

2

1 (lei-^ale)
t

pneumonia:

3 •

'

' >

,

'' '

appendicitis: 1 (fqmale)

liver disease:
abscess:

1

1

*
,

.
.

The co;:pilation therefore shws that 4/5 died of tuberculosis
and malnutritionj i.e. 80 %,

•

tv.-:
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GErJIFiCaii OF Trdif:SiATiON

I, Jack i.arkheii.i aiGO D 2^,. U9j hereby cajrtify that I am thoroughly
conversant idth the iifiglish and Gorua^.n laji^^uages and that the
'
abovvs is a true and correct translation of document No, '

0-283.

~
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Nuernberg, 22 Julj'
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TJiU\fSUTION OF DOCUijlNT No, NIK-5824
OFFICE OF

CHIEF OF COUN.SEL FOR ^'iAR CRIISc

Gr.u Econonic Chpnber, Depertnient Liclustrv
Substitutes

Via C.rjnp Food Supply Dopart/i^ont.

Food supply Slid its results on the maintenance of officioncy

l)

Corjnunit.v-fec ding
The ra.tionod provisions allocated by tho Food Control Boards to a
certain extent suffice, except for vegetables a.nd potatoes, to main
tain full efficiency.

2)

Rations for Eastern Icborors:

(..Iso valid for Soviet Prisoners of
:7ar)

SincG, up to nov?, larger amounts of potatoes, turnips and other ve
getables have been a.vailable, the general health standard could be
called adequate. 7iftor the potato ration cut from 28 to 20 kilos
for tho 4 week period, and after the turnips have been used up, it
is doubtful whether the standard of health can be maintained.

To

say the least, this will reduce efficiency. Almost no substitutes
a.ro on hand. The shortage of larger amounts of vegetables is verj^

noticeable.

The official alloca.tion has been almost microscopically

small for weeks now and at times ajnounted to only 250 grammes of
fresh vegetables per week. The vegetable ration intended by tho Re

gional Food Office for the 63rd period, from 29 J-fey to 25 Juno 1944,
amounts to 3 kilos, thrat is, 107 graj^Tmes per day.

It is impossible

to prepa.re two even moderately sa.tisfj^ing hot meals of 1 4 litres
out of this quantity.

On the other hand it is cuostionable whether

sufficient vegetable points vd-11 be called in to enable one to pur-'
chase tho amount of 30CC gra/iimesfor a 4 week period.

3)

Food supply for Prisoners of 'Tar.
'bile French Prisoners of War show a. good standard of health due to

cadditienal food parcels from home or through gifts from the Red

Gross, the condition of Italj.an Army. Internees can be termed as
bsOd throughout.

(page 2 of original)

As crji be seen from tlx- scheme which is enclos.3cl, ths present rations,
including addition-ol rations, have boon tested for their calorific

value (by the method of Dr. Hermann SCFLXL) -nd it has been establi
shed tlvt the additionaa requirements for
tho normal consua^er are:

1158 Calories

tho overtime-y/orkor are:
1356
"
the hea\ny worker, 2nd class are:' 1728 "

the heavy worker, 1st class are: 2558
-

1 -

3000

I

• 'C,'

TR.i\JSL.\T±ON OF DOClr^^jT No. KIK-5S24
CONTINUED

(pOt^G 2 of ori^tinol, cont'd)
in order to rnnintnin his health as well as his sfficioncy.
It is impossible to make up this calorific deficiency to a certain
extent throiog-h non-ra.tionGd food-stuffs, due to the critical over
all supply position. This rap can only bo filled by increasing the
supply of pota.toos and vegetables.

CSRTIFICATS OF TH;3jSL.;TI0N

9 May 1947

I, Arthur
Civ. No. 20191, hereby certify thrat I am tho
roughly conversant vdth the English and Gernrn languages and that
the ^bovo is a true and correct translr-tion of the document Mo.

NIK-5824.

Arthur eV.CrA'ityiA
Civ. No. 20191

-

2

-

"END"

T
• 07 Dooiv.r.m m. nTic-7306
07?icn 0:? CHIT? 07 GOUirGTSL
OEEr: j
Cas'b Steol "brZcs^ 16 •DeoonbGr 1*^43

r/ils
Dr. BDU3GK

Dispeotion of -bhe sanita.ry iiistalle-tioiis, to.-.'ether -vrLth Herr Dr.
JA3CrU2 on 11 Decoraber I943.
1, Gann a-'c. Har.ib'ui"-;er JJbrr.sse

Tho dust-bin r.nd the '.'.'atorin*; trour;li ^ene not kept clean,
Besides the 'raterin-: troupli ~'as situr-i.o-\ at an unsuitable
place.

As regards the erection of r. hut for children, details rere
discussed. It concorns o.ccouodations for about 60 children,
Tho plan is still to be examined occasionally.
The outvTard appoaranco of the nrisonor sich-bay left ouch
to bo cVtsired. Tne

modioino oabinot vaa i^i disorderly

condition, the issue of sanitary remedies to UussicUi r/o-ien
T:as strihin-;.

Tho medical attondanoo tras also iliappronriaitj, Tlio physician

rorhinp there. Dr.

'.nil be roplc;oed.

2,Gamn at Luescherhofstrasae.

iTo essential objections are to bo made concernin'; the
state of tho sich-bays and consultin-'—rooms.
It '7as to bo critioifiid thai the linen could not be t/ashod

for many \'"OoZ;a becauao of shortapo of soan.

(hand'.crittcn;) to be filed

[initial:) B (HGUfOIZ)'.20 DcCQrillcr 1943.
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Ti\Al\;3MTI0H OF OCCU.iJiJ'T Ho. 0-^5
c C-vUlCS

a OFFICE OF CHI •? C? COUl^SFL FOR '

Essen, 12 June 1944
Fnclpsurc

3

signaturt. (Illegible)
To 0r. JAE3ER, Gaxi liedical Officer for (peW) Camps,
In the :niddle of )/Ay I tool; over the medical supervision
of the poTs ' ct-Tiip Ho '. l-xSO in Hocggerathstrassc, 644 French PolTs
arc gu?-rt0red in this cump.

The camp vms destroyed to a large extent during the air
raid on 27 April of this year; the presexit conditionfi are intolera'ol©.
ol5 •prisoners are still acc^rancdatod in the camp, 170

of them, howsvar, are no longer housed in ..uts, but in a railwaytunnel of the Pssen-iiUchlheim line v/i.ich runs along Grunortstr.asse.

Ihis tunnel is damp and not s itable fcr^^'l^rnanent c-.coommodaticn of

human teings'. Hie rest of the Poh's have' been accorancdated in ten different
•^or.••shops of the ;_rupp plants.
preliminary medical attention is given oy a French Arrry
medical officer '.;ho takes great pains in attending to the needs of
his compatriots, hhen they are sick, the men aocojnmodat'^d in the

.j'upp v/orkshops also bw.vo
bo brought to the sick parade. Tnis
sick parade taixs place in the py,/iic convenience of a burntcut public-house outside the camp, Tht? .eds of four French medical
crdorlios are in try- former m-.-rr.-s U •tory.
Tvvo -wooden bun.'cs, one
dical treatment
on top of"the otiler, arv''"
u.uec z or j.n—po»tionts
is generally f,iven out of noors.

In -v/et veathsr, it has to oe given

in tne narrcv/ room m-i'-nt-.'.Oi-.e . abrve,

Inese are intolorablc conditions J

Xable, chairs, cupooard and vz-atcr -ar.) all lacking.
keep a medical record.

It is impossible to

Supplies of drugs aud wound clressine,3 '
very source, altnough
it occurs fairly fre^-'dGntly traxc men 7;iio have Dcerr seriously
injured in the v/orkshops have to b orcught here for first aid and have
to have the r v/ounds drcs od before tjxey can ^e tro-nsforred to
hospitals. The focd, too, gives rise to vigorous complaints
which the- camp guards confirm as ocing Justified,
Under these conditions sic.'cness and the failing off of manpower
arc- only to je expected.

It is an urgent necessity trit-'-t huts should be built for the
aoccmmcdation of the

-risoners and that a medical service hut should

be conatruc-^od so that proper medical trosttmont imiy be given to the
sick.

•

*

•

I reiuost that the necessary steps .)o taken,

signe.t re :

'

:iTI .--SBEC..: ( ?)

C F'.TIFICaTE Oj' li'liirilxiTIOH

»

•
9 !i!^y 194-7

I, ;OTI A 'l-iLL' OOD, Ho. E00525, he., t^jy certify that I a . thoroughly
ooritj»ersant with the hnglish and German languages and that the abcv
is a true and correct translattcn of -bno docxjraent Ho, U-bbb,

kOhl.A ".FLL.OOD
Ho, E 00b2ft

" EHD "

TRri.NSLi:TIOM OF
s
office: of U

DOCUrO-^r NO. D-328
CHIFF OF

COUNSFL

Medic?. 1 Office
Garr .--diriinistration-

(Translator's Note:

25. July 1944

Illesibls Signature)
Special Medical Report

The sick "barrack in Gamp
' MHORST is in such a bad
condition,, one cannot spc-'
of a sick barrack any more.
The rain leaks through in every o'^rner. The housing of

the ill is therefore impossible. The necessary labour
for production is in danger because those persons vrho
are i l l cannot recover.

The barrack must be roofed

over, if possible., quickly, or the sick must be transferred to the various hospitals* '"ais must be avoided
owing to their being ovei-'^^ardened at the present.

(Signed)

Dr.

Camp and Norks Doctor
in Charge.. .

Dr. J.iS/FZ.
Distribution;
K«"V.D. Fssen

Dr. HFINZ, Mulheim-Huhr,
Dr.

IHN.

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Mr.

3FU3CH.
WIFLS.
STYNISGHE.
KUPKS.

Cii;RTIFIG..T

I, FRKi-l S. UIBFRaLL, .-iGO No. D-•
096, hereby certify th" t I am
thoroughly conversant with the English and German ir.nguages; and
that the above is a
D-328.

true and correct tx^-nsiation of Document No,

ERNrt F. UI"5FR--LL
U. S. Civilian

No. D-150096

^
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*

TR..NSL-.TIOiJ OF DaCU.'jFNT No,

i.U-2953

OFFICE OF CHIEI^ OF COlTlF'.EL FOR '

'•

•i

' (luindv/ritton:)

4263/^,9.44

CRii/LCS

Jniti':.! 3

"Afeidictil Service

M'.'in Cciiip iidjninistrcition
1 Soptoiabcr 1944

.Dr. Jao,/fz.
Confidential
'' K.\

Special M adical i-ieport

V

"i •'

.t,r

I rrr.do a special inspection of the camps in Nooggcrathstrasso
andRaijjncrstrasSo, as /.lany cojiiplo.ints were being receivori hoie .

.

The term "ctimp"*is not justifiod ..t all in the caso of the camp in
ITooggorathstrasse• The conditions tnoro have boon descri'tod by jno
in a special report. The prisonor-of-v;ar ot.r.Tp In Raumerstrasso

is a pleasant contrast to the camp in Nouggerathstrasse.

h\ fact

.'i-" .

hardly anjrthihg there could bo oriticisod.

-••V

The hospital barracks in the car.ip Rabcnhorst iias not yot boon
co:riipl,otGd,

I refer to my last special reports.

If conditions

there do not c'hango soon, there will be t. l-..roo number of people,

: a.:'"!*

unfit for v/ork as soon as the colder v/cather b^-rts in.
I

No fault T/as to bo fuund with the camp l/oid^aieip •

The sickness figures at the Lueschorhofstra.ssc camp urc rather high.
The causes are i.iainlf/ accidents at v/ork and foot injuries.
Tho transfer took plUce today
Dorston, Thor-j v/ore still 83
patients confined to their beds, oon^iisting of
25 patients v;ith tuberculosis of tho' lungS15 patients v/ith jnr.laria
16 patients v/ith stoaiach ailments
,
2 patients v/ith ^:idnoy~trouble and ttgiin
5 oedonvi. patients.

*bn''

,' }A •

Then there y-oro about 98 patients v/allting aromid in the camp who

wore fit for lif:ht dutios only*' Tno captain (iy[ed,) , who w^.s
in office until a fortnight ago -vvd alroady boo.-., roplr.cod, but there
was no clv-nijo yc.t in the high percontago of siclcness. Up till then
I hi~d nofint^rfcrod with the ordors of tho physici-ns of" tli^baso

caTi^jS, I only criticized their ways of treatment,. From to'ij.;y
ohoro will bo r. fundamtnital ch'-.iigo.

L German physihoian will

havo daily consulting-hours in the pimp, - Suitable faedio;:.! ord.arii.-^rj

• 'fv

have boon, selected today, "Tho camplcador Is i-jnomi-to be vory

•V,

:•' • I

enorgotio, and I hope, thc.t within 8 - 14 days 1 shall be aplo
to r>-port a considerable change in tho porcenbago of sicknoss.
The food is ncrb good
sufficient* There have boor, no more
complaints, in spite of the scarcity of pot^atocs, l have beexi,
a"blo to asccrt/an duriuj^ tlio past year tiitit the susceptibility and

the bad general physical condition of the Italians have i:-jprovea
a little* 'They v/era in a very, end, general physical concUtion G-^on
when th».y arrived and *his Was of course increased by long

I -I

••u-h
f'fi:

..f

•.y

marches oii tho way hero, taid lUiaccUstpmed working- and cliriiatio
conditions* . The plant aiok-fund (datriobskranheukasse) nor/ provides
the ^medicines, Tlvfaro is, thoraf ore, a i undamentil change in this
respect too* Tho dispensary hc-s been renovated by -the modico.lService nf tho ivi-in Gamp ^bdi/iiuistratioh and is uaply provided with
equipment*

*) lrc.uslatur»3 uoto:

.

.

-

fhe Gerj:ain word ^jKlage", seoiriR to hay©

writt«^n in iaistuko for "Lb.geJ?'"*
-

1

-

..'i. »

•••• •

-r

•.fi VhiCxi'

TPJU'ISL-.TIOI: OF DOCUl.il;NT l^c. "I-2b63
COilTIKUPD

(p-ge 2 of original)
In Lintorf the nuiabor of pationts is slov/ly "bjrt stec-dily decrGMning. .
I hope to ?-nkQ conditions norraul hero too,

si

iis to the conlitfons in

4

the IIuiTiboldtstrasse cniip, a coraplaint raust be lodged about tho
infestation %vith S)ugs and fleas v/hich has by nov roached iAonstro\iG

proportiuiis. -It is a fact that thu f._,uurds stay and sleep uutsicic
the living-rooris, since ono cannot• risk entering the canp •without

.

• ttao.'xd ii:D;iof^.iately by 10, 20 to 50 fleas.
'!\ oajiip-physician engage.! by mi refusod to enter tho car.^ c;.g'ain
after having boon bitten all over. I Ti^self as v;ell as, kir, GHOl-JI]
v/ho acconpaniod iTia, loft the'.cawp after both our visits oadly
bitten, and v/e had great difficulty in getting rid of trx ai-af.ll
bleiclc oroaturos. I beg to request r.iost urgently tuat tho nocossur/
stops bo taken, to v.akv the camp freo' from fleas and bring this •
uiiboarablo state of affairs to an end.

The food 7;as sufficient in all

oun^ps in spite of the present scarcity in potutoosv
The niddical attonti'-zn at the special camps Dechonsohulc, HamboldtstrassQ
met with conciderablo difficulties; thu sr.iae will apply in tho nu.^r .
future to I'/oidkamp. Negotiations took place witn the factor^^-sickfund of ICrupp's luid also with Dr, LSTSibM, 7/hich have now led to a
satisfactory provisioiial solution,
'

(signaturn:)
(sgd.) Dr.

Dr, JAEGFR

. M

Suporvioing Camp -and 5^actory Physician
Copies to;

Health Insuraace Organization houtsohland (iCVD - iO^antuon assc
Vcruinigung Dcutschlani), Essen.
Gauamtsloitor Dr»
llr,

16iohlhein-Rulir

Ilffi'

•

Dr. BEUSCH

'

(

-

Dr, blELI^; Dr. bEYHSCHE •
W, KDPhE

•J.

.

,

Factory-Sick-Fund
Housiijg iz-dmiiiistri-tion

•

v

, ,
,

,

C-EPiTIFIfaXTi; OF T..bab3L..TI0H
25 June 19^7,

I, MONICix'JLUiOOD, E-00625, hereby certify thati an thoroyj-ilily
conversant wi-bh tho English and Gerioan languages and tk;t the alxjve
is a true and correct translation of the docui:ient i'lo. NI-2955.

.(30i'jICJi. jJ''DLr 0 0 D
E-00525

•h
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"
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rtANSUTION OF DOCUla^^T No D - 339
OFFICE OF

m

I.i. 11,

U. S.

CHIEF OF COUNSEL

Room

Camp administration.

2 Sept, 19/44.

Dr. jfilFE

•Strictly conlidentiall
Special Lledical Report I

The P.O.r. camp in the N^JgGIEATHSIRASSS is in a terrible condit:'
The people live in ash bins^ dog kennels, old baking ovens and in self mac
huts.

The food is barely sufficient. Krupp is responsible for housing and
feeding. The supplj'- of medicine and bandages is so extremely bad that proper
medical treatment was not possible in many cases. This fact is detrimental

to the

camp. It is astonishing that the number of sick is not higher

than it is rnd it moves between 9 and-10

It is also understandable that

there is not much vallingness to v/ork, when conditions are such as are

mentioned above, ^'hen complaints are made thgt many of the P.V'.s are aV .ent
from work for one or tv/o days, the camp can/blame to a great extent foi
having insufficient organization.
I have ordered, with the consent of the Cemp Doctor Dr. STIIDffiSBEr
that from time to time the sick who need special medical treatment be
gathered and brought* to one special dootor on one day of the week vdth the
exception, of course, of urgent cases, lye, ear and dental treatment come

into consideration. It happens that people who should go to a specialist h
§round the camp for 4 or 5 days on account of lack of accompanying personn^
and the camp commandant declares he has not got the accompanying personnrd
that is lack of organization and can no longered be offered as an excuse.
In the meantime, in order to get some sort of arrangement the camp commandant

has to provide gpards on Thursday of each week. For the time being I shall
supervise the measures personally each Friday, In our other camp the measur taken for special medical treatmexUt on a certain day have proved themselvef
very well.

(signed)

Dr. JAEGER
Camp and T.brks Doctor

Copies to:

li-. IHN
Dr.

BEUSCH

Dr. niELE
;.r. KUPK

CERTIFICATE OF TRAIJSUTION

I, IRNA E.. UIB;^31ALL, AGO Wo. D-1^0096, hereby certify that I am

thoroughly conversant vdth the Engliak and German languages; and t' at tl.e

above is a true and correct transla-*-'..--n of Document No D —339

ERNA 3. UIBi'fiALL
U.S. Civilian

APO No, D~1$0096

TRAi-TSIiATIOF OE D0Cljl.'r3irT ITo .•.'1^-9779
OS^FICS OP CHIEP OP COUI'TSJL POE V:'AR CEB£PS

2nd Crmpany

Erndsohuetzcn Battalion 486

, Ssscn,

23 April 1941

(stamp)I

Main Administration (H.V.)
24 April 1941 J-T. 09293

Reply
Pirm

Pricdr, Kmpp A 6-0
3
—

s

s

G

n

— »— # — » — o — « — »— «— B

(handwritten notes): A^''^-omnodation Admini
stration

Journal 12/ ?
rcoGived 25 April 1541.

Subjoojt8__ICra2mjr£lotz_?ri_so^.r^^oi

Crmp^

The air raid sholto.rs in tho "-oisonor of war

oamp Kracmcrplatz oo.n offer shro.pncl proof pro
tection for 200 to 225 men at tho. oiost, .fhorcforo

I o,onsidGr it nccossory to crpand the sholtoring
trenches to acooiurtiodato the prosont complomont

of 450 mcHj kindly inform- mo whether and when

I may count on this oxpansion. The command (Kom-

mandantur) of Stalag VI P uigos tho prcpamlion ^
of extensive air raid shelters.

(s ignatur e) Ho cvc 1
Ila j 0 r
and Company Commander

•
(hand\/ritten notes;

(Puohrcr)

Co Hcrr Ihihlapn on ?Br- »

^ot^irned ?0 .April -il on 1

c34'sMssc'd'v.<th4Tcfr''Otcrfcldwc-^ .
t-cl (•fiVst-^cr.'^ont) vjho vdll tol.v

first to Hajor Hoovol c^. 2/ay^.,, ^popy tot

Kansint" iip^rtBbn't

"

,

p •t •0 *
-

1

-

•j.i

rk • f

•. •

-I--'n.r'l Itir'IflMViT I ir6i|l«?VIT6ntth«lilliiil 111

T
'rrUIv&LATICiT OP DOOUI.PJiT:: Pr,NIK-9779
CONTn^ZL'

I

(pr.go 2 of original)
(handvvrittcn) s
IL rlorr Kuhs (?) for the dispatnh of orders for
ornstruotion •

Housin£ 5oj2c^tncnt__127_
(above text hos been, orosscd out in the
original

1,) This matter \va.s .also disoussed during the

oonversation of Dr. lohmann and Pirst lieute

nant (Obcrloutnant) Hontag v.ith licrr lauffer,
(3 May 1941)
Obcrloutnant Montag \';an\od to discuss
the matter v.uth I.Ia.jor Eocvol in such, a way
that the oxtensirn of the trench aholters

should not bo undertaken because of the possi

bility of moving the prisoner of uar camp.

2t) Korr .Kuhlmo.nn for information. (?nitial; Ku^)
3.

To submit again iirfiediatoly upo„i frrvvarding.
(signature) Bucrr 3 McC.y 1941
CBRTIPICATS OP TR^vHSLATIGR
OP DOCimm No.ITUI-9779.

V,i

15 SeptGrabor 1947

I, Pdvvin ilPPPLeR, K"o, p 3919A6, hereby
certify that I am a duly appointed translator
for
for

the Eiisrlish
the
Eng.

and derman langur.gcs and that

the above is a true ojid correct translation of
the Pocui^ent IIo ,2\'TK-9779 .
;,«r(

Edwin IGPPLEH,
No. B 397S46,

-

2

-

(END)

•ii'fvao.v-.;

"1

ITLj'SL Tia-T ..'F DCCU:.:)ITT ITo,."11^-12361
.-•FxCIj

CiiIjF' Oi"' COU!'ii"'j.i F\^R '..Fi. CRI i-iS

Liaison Office for

Lc.bor Frocuromont
19'
11 January 1943

,

1

Dr

.Lchn./iCor.

I, •'

Horr LAUFF^R, Billot a_dmin_isjtra_t_ion
Ro :

Slit trcnchos.

-On Saturday, 9 January at 22.30 the district guard officer^
Heuptmann (Captain) DiJiLij-jai:, rang mo up and told mo that the guards
in our JO'.T camps in RQum.-rstrr.ssc vrorc only just able to suppress
a revolt rmiong the- Russian
s on the occasion of the air-raid on

Esson. In tho. opinion of Hcuptmr.nn (Captain) p/.TTT.' •/.VTJ the reason
\Trtiy the ?0'."'s become restive is that in the Raum:rstrassc camp there'

r.ro no slit trenches. Ho 'urgently requests that ai ch. trenches be dug
in order among other things not to disturb^ the surrounding civilian
population in case of s^irious trouble.

(sta.np:) signed LEHI.XF:I
Copy to: Horr LCESJR
GCERljiiS.
A.von

BHILEN

IHLT
BEUSCH

GIRCD
KUPIS

CLRTIF^lCi^OE

]yL Txu _
-

26 NoVv^mber

1947

I, Kathleen B ranloy, ho,2-C96, h-rcby certify'- that I am
thoroughly conversant yrith tho English and Gv,rma.n languag'-s,
and that the above is a true and corroct translation of
document •.'o.i'IK-12361.

Kathleen HL"JjLSY,ho.2Jo96.
-
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TRANSIATION OF DOCU-^ffiNT No. NIK-IO766
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOP * 'N" CKC^ES

AFFIDAVIT

I, Hr.ns KUPKE, Nuember^r, alter having been duljr warned that I sha?,l
render :n'-self liable to punishment by making a false stctement, here
with decl'ro the following on oath, of my own free ^vill and without
coercion:

•fith reference to the children's camn in
the follovdng statement:

V

o e

r

d

I

have to- make

7'hen female Eastern workers employed at Krupp's were expecting a child

the confinement took place in one of the. hospitals of Krupp. One part
of the hospital was fenced off, there the women v/ere delivered. After

a certain time, it might have been 3 or Perhaps 6 weeks, the wom.en re
sumed work, whilst the children remained in the hospital.

The children-

were under the care and treatment of Dr. Seynsche. hhon the namber of
children increased further and the space available proved inadoquate,

I consented, after much persuasion,that a canp be set aside to accomodate these children.

Eventually we fixed up a part of the camp for

'

foreigners at Voerde/^fest, which is situated about 5C-fO kf^w from Essen,
to house these children.

ed.

At that time about 120 children were concern

I do not remember the exact number.

The children were taken care

of by a woman who Vv-as cook a.nd all—round hole at tne same time end who
did hor^bost for the chilaron.

She had. at her disposal quite a nLunber

of female Eastern v/orkers.

(pego 2 of original)
The medical care was in the hrnds of Dr. Jaeger for all caraps and ho

had appointed a doctor, an Er^stern worker, specially for the children *3

camp. "Some of the children wore rather weak when they wore transferf'ed

from the hospital.

I had, however, undertaken to admit to the carnip

healthy children only.

Todav, on the occasion of r.y interrogation,death cerbifacatos of the

camp at Vocrdo/ibst have been shown to me. Accordirr-- tr those 46 of

the children stationed there died between October li44

23 of them owing to genera], weakness.

measure of mlsadministration.

Februarv I945,

I admit tjirt this is due to a

These death certificates were sent to'

Herr Pless of my office. I did not instituto an onc.uiry into the matter.
The people responsible for this were, on the on) hc'nd, i-o?, Scheider,

who was" the camp leader; I personally cannot accept anv rosponsibiHty, .
but I wish to eraohasize tlia.t in r^v opinion Dr. Ja.oger as medical super
intendent should'also bo hold responsible for it, Cf course I fully
realize that this is a iiatter vw:ich should have boon investigated md

I can only emphasize the fact that I was not informed of it.
-

ei!fl66=#*«Aie3'..!Ea»Ai»;U

1 - .

.

I
TR/.NSLkTICN CF EOCU^iZlrn:
• COOTINU.iD

i.O .

i:iK-10766

(page 2 of original, cont'd)
At the beginning of 19A5, after continual quorios on a-y part concem-r

ing the question of acccirjrodation for the peoolo v/ho were not :it tor

work the labor office or Dr. Lehmann informed mc that together with:
those the children v;erc to be moved to Thuringia. The transnort v/ap

nrrant-od by t!ie labor office, vrhich also suoplicd the escort for the

transport." The mothers of these children vfho Vvoro in our employment

of Sssen evere informed of this move before it took elacc,

I know that

(page 3 of original)
some of the mothers worked as helps in the children'camp; they of
course went with the transport; I do not, however, think it was possible
to inform

' th:j other mothers, many of whom had boon transferred

too from Essen with their plant.

That is all I can state here on the

subject of these children of Eastern vrorkers..

I have carefully read each of the 3 pages of this affidavit, have madethe necessary alt3ratiens in my own h^andv/ritiny and have countersigned

them with ray own initials ajrid I here^vith declare on oath thc-t to the
best of my knowledge and belief I have stated the absolute truth in
this ad"fidavit.

Signature!

Hans Kuoke

(Signature of deponent)

Sv/orn to and signed before ae this 27 day of June 1947 ?-t Nuernberg/

Germany, by H-ns Xurke, knovm to me to be tho person makiqg the above
affidavit.

Signature!

I'anfrod A. Isserman

U.S. Civili'^n A - A4bf;10
Office of Chief of Counsel
for "/d.r Grimes
U.S. War Denartment

1
A'.'P

-

2 -

H'P.'-r ' 1•'..A'':
»>/^
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TRi^NSIATION OF DOCUISIT IJo. NIK-IO766
CONTIMUiD

CDRHFICATE OF TR.:NSL".TI0N

10 ivovembor 1947

I, Leonard LZ-il'll-IlNCE, Mo.. 20138^ hereby certify that X Cir e duly
appointed translator for the German end English Irnguagcs and that
the above is r true and correct translation of the document No.
NIK-10766.

Loonard LA JREIICE
No, 2013s

-

3 -

"END"

TRANSLATION OF DOCTB^ENT N0,NIK-6281

^

OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COmiSEL FOR WAR CRir(^5

Affidavit,

I, Max IHN, Nuernberg, having^been warned that I
v/ould render r. yself liable to punishment by making' false
declarations, hereby state the following under oath, of
my own free will and under no duress :

I was fully aware that the camps of the foreign wor
kers employed with us left much to be desired# ^here I
could I asked for the unsatisfactory conditions to be

changed.- In particular I ordered Mr, LEHMANN, whose con
cern it was, to remedy unsatisfactory conditions or, to
bring them up for discussion before 1943. I confened with
him upon the measures taken,'since I could not check

everything personally. I did, however, visit several camps

frequently in order to obtain a picture of the circumstance;
for myself. From 1945.on I also negotiated ("at" -crossed

out and initialled) with Mr. KUPKE, On account of the exten
sive bomb damage it^was not possible to remedy all the
unsatisfactory conditions. I ha ve already fought against

the ill-treatment of foreigners. If it nevertheless occurre'

the responsibility rests with those v;ho brought it about.

On several occa.sions I also had the opportunity to reppr-t
the existing bad conditions in the camps of the foreign
vjorkers to members of the Vorstand , (comma inserted by
hrnd and initialled) and the Vorstand promised me that
matters would bo remedied. In my conferences- with the Vor

stand } the exa ct dates of vifhich I cannot remember, Mr.
Aired KRUPP von BOHLEN and HALBACH must also have been pres ont.

I have read the two pages of this statement carefully
and have signed them with my om\ hand ; I have made the '

necessary corrections in my own handwriting and have coun
tersigned then v/ith my initials; I declcare herewith under

oath that I have made this declaration to the best of my •

knowledge and belief.

Max JHN

(Signature of de^nent)
(page S of original)

Sworn to and signed before me this 18th day of March 1947
-t Nuernberg bv(name
Max IHN.
Nuernberg
and address of deponent)
knoam to ne to be the person making the above caffidavlt..
Andreas HEUSER

U.S. Civilian D-432829

(AGO-number)
Office of Chief of Counsel for War

Crimes U.S. War Department..
-

1

-
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TRANSLATION OF D0CIB1ENT No.NIK-6281
CONTINUED

•• cE^ificate of translation

I, Annette Wallnch, sO 101, hereby certify that I an

thoroughly conversant vdth the English nnd German
languages and that the above is a true and correct
translation of the document No. NIK-6S78..

Annette

,WALLACH

^0 101.

.

2

-

END,

^ '.V
•L'V

TPu'i^'SL.iTICIT C? DCCUi-jSMT No.

iiIIC-81C3

OFFICE OF CHISF'OF CQMSSL FOR

CRBMiiO

m

jiFr uJiiVIT.

Ij Friourich von BUELOFi, Nuernberg, after having been duly warned
r,iiat. false statements on my ps; ^ T/ill render me liable to punishment,

lierovdth stat9 the following under oath, voluntarily, and under
no duress;

During the vrar s^it-trenches and air-raid shelters were built
for the foroigavrorkers and prisoners of war. If the shelters
were at times unsatisfactory, the hurried construction of the

can-^js vjas responsible. Then the air-raids vjere so heavy, that
at times there wore also camps vdthout trenches.

The air-raid

wardens of the shelters situated in tho vicinity of the largo

camps, occasionally protested onergGtically against the canp
incites coming to thoir shelters during an alam.

The result

was that in sorn cases, we had to issuo the order that they

were not permitted to go t" the shelters reserved for tho

neighboring civi3ian population.

In such cases it was our

duty to provide other shelters.
I IiavG carefully read the one page of this affidavit and signed

it with ly own hand, have made the necessary corrections in ny
ovm handvn?iting and countersigned them \7ith my initials, and

herewith declare under oath, that in this statement,! have spoken

the pure truth to the best of my knowledge and belief.
(Signature) Friedrich von BUEIDIT
(signature of deponent)

Severn to and signed before i.e thiG^ 21st day .of i.h.y 1947 at

Nuernberg-; by Friedrich von BUELOh
(nar-iG and address of deponent)

known to me to bo the person making the above affidavit.
(signature) xindreas HSUS3SR
U.S.Civilian D-432829
x,GO numibor

Office cf Cliief of Cotmscl for bar Grimes
U.S.
Department.
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TM^ISIj.TION of DCCULSI^IT Hc,NIK-8103
COKTINUIiD

CERTIFICATE OF TM^SLATION

I, Epl'irain LSVIN^ D-153 535, horcby corbify that I an thoroughly
conversant with the English and Gornan languages and that the

above is a true and correct translation of the docunont Mo.
NII^~3103 .

Ephraim LE7BI
D-153 535.

^
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a? DdClTMSNT No. NIK---"i032'3* ""
a?Fl(}^_yS 'JHIiF 0F_C0T3NS^ /OR jm Oi^ '23

1

IJ

•iT .•'jiD.v/IT

I, :.Ti3drich von BUI;L'.',v'> NuGrn'oor^^ G.ftor having boen cautionGd that tn•.iiaZc^.n^s a false affidavit I rendor :.iX;-SGK liable to pMnishmsnt, "i.rGby
state under oath voluntarily ?Gid.-:/lthout coercion the follovfin,,:

In the- air raid shelter of tae ''iGC-ien ocliool^ consisting of a very "oi^
ditch vfith a cover of several inetros t'.irou^hout, about 50 to eO inmates
of the Dechen School Gamp lost "ohoir lives on the occasion of the air
raid of 23 October 19UU*

I have carefully read through the one pa^e of this affidavit and have
•> effected thu necessary corrections in my ovm iiandwritin;^ and initialed
them ai-id hereby declare under oath that to the best of my Icnovvlod.-e and
belief I

have said the full truth.

,(Signature) Jiuedrich von Buelctr
(Name uf the deponent)

Severn to and sijined before ma t.iis day of 29th of July 19U7 r?.t Nuernberg,
b'- Tricdrich von BUdLO,., at present at ^'uernberg,kn.-vvn to me to be the
person making the above af-.idavit.

(Ci ..nature) ' aximilian Koessler
U.o. Civilian D - 25 ?5 03

(ago number)
Office of Chief of Counsel for
'.fcj Crimes
•J.O.

vtAR LBF.-dlT

JIT

«' .;;ndw
C2-xTI'7IC:.r L j

I,

.sy'IdI:ATION

Vi.nnann ET' 20 ll5, hereb. certlCy that I am a duly appointed

translator for the '^'erman and -in ,lish lan^ua^os and that the above is
a true and correct translation of the document N . NIK-10323.

2\x yctober 15U7

A» iSnrmann

ilO 20 116
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KKUPP DOCUL'iiwT Bob^ MO. 37.,

V

OkB2. X
SLhVE l ^ o r
CHILD L-'\BOR

Exl:^ibit
i>[o.

Docununt
Mo.
MIK-9602

Vv
Jr-O-GC

i\o.

Dosoription
Circular, dated 26 Larch 1942,

from F. Krupp h.G-. Dir9htoriun
sicned by Looser and Gocrcns
to all plants nuntioninG young
v/orkcrs under 18 who work aj

minimum of 52^ hours per week
bwfore becoming entitled to over
time pay.
D-348

uemorandun, dated 14 i-iugust 1942,
of Re iff following a labor allo

cation meeting in Berlin and

n^ntioning the arrival in Essen
for employment by krupp of 150
Russian juveniles, 14 years of
age •

kIK-11916 Lett^^r, dated 18 Larch 1942,

from G-usstahlfabrik Lohnst^lle

(Payroll) to all factories
indicating th^. percentage of
child labor wages.

i-IK-11734 ji-ffidavit, dated 24 Soptenbcr
1947, of bcheid^^r, a camp leader
for Krupp Eastern workers in
1942 who received a transport
of about 8® Eastern boys picked
off the streets or brought to
Germany because th^y had become

homeless and separated from their
parents.

kXK-7947

affidavit dated 2 October 1945, of

Fr^nzel, a krupp e::ploye^ in ..achin^
v/orkahop 9, relating mistreatment of

Eastern v/orkors including young lad;
of 16 who were allocated to the

workshop".

-1•i a"

• Vr.lniii»Hiir»l.fci .fi 11
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OVERVf QfS-C

Doscrigtion

Ppc»_Ko*

noiioraiidun, dated 10 January

IJIiC-10213

1944, signod by Stalir.icr in
Essen, proposing that Gomiau
v.'canoii shall have six hour any
shifts and foreign fcr.--alc
n*orleers 12 hour higlit shifts,
adding that « there aro no

•

'f'rl ' •*•'

restrictions as to working
hours for foreigners, nor
foroign wanen" •

I.Iinutos of conference, on 16

NXIC-9805

October 1944i of
with tlio
special Labor Allocation Officers
of Oest Stcol Aorks, Essen, vdth
A« Lrupp, Houdrouont, iiuollcr,
jansscn, Ilu:, Ebcrhardt and
others on the distribution list.

"The Lebor Office will check
to SCO that all fcnalo Ec.stcrn
workers are actually allocated

to heavy physical Ic.bor' .

'jorking tir:c fixed at 5^
69 hours per week.
Licnoranduin, dated 20 October

D-233

1944* i'^^ respect to foreign laborers
of tho caop Vocrdo-East including
old ncn, old ".•.-anon and pr-jgnmnt

wowoii v.-ho -./orkcd cloven hours
dajrly.

~ 2
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PUNISH,ESNTS i^ND VIOLHvIOE

rTo«

Doci Jio*

NIIC-12362

Description

Pago-, •;

pile note, doted 7 October 19431
on conferoncc botween von Buelovr

and Captain Borg:icior (in cliargo
of Hussian B7's) ro punishment
of P»7's» poot note - von Buolos?
requests ICrupp cnployeos to
follov; procedure agreed upon in
the conforenco* Document includes
hand v;riting of Lchr.iann.

ni[:-6533

IW0 memoranda, dated 15 and
17 I/iay 1944*
V/ilsliaus and

Schravon referring to punishment
of Russian R7's for infraction

of "lOrupp regulations'' v/ith
hand v.'ritton note of von Buolav,

<

-

2a -

Syhibit Bocunent

No;

No^

Description

•

NIK-71^^ Affidavit of Dahm (an air raid

• tmra.en of "Stahlbau"
Essen),
dated I9 I.Iay 19^7, relatin.-: a

particular incident in \7hich.

three Ea-stern vorhers '"'ere beaten

and inprisoned in a small cupboard,

NIK-I2059 .Affidavit of Dahm, dated 20
September 19^7, reaffirminr his
statement in 19^5 concerning

imprisonment of foreie-n vjorhcrs
in a

D-39S

small cabinet.

-iffldavit of Hoefer, dated 27
September 19^5, concernin" mistreat
ment of Eastern porkers, Russian

p-^'s, Rrench, Italian and other
foroi^'n civilians includin":

imprisonment in a snail stebl
box,

MK-71^7 .i.ffi(?avit of Hoefer, dated 19
:iav 1947, identifyinm four photovraphs of a "torture cupboard"
in the canp for foreigners in the
-rounds of "Panzorbau" 4- and
describin : its use in punishin-m
pp's and forci"-n vrorkcrs.

"^IK-1206o Affidavit of Hoefer, dated 19
September 19^7, roaffirnin'; his
statcnonts to -American officers

in 19^5 concernin- the special
. cupboard for lockin " up "orei-mn
workers,

NXK-I206I .affidavit of Hoefer, dated 19
September 19^7, concorninv
nlstroatncnt of forei -n --'orkers 7.
and montionin7 smcciflcally the

small iron cupboard into which

they wore locked for punishment
for minor matters.

- 3 -

.

Pac:e No,

Exhibit Document
^Oi
N04
D-1^2

Description
Photographs of a small steel box

or cabinet in "Panzerbau" ^ ^'^ith
ic'entif yinc signatures on their

backs of Dahm, Koefer and. Becker,

?JIK-3659 affidavit of Lux, (a Krupp

oraployee from 1920-19^3^ > datod
19 I%y 19^7, concerning advice of
the plant Leader Theile to strike
Russian P'~'s frequently, and
beatinrs by Buschhauer,

D-230

Order, dated 2S September 19^5)
sicned by Kupke, to distribute

go steel "s";itches".

- 3a -
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Doc.No..

NIK-8767

Dascrlotion

Pr.ge_

Affld-^.vlt of Kironhoefer, dr.tod
30 May 1947, (a Krupp enioloyea
since 1927) describing brutal
treatment of Russian ^Torkers, :is
^•'ell as their lacli of food and

clothing,•

piI<:-7952
-

Affidavit dated 29 Sopt 1945,
of L'Hoest of Krupp Phant

Police, concerning beatings of
Pi's in the presence of von
Buelo\v»

NIK-7915

Affidravit dat.^d 2-- Sept 1945,
of Tienk of the Krupp Plant

police , concernlnr

beating

of an Italian vrorkor laho v/as
taken to the office of 'sjon
Buo1o\'7.

KIK-7918

Affida.vit dated 28 Sept 1945.
of Bberle of Krupo's Plant

police, naming nine members
of the Plant Police Force nho

took part in nistro -traent of
Russian P.i's-

KIK-12278

Affidavit of Arens, do.ted 30
October 1947, declaring that

it v-'as genor:..lly knovn th-.'.t P'T's
cond foreign vrorkers vrere mistre
ated by Krupp supervisors vrith
the approval of the Krupp
management ^

-i* 'I ' ffi*''

'''-jr

^
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Exhibit

Docnment
STo.

HlE-7150

??/,:© Ho.

Eescriptinn

Affic>.Yit, e.?.t©d 32

1947,

of Rrsskothen, a ^^rupp employee
since 1939 in the Tin Pla.te Workiii^

Shop in Essen, restating an affi-

c'^.vit (HlK-5903) signed "by himself
p-nd five others on 5 Cctohor 1945

concerning the mistre.atment of
Russian yW's just 'becp.uso they
were Russians.

Includes reference

to the "Spado" clu"b.
1112-8769

Affidavit, dated 20
1947,
of Lenz, a ^rupp enplcyee since

194C, regpxding "krutpJ. treatment
of Russians vnrlcers and commenc'^.tion

"by the Plant Leader of a Supervisor
who "bop-t a Russian PW v/ith a cluh.

iTI2-B665

Affidavit, d^ted 21 May 1947, of
Berek, a ^rupp enplnyee in the
Cast Steel S'actory, Essen, since

1321, relating hrutal treatment
of PW's, Rusaipji workers »jad
nartic^ilarly concentration camp
inmates*

^
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Exh,lbit

Doc.

No.

Dage

Descrip'i^ioh

No.

NIK-8656

Affidavit, dated 19 May
1947, of Quednau, a Krupp
worker Since 1925,- relating
brdtal treatment of Eastern

workers , and

including

French

D^- 260

^

Statement, dated 5 Uctober 1945,
of Kehrer, a workman in the

Ste^l Moulding Department I,

concerning abuse and punishment

of Russian P:'s par'^icularly
striking with a lea:di0r whip,
and for talcing too CLong to

perform na'-ural functions.
NIK-i2255

Affidavit: of Ritter, dated

30 uctober 1947, relating brutal
treatment of P"rs and foreign

workers by ICrupp personnel and
froced labor af^'er physici-ns
declared workers ill ond unable
to work,

NIIC-^7162

Affidavit, do.ted 20 May 1947,
of faua, a Krupp employee in
Tcrh Cons"ruction plant

(Panzerbau 3) describing the
• kicking and beating of foreign
workers and especially female
Eastern '-'orkers.

D - 321

Affidavit, dated 12 October 1945,
of Schmidt, employed as hetriebswart in "he Essen-'.Test Railroad

Station, describing the brutal
treatment of workers frrm Poland,

lalicia and ^he Ukraine enroute
to Krupp plants in Essen.

-1: %"d -
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OBiiHSIiaTIOiT 0? DOClJl'IHiilT Ho. iTiK-8665
OFI-ICH 01' CHILOr 07' nC[[THSISL 'JO?-

CBJI'luS

AmniViT' iLTDHLi oat:-:.

X, Johaim HSBBK, of Essen, G-riobertstroet 25, after having been

duly warned, that false statosnents on my part render mo liable
to pmiishmont, herewith state the following nnder oath, voluntc.rily
and under no duress;
P

1#

Since 1921 I have been active in the spring work shop of the
cast steel factory of Eriecerich KEIUPP A.G., Essen. During

the v/ar I had the Ox:)portunity of observing the follo^ving
incidents,

2.

T/ithin the Sx^ring work shop Pranz KtJEK was deputy shop

foreman (Betrieboobmann) of the German Labor Pront (DdP)
at the Eeprcsentativo Council (Vortrauensrat), whilo Hubert
ROTH was shop foreman ©f the DaPo Those two men acted in

a very bruta.l way to;;ards prisoners of v/ar, Eastern workers
and female Eastern v;crkvjrs and tevrards Jo>dsh prisoners

from concentration camps, who worked for some time in the
spring work shop.

3.

Ifnon some of these ha.]f starvod people didii't move or run
fast enough, ROTH jumped at tiiom , kicked them with his
foot or hit thorn with a rubber-

truiichoon. At the same time

ho shouted at thora! 'I am going to teach you to run»" This
v/as no exceptional occurrence, this method of slave driving
happouod cent inus.lly.

4.

The Russian prisoners of war ar.d the female Ssstcrn vrorkors

v/cro very poorly droseod. In the printer, when it v/as cold.,
it v ry often hE-ppono-?. that they crowded near the stove
in order to got some v/ar-iitho 'Vheii ROTH noticed this, ho
hit them and chased them ax'ayj Even v/o vrere oft.^ii reprimanded

by ROTK on account of that, whon out of pity
poor people

.

•

lot those

gat some warmth.

(pago 2 of original)
5.

In the sunmer of 1944 about 90 Hungarian Jowossos, detained
in a concontration camp in the Humboldt street, whore they

wore guarded by the SS, arrived at the spring work shop.
Their clothing was completely insufficient and i.istoad of
shoos they either had merely galoshoe on their feet, or had
rags wound around their legs.
Since those v/omen had no coats, they had to bring their

blanlcets along durin:-: the vdnter, for protection against snow
and rain. Those v/omon hr-z. to work from 6 o'clock in the

morning till 5 o'ciocxc in tho evening. They did not rocoivo
wanm food from the x^l''ii"i^»

instead had to bring along some

broad, which thoy were givon in the camp. This v/as their
only food.

1

-

0? t:OCvvi^.T? i:o. >TIZ-8665
CQiTTIlTtlHID

(page 3 of original, cont'd)
COnvrards theso womon SOTH acted ospecially "brutallj*

Ho hit

tliom an5. Icickod theia v.dth the feet, often vrithout any reason,

shouting at then at the saiae ti;:ic: "you ftlthy-7Jew?»I shall got you
going yot«"
I was so sorry for those poor women, tliat I often secretly ~
I could not afford to he caught at that
orought along somo
clothes or stockings of my mfe. I also often gave them something
to oat.

I lie.Yo carefully read tnrough the tv;o pages of the a'oovc affi
davit under oatn, have made tno necessary cor.cctions in ms?" own
hendv.Titing an;' cou-it or signed saec vdth my initials and hcromth
doc'.arc u:idor oath, thac this

(x^a-.G 3 of original)
S'tatcnont contains th, j^vxc truth to the "best of my knowledge and
"bcliof.

.sigiiati-ro of doponent
J oliaon

.

Sworn to and signed "beforo zo this 21th c'ny of Kay 19-47 at Hsson^
G-crmany "by Johann BHKHS!, hsson, Griehorstr. 25 known to no to oo
the person malcing the above -affidavit.
signature

U.S.Civilian Kanfrod A.ISS:5L-lAidf
aGO nunbcr ji-446 310

Office of Chief of Counsel for
'iar Crimes US ¥ar Department

C':.HTinG. D5 C? TihL:L"UI^;IIO¥

29 July 19-iV7,

I, Hobort KOii'it'iaiMi, Civ.+;o. gO 109, hereby certify that I am
thorougiily conv^^rsant witn The .^nglish a:td German languages and
that the above is a true and correct translation of tho
docuLtcnt Ho. iIh-3665.

Hobort HOl'T'i'iiiivi'J'

Oiv.Ho. 20 109
-

2

-

"Srm"

mmm

TRi'iNSLATION OF DOCIMENT NIK-^769
OFFICE GrflEF OF COUNSEL FOR V/AR CRIMES
Aff id^ivit

• •

-

I, Paul LENZ,

1

-

tr5^=n Tvarii-^.-f-hat I shall bs liable to punish—'"'

mant for making falsa statements here-vvith declare'^^^.lowing under
oath of my owi free vd.ll and mthout coercion:

I4

^

Since 11 April 191^-0 I have been employed in the plant sheet metal

mechanical "workshop of Friedr, KRUPP, and am intimately acquainted "vdth
plant conditions.

2*

In I9U2 we received our first Russian prisoners of "war. 3 or k

•weeks after the arrival of the Russians^ they began to be maltreats:.
Beatings were inflicted upon the Russians simply because they vrer-e
Russians and considered to be enemies#

beings,

Ihey v.^ere not treated as h^^man

Ihey "were forced into a. piece-work system# They had to strike heat^

and perform other similar tasks "which the Germans declined.

3. The camp commandant of the Stalag who was the supervisor, had to
direct complaints to Betrisbsfuehrer NEUMANN from the first to the last

day, because of maltreatment of the Russians; in spite of this action
the maltreatment continued as before.

U, A man named KRAMER who supervised the prisoners of vrar within the

plant once hit' a Russian on the head several times with a wooden club,
because the latter came to work late# On this occasion I protested to
KRi^M#

He complained to the Betriebs-

2

-

fuehrer NEUMANN and I was summoned before NEUMilNN#

I called his atten

tion to the fact that it was unbecoming a soldier to maltreat a prisoner

who possessed no arms. Vtereupon NEUMiVNN replied: "hbsn I se-e the lazy
Russians and the other foreigners, I should like above all to strike them
,s

all dom, mmn is the most reliable person in the plant." The reason
for his preference for KRAIdER wp.s that the latter had excelled in the
maltreatment of the prisoners of war.

1
;

'••i.

-

»'•

,1 i.O'i • lafaiiil

1

-

I

transition of DOdUI^ENT NIK-S769
CONTINUED

5*

The Russian prisoners

I

7/ar had to perform very heavy work with

completely' r^gsd-hlotheD and rdth-foot-Cloths-and--shoes, in
all cold and wet V/eather coriditions»

esitreme]^ bad.

the plant)

Moreover their food ration was

Once a day they deceived a liter of watery soup in

from this the Russians doing piece-work and half-sthrved

as they were, v/ere by no means satisfied.

In spite of the fact that" "

they did carry out every task assigned to them to the best of their
ability, they were maltreated at the slightest provocation.

A special

lavatory was set up for the Russians which not even a pig could use.

They dared not be seen in the closet for the Germans, or they

c.

beaten.

I have read each of the two pages of this affidavit and signed them
with n^r own hand.

I have made the necessary corrections in my own

handwriting and initialled thenv.

I herewith declare under oath that

-I have stated the fiill truth to the best of my knowledge and belief#

(Signature) _PAUL LENZ
PAUL LENZ"

Sworn to and signed before me this 20th day of May 19U7

Essen, Ger

many by Paul LENZ, Essen-^est, Moeserstr. 15, known to me to be the
person making the above affidavit#

U.S. Civilian^ Marred A._Isserman _

(ago number A-iJi6SlO)
Office of Chief of Counsel for liVar
Crimes

U.S.

"vfar Department

CERTIFICATE CF TR^'iNSLATION

I, E. R, KepplBr, hereby certify that I am a duly appointed trans
lator for the German and English languages and that the above is a true
and correct translation of the document NIK-S769.

E,_R^ Kegpler
Signature of translator and
-

•.'V-

...

I

-rf

•

2

-

TR^xiTdluVIIOlT CE DCCtj'ijHT i\To. KIK-7150
OPEICE OP CHILE OE COUiTSEL EOR '..VJl CHIIIES
Affidavit

Ij Heraann ROSSHOI'nEITj Lssen-Haarzopf j 23 Sonnenscheinswcg
after having been cautioned that by aahing a false

affidavit I render nyself liable to punish-aent hereby
declare under oath, without being subjected to any forces
1. I have been working at the tinplate-working-shop of

-the Eriedrich Krupp ^-.C. since 1939? and I aa conversair
with the conditions in the factory.
2.

In 1942,we received the first shipnent of Russian

prisoners of war, fhree to four weeks after the
arrival of the Russians aaltroatnonts started. Thoy

were beaten by everybody just because they were
Russians and were regarded as encnies. They were not
treated lilcs hunan beings. The Russians were pressed

into a picce-Y/ork systen. They had to banner, to do

warr-pressing and to do sinilar jobs which Gernans
refused to

do,

3, The •supervisop of all v.-ar prisoners in the shop was
a nan by na.ne of ElhJIiR, who had received a head wound
in the first world war. He was a very brutal nan and
I

still rerienber the following cases

It was toward 2 o'^clock and the Russians had to parade
in order to narch back into their canp. 4 Russian was a
late in coning and when RRAI'-niR? wno had looked

for hin, found hin, he hit the Russian with a Y/oodon
club over the head several tines.

page 2 of the original

My colleague LER2 intervened in order to save the
Russian fron being beaten-to pulp.

4. That regards the a.ppcr.fdnce of tho Russian prisoners
• of \7c:r I have to add the follo\.'ing!

The Russian prisoners of war had to do the heaviest
jobs, dressed in clothes whicn were ..lore rags, wearing
foot rags (instead of socks or sboc^^^ings) and clogs,
in cold and v7ot v/cather. Ciiqe a day they recei/od
about one litre of v/rtery soup in the factory, which

could not nearly be enough for the Russians doing

pioce-wGrk, half-starved as thoy wore. Though they did
-

1

iiii'diiir

7

II

I

I

page 2 of originsl

TKiUTSIuiTIOlT Oii' DOCUI\^„NI' No, NLi—7X50

COiit'd

GONgll^ljXD

the v;ork they were sapposod to do to
ability, they wore naltroatcd on the
X special lavatory was sot apart for
not oven a pig could have used, Ihoy

the best of their
slightest provocation.
the Ru.,..sians which
could not dare to

show their faces at the lavatory for the Gornans, or they
\/Gro beaten,

5. '-'hat regards the spade club I have to add the followings
Xbout the end of 1943 I was called, together with 25

other ncnbers of the factorj^ coinunity, into the

'office of factory leader (Betriebsfuhrer) NBUIXINF
where he ex jlainod to us in a short address that it

was necessary to forn a self-defense corps for sabotage
prevention and for resistance on the part of the

foreigners, ho told us that we would be used in the
case of sabotage and resistance on the part of the

foreigners. lie further told us that the natter was to
be kept secret,
page 5 of the original

"f

About 6 to 8 v'coks later I was told by a naster that

spades had been nade which we eould use as a weapon
if the occasion arose-. Those sharpened spades wore

stored in the air-raid protection cellar. They were
never r.ade use of.

I have read the 3 pages of this affidavit carefully, have
effected the ncciessary corrections in ny own handwriting

and countersigned with i:iy initials and hereby declare on

oath that I ha^'c said the full truth in this n^. affidavit
to the best of ny knowledge and bolief.
signed» H. Rosskothen

Signature of depo'ncnt

Sworn to and signed before no this 22nd day of May 1947

at ^ssen-Ha.arzopf, by Xcraajin Rosskothon, xJssen-Haarzopf,
Imov/n to no to be the person naking above affidavit.
U. 8.Civilian llanfrod

Issornann

XGO number ^•i..44GB10
Office of Chief of Counsel for V.'ar
Crincs

U.S.

'Tar Dopartnont

CBRTIRICATS OF TRhI7olL..TIQiT

-t'i.. Bhrnann, hereby certify tho.t I an thoroughly
convorsant with the English and Gcrnan languages and that
the above is a true and correct translation of Docuncnt
1^0, HIK-7150.

24 July 1947

Jhrnaim
BTO 20116
-

2

-

•

f. - JftSK's .

T
TR4NSLATICN OF DO'JUlJSiT Fo. NIK-l227a
OFFICE CF CH.;CF 0? CCUI'SEI. FCR

,/R CRi::CS

Ij- Karl
Kulmbach_, Bleicherstr:?sse 61, after being cautioned that
a false affidavit will render me liable to punishment, "here^-'ith depose
as follows voluntarily and without duress; •

'

•

'

I entered the service of Krawa (motor vehicle construction), Essen, as
locksmith, in October 1921-. During /arid ar II we employed numerous
prisoners of war and foreign workers of aJLl kinds in our factories,
These people were subjected to severe maltreatm.ent, and it was generally
known in the laxtories that the management tried to keep up their v/ork
discipline by the most incisive measures, i.e. even ohysical maltrertment. /uter the Krawa (motor vehicle construction) had been transferred
from Idulhouse to Kulrabaoh, I witnessed how at Kulmbach, in the spring
of 1945, even women. Eastern workers, ' ere beaten by Krupo's fore..ien.

:^1RZ was foremost in this respect. I clearly remember one incident;
•IRZ beat a young Eastern girl worker in the most brutal way. This girl
was ki-own as a diligent worker, and I myself took Ernst .sIRl to account.
and tried to induce him to stop. I did not succeed; on the contrary,
for a moment it appeared as though he r.'as going to fall uoon me, but he
thought better of it, as he could only beat helpless people without
danger to hijmself.

(cage 2 of ori',i:ial)
h'ith regard to the food issued to the foreign workers and prisoners of
war at Krupp's, I can say that it was invariably bad, though there
were times when it was sliglhly better. It can be stated without

exaggeration that these people were always hungry, and yet we "were
strictly forbidden by the management to give theraone bite of bread. If
a Krupp worker had humane feelings, he could only show them by

violating the strict instructions at "'Tupp's forbidding help..to these

people. If he was caught, he was ounished by the management ajid might
even be handed over to the Gestaoo. I know for example that the Kruop
worker Johann KUBIAK was handed over to the Gestapo by the Krawa managefcent, because he gave a Russian nrisoner of war a piece of bread in

violation of the rules. For this offeree he was imprisoned for 4 months.
A bulletin, announcing his punishment \ic-\s oosted up on the notice boaTd
so as to be a warning to us. I read this notice myself. It was signed

*

by the management and posted on the KRA./A (motor vehicle construction)
notice board.

I have carefully read the one cage of this affidavit and signed it
in my own hand, have made the necessary corrections and initialled them,

and I herewith deoose that in this affidavit I have said the pure
truth to the best of my knowledge and belief.
gr.ature
-

fcflfl i\t li if r

1

-

Karl ARSNS,

'

1
rRi''.NSL.4T10ij C? DOCUi'^ T No. N'G-C-122'~'C
coriiNmn

(page 2 of original, cont'c')
cwoiTi vO and signed before n3 this 3C de^.y uf October 191^ at AuJ^nbacb

by Karl ilGNS, knovjn to me to be tne pei^scnj naking the above a.'fi.Jav\o
iSiana.ture-dlliajti

U.u. Ci/ilian A V:-6B52

'bf.fa.ce ox' C.ir.ei of Co^iiisel for

ar Crlixes

d.S. ..ar Deoartmeut,

'

CS^iTTFICATS OF Tk.'U'liLsFION

1 Dece;aber 1947

1, El a .v,H.i.Ai:,Tr, No. 1667?, hereby certify x-hat I a;ii a duly aoooinx-ed

translator for the German and 'English lan^pia^es and that the above

is a true and correct translation of che doounierrc No. NIi\-if.''?c.
Slli

- 0 . i6o?3

-

2

"x-rr:-

"
'Tiiii'illifillH I'lt -
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Oi' rSOj. - i-.i i O.l'Xil.'

0}--i^icr"3rcalrB'3:'GXII51I-

•"a.i Cxii,.^_.

w
:sccn, 2'? Sr.pt-.nb-r.r 1945.
A j- :

I
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I

T

•

I, the undercifncd -"'ilhcln I3".Lr, rrs5.di::r at ri-secr-^"'. st,-Onck. nstr<4V>
hcrcb"^''

rh' th;

follo-'-lr.,^ etet^mvr.t i,;ithout durcsst

I)u.riry tht period April 1S44 unt51 Aoril 1945 I 'Jas • Tnolo''.''cd '.vith the

crler^'cd fector;"- rucd I ('."rrhachuta l) of rric-^^Krupp. I froonr.r.tl^'-'-'vitr.cssrd
durir" t ct tinic the rietrcrtmcr.t of Au.eeifw P's by ipcmhrrs of fcctory yuard

unit;-:, ii'clndir.v the crlrrpcd factory -"iiird 1 ("^ rbachutz l). The
beaten

^.'icrc

nibb;.r truncheons end biclad so that tbay fi^intcd and collapsed on

nany occasions,

SubseoTic-'t to these '"'ietrcatri.rts nar^'- of th.en hac"? to atard in

a corner .-Tor- 24 hours end lo'-^.-^crj
the;" collapsed as a resnlt of heetin.'" and
kiclcin.'-'
the.^^cre
revived
vit>.
bi^.cleLrts
of,;;at.:r po'ircd
over I then.
I also
as^it •
^
. .
«
•
mt
.
r»i__
•»

that P.s '''ho v<Ti. bcatczi on th ir bare boSy'^cd bl^rd^^.p spots a.^ter nictrcat-

ncnt, f)eoec FjA "-^.o nadr too ntich noise
brtr" beatrn or htchrd had a piece
of cloth ti: c
theJr head
orelT to nufflc. their outcries..
X do not Itqi- that an^' r-rdical or other essistancr uas •-ivcn to those

nho Uf.rc -•'iatreated by the nare-vncrt of t^n rrirr —d factor-- "v.rd I (-hrk-

echutz I), Or sc veral' occaciors, I onotcstcel, a-airst these nictrcatnnets, but I

Yics tol-' by the reana-er or. the cnler'-'cd factory uai^I ('".hr'-achut? I)jSCI-Iid'IDER
by none, that it I did not eh.ut up he n-ould see to it »that I nas brou-ht into a
conccntre.ti.on canp.
.folj.ou-rn* i_nc:>idurlt

] ) Gcor,~

ii.oioftrd ir. nistre atnents of P'ss

I— it.

2) KUIit -:-..ICK (first nan,; unlc-.cn'n to no)
3) oCin m. A (first rrrt. uniehonn to ne.)
а) Aarl

j.hC.-

5) hnD.^l i^rirst nrne unlo-.o-n to n^. )
б) RI... l.Ii'.tCl'Lfi. (fii-ct nrr.i.c uii'neoon to nc)
p) r.cmanr. ZHi-Oiei
8) T-h'.o LhlGtST

9) TvAL'ihi;. (first :iaTn',. unlenc'/.n'to n»')
(si'^rd) olh.eln hot RLE

ILIlA^iY O'tVIARirwr

Sia.nnrrj?Court
130

ra

(s :l-n d) C.Ct.LQFG

T'rc. side nt

i-A?. OL

c-ATi: ioat:- o:
i;, bXTh.r:! rlO.RXL - 7918

I, O.R.LO r:;a,..:.T, b.S.CivU.iar, AGO-i 3-217433, hereby certify that I an thoroU'hl'*^ GO"'V'''••"ith the En"! nsh and G.-ntU ].r

i 3 c--

a .tw' -x correct translation of th ^ rocumcnt ro.hIK - 79lC,

tn- a.bovv if

AG-O-ho.3-217430

TR/JJSIu'.riON OF lOCUICTT ITr,NIK~7915
OPFIOE OF CKISF O-F OOUm'^J: FOH
CRIMES

Essen, 28 Soptcnibor 1945
AFFimvii
a

=

=

=

==

Case Sahucrmann,
S'^hnoidor,
Stratias-nn,

R(

vnn Buclrv;.

•'

I, the undorsigncd, Jakob T.'cnk, born 29 October
189 6, living in Esson-Altonesson, "Jouossoner Str, 31,
\;'ithout duress make the follov;ing afiidavitJ

In August 1944 I was oiiipln3?-cd as a helper in
the Erupp v7orks Security Police, An Italian prisoner
of vvar was brought down into the o.ollar of the nain
administrotion building. The 7orks Security Policenan
Schucrnrnn and several plant polico nen whose names
I do not know hit the Italian very badly with the
rifle butt so that ho fell, blooding profusely. There
upon he was brought to the office of von Buclow ond
Stratmann, Schnoidor did sergeant majors duty and
knew of this occurrence. Similarly I did not notice
tha.t von Buelow or Stratmann did anything rcgainst
Schuornann.

(signature) 5 Jakob "^enk
Ja-kob 7enk

(Rubber stomp) s Military Government Summary Court
Essen 130 BET,

(signature); C.E.Iong
Major

President

CEHTIEia/.TE OF TEifJSIu'.TIOR

OF BOOmmT lTo.NIE-7915.
2 October 1947

I, Kathleen BRAtlLEY, No, 200§6, hereby certify that
I an thoroughly conversant with the English and G-erman

languages and thc.t the above is, a true and correct
translation of the Document No, NIK~7915.

Kathleen BmiLEY,
No,

(END)

.• •••c

••

-'P : -'llrf'

20096,

*» rt

my.:'

'JSANSIATXQI nv- z>Donij::2ZTT i^c. lfIE:-7952
OFPIOS

OF 001111331/ PGR WAR GRIMES
Sssen> 29 SeptemlDer 1945

Afpidavii'
The case Stratmann and v. Baelo;^

I, the "andersigned, Theodor L'hcest, living in
3ssen, Zeplerstr, 3 malce the fcllov;ing statement
without duresss

I worked with the ICrupp Works Seo,urity Police as

Works Security Policeman. In the guardroom of the
administration building, prisoners of war were beaten,
Hcrr Stratmann and Director Herr von Buelow, who were
often present in the guardroom, looked on in February
or March 1945, without interfering or protesting.

Therefore I supposed that the beating of prisoners
of war was permitted by these gentlemen in the name
of the Oirectorate.

(signed)j Theodor L'hoest
(signature); Theodor l'hoest
Witnesses:

(stamp) Military G-overnmcnt
Summary Court
Essen 130 D3T

(signature): J. WeL, Rathbomae Majo:
President
CERTIFICATE OF TRAiTSIATIOW

_0F ^CUMEKT Sf^„^RIK-7952 _
3 October 1947

I, Kathleen BRAMLEY, No, 20096, hereby o.ertify
that I am thoroughly conversant with the English and
German languages and that the above is a true and correct
translation of the Bocument No, NIK-7952,

Kathleen BRAIIIEY,
No. 20096.

(END)
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TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT

OFFICE__CHI^ OF COUNSEL FOR WAR CRIMES
Affidavit
-

1 -

r—^ KiRCHHOEFER, Ess^n, Kurt Curiius 152, aft^r having been warned
that I shall be liable to punishment for making false statements here
with d^clar^ the following under oath of

own free will and without

coercion:

1. I have been employed in the KRUPP, Motor Vehicle Constmction plant
since 1927;

I have the following statement to make.

VJh-n Russian prisoners of war came to work in our plant as early
as th, beginning of I9U2, Xfound that the people "vrere dressed in a
most inadequate fashion. They wore torn clothes, shoes with holes in

them, in part they were only foot-cloths or wooden shoes. They had to
go to work in this clothing in winter, as well as in summer.

2.

In 191^2 I was ordered to bring the Russian prisoners of war to the

place of work and back to the camp; in this manner I had a close in

sight into the prevailing conditions, and saw the following:
3. The factory supervisor (Betriebsobmann) of the German Labor Front
within the plant, Ludwlg LIDTKE, behaved in a most brutal manner towards

the prisoners of war; I savf the following mth my mm eyes:

One day I received a summons from LIDTKE to accompany him and look

through the plant for a Russian prisoner of war, ¥ASIL, who had occa
sionally been missing in the- morning for several days, be finally
found him lying under a heating boiler viiere he had lain because he was

over-tired and hungry. ¥hen we ordered him to get up, he stood up and
vra.s at once kicked and soundly beaten by LIDTKE,
fV

y

-

2

-

'Vx

Whenever individual Russians made rings for themselves out of

m

Nirosta steel in order to trade them for bread, and LIDTKE caught the
men at it, he thrashed them every time,

5-

•

-Another instance known to me was that of a German truck-drlyar

named KUCKELKORN vj-ho was reported to the Gestapo because he gave bread

to a Russian prisoner of war. This man was sentenced to three months^
-

1

-

.-•i

dMiil
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TRJiNSLATION OF DOCUMENT NIK-S767"
CONTINUED

jail.

6,

It often happened when I accompanied the Russians to'the-camp-that

soi^ fell out of the march to look for potato peelings or cabbage-stalks
among kitchen refuse, and to take along what they found.

7.

In general the Russian prisoners of war made a terribly under

nourished impression;

usually they had water in their legs and other

symptoms vhichiAOuld arise out of inadequate diet.

S,

The treatment of the Russian prisoners of war must have been quite

familiar to the plant director Herr SCHIiteLL, for it was very obvious.
But nothing was done .on the part of the plant to eliminate these con
ditions.

- 5 carefully

I have/read each of the twr* (2) pages of this affidavit and signed
them with

own hand.

I have made the necessary corrections in

handwriting and initialled them.

own

I herewith declare under oath that I

have stated the full truth to the best of rr^ luiowledge and belief.

(Signature ) GEORG RI^HHOEFER
GEORG KIRGHHOEFER

S'worn to and signed before me this 20th day of May lGi+7 at Essen, Ger
many, by Ge-xg Kirchhoefer, Essen, Kurt Gurtiusst. 152, known to me to
be the person making the above affidavit.
U.S. Civilian Manfred a, Isserman

AGO number A-i;l|6S10)
Office of Chief of Counsel for Vvar
Grimes

U.S.

Ear Department

CERTIFICATE OF THANSUTION

Date:

10 Sapt hi

I, E. R. Keppler, hereby certify that I am a duly appointed translator
for the German and English languages and that the above is a true and

correct translation of the document NIK 8767.
E. R. Keppler
Signature of translator and serial ^
-

'

"

2

-
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V
TBA1TSLA.TI0H OP DOCUMSIIT Ho D - 230
OPPICS OP U.S. CHIBP OP COUHSEL POE
WAR CHIMPS

Herrn Sager

The 80 steel switches ("birches) may "be distributed as follows:
PrintroperstrasSe
Lusche rhof a t ras s e

2
6

Voerde Ost
Voerde West

10

Dorsten

10

Lintorf

10

Mulheim

5

5

Weidkamp

15

Kraftstrasse

17

(signed)

#

EUPKB

OPRTIPICATS OP translation

I, ERNA S. UIBSRALL» aGO No D-150096. here"by certify thfl.t I am thoroughlj
conversant with the English and German languag0s;and that the above is a
true and correct translation of Document No D-230
ERNA E. UIB3RALL
U. S. Civilian

AGO No D-150096

t
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I f HGrnann lux. Essen, Xaeller strnssc 2„
W3xriCd that i an subject to' punishnent

XI I

a f.^F,G statenent, hereby no-ke the follos babCijen-'j under oath of ny own tree will an'^

wxthout coercion?

"

Eron 1940 until about ITovenber, 1943, T was
enployed as a naster craftsaan in the boiler
consoruction departnent of the loconotivc
j-actory at ETIUPP, One day in the fall of 1941

1.

wc were c.alled to the presence of vi/orkshoo

lecher IHEILE for a plajat neetin™, who toid
iis ohat we would receive Russian prisoners

ox war assworkers in a few days. He told us

-Ghat we should _not h.^mdle the people with kid
OlovGs, otherwise they would not obey, but that
we should strike then norning and evening. .i rxan
Dj'- Ghe nane of 3liSCHH'i.UEl> who spoke Hussian:,
v/as assigned by hin n,s interpreter, Ihis

3DSCEH..UE1 nearly always had with hin a kind

ox rubber cudgel or sinilar instruoient used for
jcating with which he often beat the lussian
prisoners of war v/ithout cause, ''(hcxi I reproa,ched

nin for this, he told ne that I was knovi/n for

ny lack,of na,tional convictions and for taking
biiG part of the forSigncrs. Then he said that

he nad_received the order fnon THEILE to lay
upon the foreigners with rods aiid canes.

2,

I^reiaenber one case in partioulai? where a Rus

sian prisoner., of v/ar wa.s standing about idly a
nuartcr of an hour before quitting tine, a cir-

cmastonce which was due to the plo,nt conditions
there,
signatures Hernann LUX

( pa.ge 2 of original)
since it was custonary for the Gernan worknen

to use the last quarter of an hour for washing-^''
Olid dressing before going hone, so that the

'lus^ano prisoners of war no longerh^a -anything
to^do. On this occasion ho struck a Hussian
prisoner of WG,r so severely that a gash over the
e^'G resulted, with profuse bleeding. Consenuently, I went to THEILE -and denandcd that

LUSCHHIUEX be called to a.coount. Nothing was done,
however. BU3GHH1XJEH renained at his post until

the plant was destroyed on 12 Ilaroh 1943 by oji

i

-1-

ll^il

I

-r

I

"

I
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( page 2 of original,cont'd)
air—rard and no further work wo,s possible,

3. -pother particular case which i still recall is the

following: During a work -break BTJSCHHlim struck
a .LUscian prisoner of vi/ar with a plank, a,lthough the
nan nad not done anything^

X
carefully read the 2 pages of this a.ffidaTit,
I h,?,yc nade the necessary corrections in ny own handwrixing, counter signing then v;ith ny initials,

and I hereby declare on oath that I have told the
absolute truth in this affida.vit to the best of nv
knowledge and belief,

(signature)

"("signature of Teponcnt)

Sworn to and signed before ne this 19th day of
May 1947

at Bssen

by Hernann LUX, Essen,Muellerstrasse 2

known 'co ne to be the person naking the above
affid.avit.

U.S. Givllian(signature)
M.J.. _I SSriM
Office of

^

AGO nunbcr 1-446810
Chief of Counsel for

"J.ar Crines

U.S* 7ar Departnent,

1_
CEXTI7IC_1TE 07_1117SL1TI0IT_ 24 sept. 1947

I, iCo/chlccn B7AIALBY, Civ.Uo. 20096, hereby certify
that X an thoroughly convors-int -with the English

and Gcrnan languages and that the o.bove is a true and

correct translation of the original docui-ocntHo. FXe -

8659

yatlileen BIMILEY
Civ.ro. 20096
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"EHD"

01 SOOTJ.ITETC 170.1' - 383
0?:'IC1 01 OHI HP C? OGLVSiT. ?0?. Xa 3r.I ""35

j)si=9n «= Octobcr 194;
Sworn iiffida.rit.

ne, tne undersized IlaL^iiund i; iHlll!?., 'born en 33 ilarch 1905, resident at
Jfef eii-c-teole, Dreiringstr. 30, .ilovs "'OTIF.P., "bcrn on ~.8 S«--te:.:"ber 1506,
resident at iJt-pen-loroeck, --^eckelsderg 15, and Josef U..'d , 'born on 6.
-.eceniler 1393, resident at js-^en—1 orkeck, dorDecicerstr, 130, fcive, witncut any duress, tne fol?.cwing statement to -orctccol:

••'3, tlie undaroigned £ lOr.lT. and ZOUl:, were slicvni -ohotogra-pnG of the
torture-c.-jamcar in the foreigners cartrp •f the ?an^erhau 4 ccm-oound and

the dirt;., naglected nu^sians camp, and xv'g state the fol?.cwing:

i-hotc A snows an iron cu-fooard heing snacially made "by the irrunn firm
to torture hussian civilian workers in a manner tinat cannot no.'Ssi'bly
cc described with words. Very often, men as wall as women, v/ore locked
for a considerable time in ©no compartment of the cunboard where a man
could l-iardly stand upriZ-" height v;ae 1.51 meter, the vddth and
leni,tn <=0 - 50 cm aach-©fton there v/ere evm two of them kicked into
©lie compartment and nushed into it with force, .i. Russian wtman told us

she, beiiife v/itli child in the seventh month, was nres'.ed int© the cunDoaru in a most bru.tal manner,

the ten of the cuobcard thare vrere some

air holes similar to a sie-^e thmrough which cold '.rater vras shod on the
wr(fetched victims during the coldest winter.
irhoto 3

shows the same cunbcard vrhile closed.

3hoto j shows the cupboard while open. One can clearly
see ',io\f large it is, and one must wonder hovr it is possible to nress
one man into it, f®r less two.

In pnoto £ we see the camn having "b i?en assigned by the Ituto board of
directors to the P.ussian civilian workers, llie width of the individual

cubicles vras .i-3,5 meters, the length about 5 meters and the heiZt 2

meters. In each room un to 15 mersons were accomodated in double

beds.

Ine oeds were e(5uro;.'3ed vrith straw sacks, end the straw sacks were only
c-ianged T.-hen tl'^ey vrere torn to pieces or when they v;cre conpietely infesteo. with lice. 7"hen, and at what time the strew sacks were tc be
cnan^ed generally depended exclusively uroon the mood of the camn leader.
x.ie roof of th.o caenp vras covered with corrugated iron. Ihe roof became

danagec. tlirough vrar action. Zut repair of the roofs vras not permitted
and during bad weather it rained thru. Ihe individual cubicles were darro.

hue to tnose housing conditions, J3-5 pers:ns fell ill every day. P.uosian
civilian v/orkcrs were forbidden to set up st:ves even o.uring the severest
winter weather. If the camp leader spotted a secretly setup-stove it
v/as immediately removed by the camp management. Ihe floors were ©f stone

and very cold. ITothing vras done to cover the floors in order to malt-e thao:
wari.;er,

2ne c^p was inspectad by Herrn hXKi from the hain OatTp Administration
(Ooerlagerfuelrrung) and v/ac considered a model ca-mn for the Ih*uop W'orks.
yoage Z of original)

t.ie cemp leader
tcld us, the hain 3amo .•k'.ministratlon (Oberlageriue.irung) particularly praised him for the uorfect care ha to-h of
t-ie iiastern "orkers. Ve hereby encloee tvro letters by camm lobder LOT'l'smUfot^led out of prison in order to influence the undersigned VOjlvru

to make a statement favorable tc him (LOV'ill'rhiZ').

0?

FO. B -

383

•jO"T^I)

i-"-e iindersi^.nad

;pars;.nally sav/ that on Few Year's 0-73 1944/45 3

-Russian civilian vjorhars, a.fter having "been "beaten first, vrcre locked

i^to the cunhoard — two in. one oonnartHsnt, Ivro of the Fustians had to
stay there the whole night and in addition cold water was "ooured over
"tne uen.

(sgd.) liaiii^und liUYiF.

(sgd.) AloyjS YO.IS'P.
(stai:::))

(sgd.) Jcsef BPYI

signature (illegible)
President

3X-.YIYI0.-h:: CY X?..^:5X-.Y10Y
OY LCj'Y-.rY YD. B - 333

l> 0.1. lo"i:G-„r.Y, U.S. Oi-'^ilian, .^GO - ='^ h-.-,:.174S0, herehy certify that
^ au t.iorou^ly ccnversant with the Jnglish and C-ernan languages and that
tne a'oove is a true and correct translation of the Bocunent Ho. B - 383.

O.Y.LCrX"C-.-P.Y
U. S. Oivilian

AGO-"f umher 217430

-
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Tit<'>U3I.xTI0N OF LOGU.'jiHT Jio ,iUK-1206l
OFFICE OF CrilEF OF COIiNSEL FOii h.^i CKIi'.ES

^i^FIL^^VIT

I Aloys HOEFE.., living in Essen, having been warned that I shall be
liable to punishment if I make a false statement, her^y make the followinstatement under oath of

own free vd.ll and without coercion:

From 1939 until 19^5 I was employed in jirmor Construction IV. From the

end of 1942 on I was entrusted by the plant with the partial care of the
foreigners; specifically, 1 was responsible for bringing fOA's to and from
work, for fetching the noon meal of the wrorkers, and the like^ ^-t that
time foreigners had already been receiving ill treatment from GERL^iCH
and LOE«EiUGh'.X . Even at that time already there was an iron cabinet in

the watchmen's room of the camp. This cabinet was about 1.52 meters high

and had two compartments, each of them UO - 5O centimotors in width and
depth. The foreigners were locked up in it if they had conmitod some

trivial offense. The cabinet had been made in iu-mor Construction IV, on
the initiative of LOBwERIGnl, by one of the ctgvi of mechanics who were

employed in that department. It must have been sometime in 19^2.

^^.s I have been told, a wooden cabinet had previously been used by
GERLxiCii and LOEWEKIGRIT to lock up foreigners.

I have carefully read the one page of this affidavit, I have made

the necessary corrections in m.y ovm handv/riting, ^ have signed thorn with
my initials, and I heisby declare on oath that I have told the absolute
truth in this affidavit.

(p£ge 2 of original)
(si;maturo:) Aloys nOEFEk

Sworn to and signed before me this igth day of September 1^7

in Essen by ^loys AOeFBii. known to me to be the person making the
above affidavit.

( si i^rnature : ) I'lanfred A. I33Sn AN
i-.ianfred A. ISSEll'AF

tJ.S. Civilian AGO-No. j--Ai)-6810
Office of Chief of Counsel
for i.»ar Crimes

U.S.

-

1

-

bopartment

;

OF

No .F1IK-12O6I

CuivTINUFL

ChiLL'Ii-iCjiTfi OF Tiaj'oLixXION

17 November 19^7

I, Geor,;e Goodman, No. $M-789, hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant with the Eni;;lish and German lan-rucres
and that the above is a true and correct translation of do

cument ho.i^lK-12061.

Goor-'te GOOL.iR';-, ho,5^789»

-

2

-

"SML"

••'C

TKAlTSLATiniT C? DCCmSil^T No. NIE-12C60
CF?IGE OP
h:y
irrTL war

•'

A» •-

Afrinmg
--

I, AIot'b EC3EEP., rGsiding at Essen, after haTirt^' been warnei that I
shall uo liable to punishment for making a falne statement herewith de
clare under oath of my nvm free will and without c'crci'-n the follcvjing:
In Soptcmhcr or Oct-'ber 1945 I testified before American officers

ab'ut the foreigners^ canpi which existed on the site of what then was

Panzorbau (armor t?onstruction) lY during the years of 1943-1945,

In

this connection I stated that the canpi leader Lnewenkarp, and the as
sistant canmi leader, (rerlach; in particular, had specially built in

and width of 40 tc 50 cm
ing up f: reign workers.

in height and having a depth

for each c^npartir.ent, f'->r the purpose of lock
As far as I know this declaration was used as

I

evidence during the NuGrnberg Internationa.! Court Trial,
I

A shoT"'- time lat er, probably in the course of 1946, when I v;orkod

for I-cwa (locomotive and car construction) I was asvmd by telephone to
como into the office of Dr. Ballas at Altendorferstrasse, now called
\

Ernst-Thaclmann Strasse.

^

Er, Ballas told me that I disgraced the name of Erupp before

tho worfld by my testimony against L'^ewcnkamp and (Jerlach.

He added that

possibly minor details were involved which at the Nuernberg Triitls vrcrc
exag crated to be most significant.

First of all he we.ntcd mc to admit

that originally the/cupboard had been built as a receptacle for stores#

I told him, however, that in such case- one would not have fitted it

(page 2 of original)
with observation windows as used in prison doors, but that the cupboard
had boon constructed by nrdcr of Lnewenkamp f'-.r the explicit purpose of

locking up foreign workers,

Vhon Er, Ballas rr-aliipied that I would not

depftxt from my statement hr let matters rest.
A few months later I was asked a

his office, at lOiOO one mcrning.

second time to come and see him in

Since I know what vras involved and

;

did not wish to be influenced in ny testimony I did not, appear in hia office»

Aboftt
.-4

.1 A,:

'T.'ifi

;*<

' •"»

.." -I

.. '.• ' a a

Panzerbau lY a cupboard measuing 1.52 ir

'•

A,K, one of the policemen on dhtjP at the r<atc galled

.1

-TRAI'SLATION r j D^:CU!-:ZI"T Uo. iTIiL-12060
CC:'?'D.

(prfo 2 of origin?! cont'u.}
me that same morninp.

He said that there was a passenger au.tomo'bilc

waiting to palj. for me,

I then le^t the plant and the driver of the

car told me that he was instructed to take mc to !Dr. Ballas.

I then

drove v;ith him to 35r, Ballas who again intended to modify the statement

I had made at the time regarding the treatment of foreign wcrl-xrs.

There

upon I told him that should ho doubt the veracity of my statements, I
should approach the Bussian IGDmmandantura in the Brankenstrasse where
sufficient witnesses for the bad treatment of foreigners in Banzerbau IV
could easily be found.

Then Dr, Ballas irr.meiiatelv yielded and sail

that the entire matter had been sufficiently e^iaggcrate-d,

(page 3 of original;
I have read the three pages of this statement co.rcfully, have made

the necessary corrections in ray own handwriting, countersigning them

with my initials, and I herewith declare under oath that I have told the
absolute truoh in this declaration to' the best of my knowleiige and be
lief.

(signature) Aloys Eoefer
Sworn to and signed before mo this 13th day of September 194? in Bsscn
by Aloys HOBITia, Icnow. to me to be the person making the above affidavit.

(signature) l%nircd A» laserman
tr.S. Giviliar.
A,C-.C. W.. A-44631C

Office of Chief nf Counsel for War
Crimes

U,S. War department

CBRTIFICATD CB TBAKSLATICH

20 ITovember 1941

I, C-corge C-'-odman, hereby certify that I am thorou^mhly conversant
with the ."nglish and German languages and that the above is a true and
correct translation of the Document ITf^, EIK-12060,

George Goodman
JFo, .WSG,

--aS -.Si. ^ ..Ei

^HAlTioL^.TIOIT OF DOO]JlTL'^:^ iCo. KIK-7i47
o: FICL OF CHI^F or COljlTS^L FJxl 'IJiR Ci'.ILi..
Affidavit

I, HOFFEH Alois? of Keckelsberg 15, ."Sssen-Borbeck, have
first "been cautioned that I make myself pliable to punish
ment if- I make a false statement: on oath. I hereby state

the following on oath voluntarilj'- and v/ithout duress3
I have been shovm 4 photographs of the torture cupboard
which stood in the camp for foreigners in the grounds of
"Panserbau" 4, and of the dirty, neglected .Russian camp,
and I depose as followss

-

,

• ,

Photograph A shov/s an iron cupboard which was specially

h

constructed by Krupps for the purpose of torturing Russian
civilian workers in a way which- is impossible to describe
in words. In one partition of the cupboard -

in which a

man could hardly stand upright - it is 1.52 m high, and

^

40 cm to 50 cm. ?/ide and deep - men as ^vell as women were

very often locked up for a considerable time, I myself
have often seen -len and women being locked in there by

,

Lagerfiihrer (Camp Gomiiander) lowwenlcanp or his deputy

' .

•

OliEIiACH. One morning, when I came to work, a Russian •
woman who was about seven months' pregnant, told me that-.

she had been penned up in such a cupboard the whole night.
The woman looked terribly'worn and ill. At the top of
,

the cupboard are some holes for ventilation, and I have.
very often seen how GRRIjACK poured v/ater into these
ventilation holes, in order to make the torture still

vI'.-'

.

;i

; <1'

more excruciatihg in this way

m

page 2 of the original

In photograph 3 the same cupboard is shov/n closed,^ In
uhoto.^raph I) the-cupboard is shown open.
V

^

fhotograph D shov,'e the camp which the "Direktorium" of
Krupps had allotted as the 2ving quarters of the female
Russian civilian v/orkers. ^ach room \-^a.s 2 m, to 2.5 hi.

wide and approx. 7 m. long and 2 m. high, -oach room,

housed up to 16 people in double beds. The beds were
made up of palliasses, and trie palliassoa were only

V

changed when they were nothih^i but rag^

\7ore through

^

and through infested \;ith lice. It depended generally
only on the mood of tho oaunp co'imiancler v/hen and at waat

'iT
1'.V'

.tine the 'palli assos were changed.

<

u,

••f V
•A]'".

.

I <

(••y >.-i \ <'

.11

J''

"u'

fv?-.

pa^e 2 of original

f

,r

IRAITSLiil'IOIT

coiit*d

DOCuIL.ITa? i\o, I-TI^-7147
coifi'irroLD

The roof of the cajii--) v/as covered :'/ith corrugated iron vvhich

was damaged "by raids. It v.-as not .allowed to repair the •
roofs, and when the v/eather was had, the rain cane through.

The individual roous were damp, j^very day 3 to 5 people
"became ill as a result of these living conditions, Thore

.-•I

;

S>''' '

•.j'; •'• •

v/ere only very small stoves in this camp, and they had

not been fixed properly, so that they never burnt. When
the female worhers themselves built another stove, i t was

removed immediately by .the camp authorities (Lagerfuhrung).

1

' The floor v/as stone and very cold, Nothing was done to
cover the floor and thus make the room warmer. During the
years 1942 to 1944 it was my task to convey prisoners

of war from the prisoners of war camp to their place of,
work and back, so that I stayed during the day in the
office of the cai'ip for civilian workers and had a good .

o.pportunitjr to observe everything. When I entered LO'.rNHK3ffl?S office for the first time, I saw a number of
page 3 of the original

rubber truncheons there, and LOWE'llllAIIP- said to met
• "If one of then- does something wrong, jus.t- hit him/'
1

-

(D'his shows ^D0Sl'7Ei^lL:P'S attitude towax-dis the prisoners

7V'
IS

. of war and the civilian workers. 'It often happened that
individual prisoners of v/ar or civilian workers v/ere

Bomoncd to DOEWENKALIP*S office, on account of petty ^
details, whereupon Iwas asked to leave the office. One
could then hear the people scream or moan - and when thojcame put, one could see that they had been beaten, Tho
noses of some v/ore bleeding and one could often after a

few days see bruises and bruised oyos. Such oases often
occurred,

Female workers from tho eastern territories

were very often punished for petty offenses by \7ithholding

'

K'- V

'id
my'g,

-I

the bro£:d frod" them.

I liavG carefully read all 3 pages of this affidavit, I
have made the necessary corrections in my own handwriting
and 1 have couhtersignod them with my initials, and I
declare hereby on oath that I have in this, affidavit,
stated the pure truth to the best of my knowledge and

'H
'.-v

belief.

(signed)

•

(signaturb' of deponent)
Sworn to and signed boforo me this 19 day of lla.y 1947 ^
at Ssson by Alofs HODFEl:, Essen-Borbcck, Heckelsborg
knovm to no to be the person aakinu.
above affidavit,

•

(signed) lianfrcd A. Xssermann
U.S. Civilian AGO number A-^446810
Office of.-Chief of Counsel tpx vvhr
U^SjIb.r ^Dcpartnont

•iw.

- ..-.a

^

•u

.mW

' <•'

WnrsiuVirOiT 05^ DOCulU^NO? ITo. NIiC-7147
• •-

C0LTTI1TU..D

/

CEi-iTIFICjVTS OF TILi.'SIu^FIOlT.

I, 3,J, HinchliffCj laorcby certify thr.t I an tUorouglily
coiivcrsc.nt v/itli tlic English and G-GrncJi languagos and
that the above is a

true and correct translation of

docuncnt No, NIK~7147.

22 July 1947

S,J.

Hinchliffo

M.P. No. 026034 '
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Tl^NSUTION OF DOCUMENT NO. D-398
OFFICE OF U. .5. CHIEF OF COUNSEL
FOR I'/AR CRIMES

27 Scptombcr 19^5
AFFIDAVIT

I, .-iLORS HOEFER, living in Essen Borbeck Heckelsbcrg 15,born 28 September I906, make the following statement
voluntarily

I worked with LOE'/raiKAMP in Armour Building Shop No. -4
sinco April 1943.

era.

UDEI^NKaMP was very brutal to the foreign-

Ho confiscated food which belonged to the pN^s and took

it home. Every day he mishandled Eastern vrorkers, Russian
PV/'s, Frpnch, Italian^ and other foreign civilian persons.
He had a

steel box built which was so email that one could

hardly stand in it.

He locked foreigners in the box, also

females, up to 48 hours without giving the people food.- They
were not released in'order to relieve nature.

It was for

bidden for other people either to give any help to the prrsons

locked in, or release them. . '.iniilst clearing an unofficial
camp, he fired on fleeing Russian civilians without hitting
any of them.

Ono day whilst distributing food, I saw how he hit a
French civilian In the face with a

bleed.

ladle and made his face

Further, he delivered Russian girls without bothering

about the childrcd afterwards. There was never any milk for
them so the Russians had to nourish the children with sugar

water.

\'^hcn LOENSNKAMP was arrested, he wrote 2 letters and

sent them to mo via his wife.
had never hit people.

He tried to make out that ho

As a punishment for small things .the rations of the male
and female persons were withheld.

(page 2 of original)

There arc a lot of single cases which for the moment do not
occur to me.

.

LOE'VSNKi^MP^s Deputy Camp Commandant, who was also the

Deputy Shop Stcvrard, WILLI GERLACH (known to the foreigners as
"Long ;^llly"), was also a brutal person.- . He did not lock 1

and 2 people, but 4 in the above mentioned steel boxes. Mhen
we appeared in the camp while ho was on night watch, he opened
the steel cupboard and 4 people came into view, whose faces
were bleeding from wounds. At night he often used to fire in
the camp compound without having any special reason.

One- morning I was ordered to distribute work to the girls

when one of them came to me and excused herself saying that

m

she could not go to the kitchen as she had broken shoes. I
told the girl that she could go with us another time, at this
moment GERLaCH appeared, caught hold of the girl and locked her
In the steel cupboard saying "Have you Bolsheviks anything to
say now?". This was Saturday morning: the girl had to stay in
the cupboard until Monday evening.
I stood up for this
X w

-

2

-

TH^iNSlATION OF DOCUJ-ENT NO. D-393
Cont'd

case I was threatened with a

gun.

The whole gang fled 3 or 4 days before the Americans
arrived.

Then G-SRDiCH came to me and ordered that the

foreigners must be evacuated and therefore got ready to
march.
Suddenly G-SRL^iCH saw a Russian PW in civilian
clothing who Immediately made himself scarce. GERLaCH
yelled to GSTTLSR to help him search for the Russian
immediately and shoot him. Anyway the Russian V7a.s not found
GERI^-iCH also had Riassian food rations brought round to his

house which he had withheld from the foreigners.
He also has many other cases on his conscience which do
not occur to mo at the moment.

All this v/as carried out by LOEWEN&^VIP as Camp Comman

dant and GERI>:GH as Deputy Gamp Commandant and the V/orhs
Managoncnt, who today, don't want to know anything about

the whole matter, allowed it.

('dorks l-lanager aNHENN) .

(Signed)

aLORS HOEFSR
J.'d.L.

Rathbornc,

Major President
S ta mp:
Militrj.ry Government
Summary Court
Ssscn
130 Dct.

UiLRlikiC.t-'j.'l Of

I, ERNri. E. UIBlRiLL, AGO No. D-150096, hereby certify that
I am thoroughly conversant V7ith the English and German
languages; and that the above is a true and correct trans
lation of Document No. D-398.
ERll-i E. UIBIR.LL
U. S. Civilian

i^GO No. D-150096

-

2

-

TRANSLATION CP LCGUI-C^INT No. NIK-12059 '
OFRICR C? CnlZ? 0? CCUNSSL ?CS NAR CEII-RiS

A?Pi:;.-^VIT

I, Josef Lahm, residing at Sssen, after having teen warned that I
shall he liable to punishment for making a false statement, herewith de
clare under oath, of iry rvn free will and without coercion, the followingi
In the fall of the year 1945 I testified hefor© American officers

regarding an cccurrence -which I had witnessed in the guard room of the

foreigners' canp of what then was known as Panzerhau (armor construc

tion) lY of Guss-Stahl Pahrik in Essen.

The case was that three

foreigners had "been locked up in. a small, narrow cupboard because they •
had ccmmitted some minor offense.

The cupboard measured approximately

1.50-l.v^© in. in height and had two^ shelves, each of which was from 50
to 60 cm wide and deep.

In'the course of the year of 1B46 I was three times called int#

the office of Er. Ballas at Altendorfstrasse, now called Ernst Thaelmann
Strasse, where he wanted to speak to r.c about the statements I had made

at tho time.

Ee asked me whether my statement was not exaggerated and

vfhether I had actually seen with my own eyes that Gerlach, the assistant
canp leader, had locked up three men there for one night.

I ansv'ored

him oTory time that that was the absolute truth and that I could not de

viate from my statements.

Although I gave him this reply already

the

first time, I was asked twice more to come to his office where each time
he asked me this q.uestion and .also received the same answer from me.

(page 2 of original)
Each time when I was asked to come into the office of Nr. Ballas I
was notified by the Lowa (locomotive and car construction) office to
'

go and see him.

1

Although I went three times to see Dr. Ballas during

.working hours I suffered no financial loss because my wages were paid
in full,

I have carefully read the tv;o p.*

.3 of this affidavit, have made

the necessary corrections in my own handwriting and countersigned them
V7itn m.y initials, and I herewith declare under oath that I have told the

TEAITSLATION CF DCCmraT llo. jriK-12G59
CCrTT'D.

(

. c.L ova-i---!, ccr.t*'i)

atsclate truth in this affidavit to the best of my knov.dcdge and be
lief,

(signature) Josof Bahm
Sworn to and signed before me this 2©th day of September 1947 at Ssson
by Josof HAHv, kncwn to me to be the person making the above affidavit.

(si^nr.'ture :)
Xanfred A.

Isscrman

IT,S,, Civilian, AG®

A-44681®

Offic?tOhicf of Counsel for ¥ar Crimes
TJ,S, ¥ar D^artmont

CJIE^IPIGATI OF TIlAIJSLAriOI"

I, Gecrgo Goodman, No, 34789, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the English and German languages and that the above is
a true and correct translation of the document ITo. NIIG-12059.

George Goodman
h'o,

-

n

-

34789

•

• -fc-

.

i

rm-:-'
i,". ....'

•

TpLAl";i3ij./i'I^II OP HOCljil-Ivi' Ho. IvIiC~7143
OP.. ICP OP OHI-.P OP COUlvSPL POP PPP OIHIXZ
Affidavi'

I, Josef PAHI-Ij of Bor'beclcorstrr.sso 130, PssonBorbocli:, have first "boon cautlonocl that I naho nysolf
liable to x^uniahaont if 1 nake a false statorient on -

oath. I hereby state the following, on both voluntarily
and ?;itiioat

duress s

"Poring the night of 31 Pecerber 1944/1 January
1945 1 was on duty as Air Haid "VardGn of "Stahlbau" 4.
I was d witness of the following occarrGnce which took
place in the canp for foreigners.
The iiastcrn v/orkers -

aon and woacn -

>
had had

a snail party, fov/ards one o^clock in the .rorning the
bagerveiTjalter GPPL-CH told the foreigners to go to

bod. This order was obeyed. Towards 2 o'clock in the
*

norning GbHjh.CH found durin^, his round 5 Pastern nale

V/;

workers in the Pastern 'ronen's caiip. Ho fetched then
out, took then with hin to'his office, where he beat

P:.'
ll/
M

,

all 3 of then with -a rubber trmichoon. I saw this

^3orsonally. Ho then locked one of then in the left
side of the cupboard, and the other tv/o on the ri^ht
hand side, ,I have been shown photograx:)hs of this cupboard.

Photographs A, B and C are attached 'and confirncd with

ny signati^c, Papecially the two n'en v/ho wore,locked
in on the right hand side of the cupboard cried and
noanod a groat deal. In order to nake natters worse

I.''.'

A

GtPPJjACH i)ourod a basin full of water through the ven

tilation holes at the top on the three foreigners who
wore locked in.

,

'

'

page 2 of the original

At tho urgent request of nyself and another nan, GPHL/J-H

finally "after an hour took one of the two nen out of
/

the right hand sido of the cupboard and took hin to,the

. V.'

Air Raid Coir.-and Post. The other two \7ero loft in the

r, j

-Vi viyd
//'

''In.

cupboard tho whole nit,ht, and when I went hone at 6
/

in the .rorning, tho 2. ncn wore still in the cupboard.
rli ' .•

'

l\i

I iiavc carefully read both phgCs. of this affidavit,

f'x

I have nado the necessary corrections in aj own hand- •

writing, and I have couhtersignod then f.-ith ny initials,,
and I declare hereby on oatli that I have in this
affidavit stated the pure truth to thq.bcst of ny

. . Wr'"'

Icnowlodgo and belief.

(signed)s Josef Balm
.1

•

'•'I '•

'•

Signaturo of Deponent

r..

•' ;-'v. -.s, A-

Page 2 of original
cont*d

fRr.i:sL-:j}ioi;f op "POCuiiii^T ijOoKii:-7i48

,

C Oxafii'!

Sworn to and signed before ao this 19. day of May 1947

at

by Josof PxliHI, ^sson-Borbook, Borbeckerstr, 150

laiown to no to bo tlio person nakin^ tho above affidavit,

(signed) I^nfrod ^1, Issernann
U.S.

Civilian AQ-0 nuraber A~446S10

Office of Chief Af Counsel for V;ar
'
Crimes

U.S.

Uar Uepartnont

cuPuiiPiCiifu OP ']:iLxiisL.xfijr.

Xj iii.J, liinchliffo, hereby certify that I an thoroughlyconversant \-:ith tho Unglish aild G'crnan languages and
that the above is a true and correct translation of
document Uo. 1TXU~714S.

22 July 1947

U.J.

Hiiichliffo

H.P.iTo.

026034
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TR.a^SL./riON OF DOCUiffiNT No. NlK-6535
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR V.R CRT.

G.R.

To Herr SiRSBRST (crossed out, handwritten:) MUENSTERivStiWN.
I request, if possible, to call to account the crroloyee, v;hose duty it
was to supervise his prisoners of
, and to reprimnd him severely.
Also, I request your opinion of tho prisoner of war Iv/an i-AICHiiSLENICO.
intend,, after all, to rcjport him to the caiiip for punisiiment. Please

caution agsiin all oii^loyees in charge of aliens. In these critical
times it is specially important that an efficient watch is i:opt.
-la-

19 my 1944i

von BUELaV

^(pago 2 of original)
horks Guard, 17 May 1944
Va. Daily report number d05

(stajT^;) Niimber 1250 Naehws/ll
To Horr von lUELOI".

noceived 18 my ^4

On the 13th of this month, at approximately 021b hours tho folloY/ing
incident occurred in front
and in the guardroom of gate 101:
E'ilholn SCiiPa^VEN, factory check number 680032, a foroaan of the
Bloktrostahl^verlco Borbeck, approaoiiing gate 101 from tho factory
at tho time stated, suv/ 8 Russian prisoners of war of Wartirrwork 7
standing on the street near the pomd in lively conversation with 5
or 6 fc:nialc Sastoru workers. He told thou to disperse. 5 Russians
oboyod immediately and sat dovjn on tho lavm at the pond, whilo 3

others remained standing, excitedly remonstrating v/ith SGHRikVEN in
their mother tongue. He again told them to disperse, whereupon 2 raoro
Russians v;alkod av/ay. Only the Russian prisoner of war Iwan
MICa».ELEMCO, number 46948, born on 9 IJgirch 1911, of the Raumerstrasso

canp, oi."ployod at Martinvrerk 7, stayed, and lifted his hand, as if to
strike. SCHRi^VEN took him to the guarciroom at gate 101^ "vVhen he again
lifted his hand ag:;inst SCHIdiVEN

thero, tho latter boxod his ears

several times. Tliis had also been observed tiirough the wiiidov; which
stood open by the Russian prisoner of v/ar Michail KURJANO, number
19811,born lb Ootobor 1910, also ©raployod at lifertinwark 7, who
stood outside. He canio to the v;indoyf and sv;ore in Russian. He too

v/as taken in to tho guardrooia by SGKtbxVEN and had his curs boxed by SOI
several tii-ios.

ixcordj-ng to Herr SCHRi\VBiI the Russian prisonors of war woro
unguarded.
The auov© account of the incide:it was given by SCHId.VBN to our

IVorks Police Chief (Vjerksohutzmoistor) R0TK8GHER0TH.

His statomont

was coiif'irnecl by gate watchman SPOELMIFlv, who v;as on duty at gate 101,
raad witniS^ed tho incident.

Pending a ruling on the subject, I refrained from referring the report
to tho Raur.iorstrasso prisoner of war labor oar.^ in view of tho fact tlu'.
tho factories v/hero those prisoners of war and the Eastern workers are
omployod-, liad left them wiguarcled, and thf^t the authorities of
the prisoner of war camp 0nd repeatedly pointed out to us th£vt

prisoners of war could not be puiushod when thoy had been left unguarde
(signature:)

bILSHiiUS

Elektro-Staiil b'orks Boroock

19 bJiy 19±4 (Initial) B
» 1 -

I ^

^

e-v

•fxN:

TRiJTSLt.TION OF DOCUl'MTT No, Nirv-.6o33
COUTINlIED

(page 2 of original cont'd.)
(hanch/ritten:)
To Horr SIEGERS.

I request, if possible, to call to account the employee, -whose duty it
was to supervise his prisoners of war and to reprimand him sovcroly.
(page 3 of origin^Jil)
i.lso,_ I request your opinion of the prisoner of v;ar Iwcai MICH/iELENlCO.
intond, after all, to report him to the camp for punishr.ient. Please
caution again all er.iployoos in charge of aliens. In these critical
tij.iGs it i's specially iiiij^ortant that an efficient v.'Htch is kept.

I

19 i.feiy 1944

(signature:)

Mr.

VON BUELOT/

(pago "i of original)
After -work, i.e., at 1415 hi's. and not 02,15 hrs. on 13 ijfeiy 1944,
tho Russian prisoners of war named in the above letter, went from

Martiuwork 7 to goth-.lOl, vjere thoy had to assemble to be transported
to tho ccap. The auxili-ry guard in charge v/as at that tiiric still
on tho wayto i^ik.rtiriwcrk: 7 with a working wsquad from the Raujaorstrasso
car.p. Tho auKiliary guards were again lectured on their duty,
lilCHALENICO and iC'QRJANOVii -- not 46948 lidiVIi^NKO is tlie mn, but 8501
iSICHivLENNO and 19G11 KURJaNOI'; —

are knoiwn in L^,rtiiiv;erk 7 as

diligent v/orkers, whose conduct has alv/r.ys been blameless.

ilartinwerk 7, 6 June 19'i4
(signature:)
(illegible)
To Herr ^ILSHiiUS

iylUi'JSTERI\dtiNN

for information

14 Juno

(signature:)

v. BUELO'Y

(page 5 of original)
15 liixy 1944
On 13 J^Sxy 1944 the gate watolui^'.n SPOELI£[NIC reported an inoidoni
to mo, in which SCIEblVEN, a foreman at the Elkktro Stahl Works, and

Russian prisoners of war were involved.

The incident occurred in front

of t^io gato and inside the guardroom 101,
In order to establish tho facts, I took a statement today
from tho foromc.n Idlheln SCHRt^VEN, factory check nunbor 680052,
Elcktro-Stahl Works, born 18 April 1904 at Golseukirchon, resident at
Grundstrasse 9, Essen Katernberg, who stated the following;

bihen, at approximately 0215 hrs, on 13 ifey 19^4, I reached gat'
from the factory, I saw about 8 Russian prisoners of war of jjartinwork v
standing in the street near tho pond carrying on a lively conversation
v/ith approxirAtelj'- 5 or 6 female Eastern v;orkors.
Approxiru'-tely 5 Russians complied with j.-y order, repoatod
several tines, to disperse, and sat down on tlie ^raos at the pond, v/hilc
3 other Russians rojmiined Bt::'.uding and reiaonstrated in Russian vjith me

in a rcbollious Lumuer, ivy reiiewod order to disperse, addressed to thcs
other Russians, was obeyed by 2 Russians, while the Russian MICil^ELENICO
Iwan, born 9 Ivt-iroh 1911, prisoner! of v/ar nuiiibcr ^6948 (Sfertinwerk 7),
took up a thr«<atouing attitude toward me by lifting his blind as if to

strike. Thereupon I took him to guardroom 101, Vvhon v/e arrived tiiero
the Russian again lifted nis hand against me, so tlu^t I could not
help thinking, in view of the violont bohc.vior ho showed toward me on
tho street,
-

2 -

•

I ri- Il'-i1l,VrtTfllfii' •' I'ilii r'--'i*^ll«'Ti'll

IRANSUTION OF DOCUr^SNT No.

NIK-6533

CONTIN^JED

(pa^^e 6 of original)
that he was going to utt^xk ne, whoroupon I boxed his oars a few tirnes
Tho Russian ICURJANO Miohail, born 15 October 1910, prisoner of v/.?.r

nui;ibor 19811 (ll^rtinwerk 7), observed this through the window, which
stood opon, came to the wiudov/, and swoiro in his language.
In order to avoid a oomr.iotion, I put this Russian into tho
guardroom S-S-.V/ell and, mj' indignation roused by his behivior, boxed
his oars a few tinKis too. The Russians v/ero unguarded.
Tho Russian prisoners of war aro from the Raumerstrasse
prisoiior of war camp.

Tho abovo statorx-ut of SGHRdVEH wore fully confiririGd by the
gate v/atcluian SPOSLi/iilTR, 7;ho f;ituossod tho whole incident.

(signature :)

ROTIiSCiiSROTH

( signature :)
(signature:)

SPOELi:lINiL
SCfdb'iVEN V/ilhclm

(initial)

CERTIFIGiiTE OF Tlbd^bhaTION

26 June 19^6

'/v.

I, L.J. L/J'fiiENGE, No. 20138, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant v/ith the English and Gorman languages and that the
above is a true and correct translation of the doca'xnt No.
NIK-6533,

L.J. laV./RENCE

No,20108
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TRAiTSB^TIOII OF FOCUMEHT ITo ,NI2-123 62

-oSics^'oi^cHiip o^^cootssl'poh "AR ckbies

(harid\^rit-3ea) 3

• To the' filGQ

^ s

„

GTo.sstahlfa'brilCj -7 O^tpber-

v.Bc/Ste.Ho. 921/11 HAbwB.
(in.itlo,lled.s t,6hEiami^ . 11 Ont,
CO'AFIBBNTIAL!
Note

Subjects Discussion v;'ith Captain Borgaeior regarding
ttio punishment of prisoncrs-of-war •
I discussed the case of the Russian prisoner-

of-war Gagiel with Captain Borgmeior* On 9 August, I

had spoken to the company (Rompanio) directlj^ after
the report of Dr. lionm. Dr, Horma had reported that

the Russian had expressed himself among other things
as follows toward German personnels "Bvcrything
will soon be ruined in Germany, then all officials,

foremen, Kcistci^ plant chiefs, otcctora- will ho.ve

their throats out^ Then wo (the Russrans) will

live in the good houscsi you Germ.ans v;ill then have
to live in huts". The company (Kompanio) at once

agreed to handle this case and to mote out pur.ishmcnt

to the Russian, In fact, the punishment was delayed

for a very long time, and in the meantimo Gagiel
escaped. In fact, then, nothing happened. It may be

added that German personnel and Russian prisonors-of-

war saw Gagiel freely walking abouo in the camp,, v^hich
fact caused discussion in the plant.

/-

I discussed with Captain Borgm-ior how such
c?sos could bo dcalr with in Ghc fuciurcj Captain Boig—

said to
to me;
moicr said
me;

In particularly
particularly flagrant
In
iiagiauu cases,
cdtowt.,

WG should telephone the company (Aompanie) and roqucsi
to have the
man
temporarily
arrested^
at the same
1.
13 j.
U>-im
/->vir>An •r'rrr. n^hl
in

time wo should telephone him at once urgently in

ICrofold. (Tolo 24-3'1-79 extension 14). He would then
immediately investigate the case. The possible punish
ments are as follows;

a) By the plamts

_

.

The plants'^oan deprive the Russian of any privileges,
such as cigarettes, extra, food rations., any outxmt

bonuses, etcetera.
-

^-i'ii.^iiiiiiiirii liV III'i>i' iiiifwr.'iii fiid'ii

1

-

•ir..

.^ILUrSLiiTICN OF iX}CmrJNii? 1^o.MIE:-12562
• CONTIiruJilD

(page 1 of original^ 'cont'd)
b)_B;2!

^:^P_G-ru_pp_en^^hrei;5 if he is an

officer, he can Inflict ijuprisonment for 24 hours

on bread and water..
^3.11 order arrest

for

several days, which arrest can be carried out
in such a way that the man performs his
-">b,
and begins serving his sentence at the end of
each day's work.
•v.-

I f the craminal deed is of such a

nature that

it cannot be atoned for by such disciplinary sentences,
then it will be turned over to a liilitery Court
(page 2 of original)
for all prisoners-of-war, except the Jbassians who
are to be brought before the State Police (Stapo), In
such cases, the otate Police (Stapo) always passes

death sentence, for the execution of which a Kommahdo
of other Hussiar prisoners-of~v;ar may be used.
Captain Borgmeier will recuest of the CompanyOfficer to notify us of the sentences of those prisonersof-war wlhose cases we reported, to enable us to bring
this to the attention of the plant and the other
prisoners-of-war,

If Gagiel should be apprehended again and reoog

""f:'
te-

I.-'-/,:-

'&• V- ••
ff'

>:, - •

niKed,as the same Captain Borgmeier will contact us
without delay, 'ie agreed that the proper punishment
in this case would be to turn him over to'the State

Police (Stapo),
Copiesi Captain Borgmeier
1)1%

lehnann

lir, Cummert

•

Dr.

Gummert

In view of the above note, I wish to request
that In future such cases be handled according to

the ccuiduded agreements. However, 1 request that the
contemts of this note be treated as confidential,
-

2

-

*/'V-s.

TRAFSLATIOK" OF IX)CUMEM I\To.j!JIK:-12562
COUTIFUEI)

J 2 of original, ooi^t'd)

particularly in vievv of the death penalty. Please

inform Pr. Homm \?itja the same restraining cnadition#
(stamp) j . (signed) : von Baej.ow
Original 2 pp.

CSRPIPIDATE OP PPuAITSMPIOIT

2 Peoember 1947

I, Gerta ICATOOVA^ No „ 20 151, hereby certify that
I am thoroughly conversant with the English and
German languages and that the above is a true and

correct translation of the Pooument No.NIE-12362,

Gerta ICANNOVA,
No.

20151.
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"Tri^JSIiiTTa: CF DOCUIvmTT

D-233

OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COli-ISEL FOfi'^iP CRirv:ES

Inforraetion^
of the carap
Voerde -

illegible word

Ost

To

Frovisjoning of the camp

j'lccording to consultation with iVt, KUEGICS the foreign Irtjorers
of the camp Voerde - East work 11 hours daily, inclusive of 1 hour of
recreation. The v/orkers in questiontsre pertly older men and women and parti
partly pregnant women.

Taking this in consideration s 12 hours working day is not to be roce
recommended,

2o October 19Vi
(date)

Oopy remains in the book.

Community-Oemp (Oemeinschaftsla.ger)
Voerde -

Ost

11
$

CERTIFICATE OF IRANSIATIGN

12 June 1947

I, Mary Flnck PERRY, Civ, No. 20I36, hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant with the English and German lenquages and that the
that the above is a true and correct translation of the document

No. D - 233.
•vto-

Wary Flack PERRY
Civ. No, 20136

-

1

" END «
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TRA-I^TSLATIOK OF DOCUIvIHllTT NIK- 9805
OFFIOS «F CHIFF OF C0UN3EL FCR "iM
GHIIES

FRIED .KRXJPF

Distribution; A.Krupp v.

Date :6.10»i|l|

The Allocation-Engineer Bohlen/Ooerens/Houdreraont/
of the Gast-Steel-Worlcs F.Mii/janssen/Hin/Elbh/
Rademacher/Girod/iCraus/
all Special Labor Engineers
(SAI)

(stamp) Gonfidentlal

Ro,21

(stamp )19, Qlcb .
19^44
Initial 8/2708

Responsible
for settlement

Rotes

concerning the Special I^bor-Engineers Meeting

on 11 October' liJi1. Supply-Situation.

Herr IHN gave the following explanations concerning
the supply-situation:
Due to the

disturbed-traffic-net of the Reichsbahn i t

is difficult'at present to supply the camps with potatoes.

At present lL|. 000 foreigners are being fed.

If the food

supply should decrease further it must be decided upon whicb

foreigners can be let go first without causing serious
disturloances

a t the manufacturing^ end.

Herr XHH asked the Special Labor Engineers to consider
v/hether i t would not be advisable to eliminate at first the.

foreigners who are under strict guard such as Jewish womeiij

PW s and convicts.

They amount to about 25OO or 20^ of the

v/orking foreigners.

Horr KRAUS asked the Special Labor Engineers in con

nection therewith to ascertain till \7cdnesday l3 October
19i|]4. J3-S to when the above mentioned workers can be oliminat
and what can be done to close the gaps caused thereby. The
only possible replacement are German v^omen who might bo
a l l o t t e d to tho

2.

task.

Employment of female Eastern workers for hoayy physical
labors,

Tho employment office has announced an inspection cf t

various plants, beginning 15 October 1944^

invostig^

ation whether fcmle Eastern workers are actua].ly porforrj.iu

heavy physical labor according to the decree of the Spoor
Ministry.
5 •

Suitable employinont for Gorman women,

It is net absolutely necessary to hand In the quosti_
naircs for the survey employment v/hich woro handed to tho
Special Labor Engineers with letter from I9 September by ;
15 October which is tho specified date, if thereby thoroug'

ncss of tho report shoxxld bo "'f'fectod.

If the attachod

questionnaire should bo insufficient further columns may iadded to the printed form.
1

I':ik-96c5

(cont'd)

C— t]ie pcsiLtxon. _in the stocl.—conFtf^uctxcn
plants c

"

" '* " "

•' •

~

^

The, plants nust "by all neans carry out the increScsed

quota for strenytheniny the Sheet hetal Prooesainy V/orkshop (3ev;e) accordiny to requests of Professor :-:oudre:tcnt•
otherv/ise a cori-esponding report \Till have to he mde.
'
(page 2 of original)

5'

into_the_3erv^^

The ICreis^ representative of BAF has asked of herr
lOhiiJS tc call in the plant DAF representatives in cases
of^emplcyees who are being drafted into the servioes.This is practically feasible only if sufficient notice is
given to the ^men being called up. In selecting- those
employees prime consideration is to be given to production

and not to the personal affairs of the eraployee- about t©

be drafted. The plant DAF representative should be con
sulted^ after the ••len about to be drafted, have been listed.
'^i^g^inirig of G-ernan women.

Kerr PFL-.h!! made the foir.owin^-; rem£'"''^p cor'^erninR this
point;

•'

~

o

In the workshops for apprentices and retrainirc in

Borbeck there are still vacancies for women namely
in
each shop. Reports to be sent to Herr
apprentice-

workshop; the training lasts about 2 months.

The"reports

are to be made according to Krupp circular ho.2^ dated

25 July 19i!4 and should cover the retraining v/hich has taker

place on behalf of the V/crkers relations' Cffico '3fA)
fchey riiast reach that office by the 25th cf each month/
The monthly report, therefore, must cover the Period from
26th of the month "-juitil 25th of the following month. The
follovwLry; mmber of women were retrsined;
in July
in August

•.

in September

186
572
1253.

7' ^nking hoars .

Aocordinp to Krupp circular K.V.P:o. D IS7, dated

J(. Octobei 1914, the weekly working heirs are" 56 hours for
v/onen, and bO hours for rrien. According to a recort fr»rr
Herr STRiiTlAHH this is the maxlmium and minirnnn work period
In exceptional cases male employees nay be permitted t© wr-'60 hours.
P

lrlno_iplps_for keeplng^ the card-Index for service
elj.gibll-.ty in the plants,.

-=

—

Herr 71 i-XrAI"K after having poiivbr^d cut the basi-

importance of
card-index for service eli-lbint^r as
far as the arr-ament industry and ouestlons or labor/l'^cc'- +
are concern.^d: drew attention to variaa-sjmrcrtant itpms

thrbe.?!
in anolenclosure,
It was decided
"
^nc
basis o:: a discussion
economic armament
matters ©nthat
-

2

-

w

Ccont' d J"

that Lerr .jS-iL. X. iT should give a fLirther tallc concerning
these questions in the ner.t meeting of the Special

Engineers, Herr V/. v/ill speah in the next neetincr on'the
new code numbers.for professional specification.
Enclosure,

(signed) SPECHT

'I
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I, O.B. LOV^TEJ^rAFT, U.S. Civilian, AGO P* P-Siylj-^O, hereby
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and Carman lanfp;.ages and that the above is a true and
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1^) 1. ollisati.OG for M ric of ^ ringji.'W^inen.
i! ..e present sittu.tion concerning molDilist^-tion-f or-v/ork coiiipcls •
to i-u-iic .;.ll G-. na^.n mi-le euployees v/ork 12 kours £- dry, in nil cnoes '.kar'

tkis is tocknically possible and a production increase is obtainr.blo.

4.

vicv; of tiio lengthened v/eeldLy hours it is desirr.'olc to free the Genu:x. la
ennloyoes from Sunday v/ork as far as possiblo, and to re-ls.ce then vrith .
4

increc.God nuiaher of foreign vnsrkers instead.

duly very fev; v/omen are employed on night shifts according to 91
figures*

Vo suppose this is caused "by the fc.ct that the omployj-icnt of C-'

v/oncn dn ni^t shifts is connected ivith such difficulties that it is
prefcr-.blo to employ only men vkere factories run in 2 or 3 shifts, boo x
thci.t causes no difficulties, as far as nightv/ork is concerned. Ix slioul''

thorcforcj be possible to replace a part of these men v/orking in fr.ctor:

>dtli 2 or 3 Shifts by v/omen provided suf:.icient foreign female vrorkers j.
^

\

evailrblc who een work the nightshifts permanently v/hile .the vrrr.en then

could work the dayshifts exclusively.

(Trsnsl*

i-e , the G-^rm'n v/omen).

Ql.is nothod would be cn advt.vntage sir.co G-wrman v/or.ien £.lso could be fittc7

vd-thout friction, into the changing shifts

nd coifld work the shorter h:-

approvod by the employment office. IT-e follo-.-dng egrangemont of shifts t
be considered idealI

1. (j^rman women
2* Gcriaan v/omen

from

6-12 hours

3. foreign women

from IS — 6 hours.

from 12 -

IS hours

'I -is time arrangement v/ill not be objected to bjr the industrie.l superyi'

agency, since no time-limit as to the nin-.iber of v^orking hotu:s for foroig
including women exists^

2..rough this arrangement G-.rman v/orkers v/no i-rc

still worlcing in 2 or 3 shift-enterprises v/ould become free for other

©B'olo^'mont req.uiring little or modera.te physicj-'.'.i exertion*
^

^7-: a,;

1 ^

T2AlTSIATI0ij 0? DOCUICIII iTO.i7IZ-1021S

(cont ^d)
The present figure for female Sastern workers amounts to appr;
1450*

It is a fact that far mora than half cf these still vrork the

shifts#

The Ifein Camp Administration (Oherlagerfuehriing) has enplc;;-

Vaccording to the figures from the statistical office, dated 7 Januar
686 Eastern workers#

Through these measures the ,resulations concerning working hours

women .are "being ©"bserved correspondingly, v;ays must he found "by v;hic
resulations concerning working hours for young workers vrill "be adhey

In this case also, the possibility exists to eirploy maJLe or female f
vrorkers in night—shifts in factories having 3 ci.iPIss#

These foreign

mast work the night shifts permanently, so that the young vrorkers nc
only be used during the day.

• 2»)

Working clothes and s'oecieJ- garments*
We have received a steady stream cf con^laints concerning misd

vrork clothes and lost vrorking hours caused thereby.

Erom cases vrhic'

vrere checked by us the follovring conclusions can be dravm, although
are a few exceptions?

a)

The work clothes handed to the foreigners, acccrding to data ava

in our files, were present in the canp; the foreigner oivly uses a pr
in order to avoid work.

;b)

(pagG 2 of original)

The work clothes issued to the foreigners vras given to others f;

payment, barter, or food stamps.

^

The 'ow^rk clothes were in completely unusable condition, althoUg

vrorn only for a very short time.

It must be understood that, due to the known difficulties in gr

textiles and shoes, in such cases vre connot supply nevr garments jurt
a matter ©i" course.

The engineers in charj^e of labor allocation slv

therefore, make it their

duty to see to it that work clothes are tr:

with care and safely stored.

Social care should be tal-en tloo.t uncal-

fer dema^nde for high quality work clothes will be' rejected' as a mrtt-"

necessity. Eor mr.ny jobs which r.re not especirlly dirty blue don*' '-s

'

•!>1

I'.

jisi *' •

,sv ?

0? :u:3.:7.r

^ 10213

CO_^'D,_
vjorn, jor jobs for ivhich the -rear^n-- of -.:ooden shoes can at all be jnstlfiec?,

the latter met be vorn, JO-l conpleints of Germans ?nc fcreimers are rejected

(' j

unless the"^ can sho^' the so-called renn'.telt'^on co^tatn^n^r a statement of object

ion, by the Meslth Protection Office to'-ether •-•ith the ressons therefore. In
case of foreirn -corhers data must be filled

and- si T-ed b" the camp-leader on

.

the 'bee!' o.f' such renuiaitaons,
••

•

%:
6H ^

'

In case o-" -^orh after sudden ener'-ercies a l-'mited number of ?-orl:inm

rsr:uent^^ ere al-o avarjeble. 'he renuis-tior.ln/' mst be r.'.ede from us personally
•• P

by 8 ".'ell-inforned s'^ecialist in order to exped5.te the natter as rapidly as

posrr'ble. 'Ihe necessary- •^ornSs

:ncrud:'np the renu5-rit?oni for the etore^'ouee

h'Gstendstrasso to be s*^'~ned V'-the nlant-leaderj
• 3. hnaminatior

>

be brou~'t alon'.

lie nlant^'ch'-cician.

an*"' cases have become 'oreTcOcnt of late "here c" p] o"'*ees "d'o have
been drafted to other ••'orh

1.2 ed the pre-

or :-jho '"ant to c'"en-e their e'^mlc

texb of" 311.health in the hope to escape the3r •='uties

or to be able to carr-- out

the3-r persona], desires, •v'.'hjch ever the case nsy be. The plant-lea-'^ers -"ive -in to
fi*

.

these "i.l.shes 3.n too msnv cases.

In many cases 3jivestim6t3.ons mere initiated

and it mas fonn.''"' by the •Dh'"'&ici5n that no s^nnptoms of sicl.'iiess vhstsoever exist
ed., It mst be assumed that throuli suffr.cient nuestionr.n" of fello"-" --.'orhers and

a conference ^'ith the "lOr'r.er 3n e.bar^e of emplc'ees relations (Obr.anp) it cen be
immediately ascertained that ill health is onl""' used as a prGtcict and ectri.ally

does not exists The •"•or! er i.n^ nuesti.on is ] ilrel""" to

tie real j.'^eason in sue

cases and confess that the preter'"'e''' commit intL= of ill hoal'wh •^'cre on]^'' a prete?'
f-eelth Protection Of-^ice, Id Jarnnr-'- lSV+»

S/K
C:xiTi:.XOCf 0: Tlhv-.UJ ATlOK
Jf DOOuhrhh 10^1-TL ,rL

I, 0.f .Ln

l%c>,CiT:lian,

f^217t30, hereby certv^y that 1 prt. •

thorou-hl;^ convers-ent m-th the .In'lie:-' and Gr"^an len'v.a to 'an'' that the aboUe
I

is a true and correct trans] ation of t'^e locunent

o.-

-^1^213,
0, .j-'O . i'Jij.vT , 0 .&,i-'I.' T. I^i-
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uJ' rOCU/l KT NofNIK —

p?i-ic£ OF ciijyj OP couNsri :-at

_c;a, m.

Ssscn, 2 October 19/-5*

.. '1 '

A r ii- I E .1 V I T

ur.acrsirjr.cd :".,r.-5ir.£ii^ i=iCi;ZZL, born or. 16 Novnb.r 1696 "

rccic-i:-'

Zsctr- ci-t, Oc.^^phcuecr.ctr.15, ncbr tbc .folio-.i:--

nv orth ,7:-.:' - itho^it
xc.v.ncn

j.

^ipQp_

furc^c:

UEi-.S ^. TTrpioTrcf in the n^nth riecheniccl ".-'orkyhop up till

1,-t April 1945.

Tl-.c i-rupp mcnt-rrnrrt ;.nrx"'ed the forcnrr. lUQ-iS et tbr rnc^ of 1941 to
tc'.x chcT^c of fcstc.rr. rorhcrc, Ihc tes'.-s of IC'Or'A Included the bc£t.-:v of

3;£^£'t;r- 'or'v.rc cYi-f-:; th-:'.r -.'or!" n.Hhoi^t ^r.y oeuEe, to kiclr th:r;ij t-.c to piis-

trcet th-n, -hcr.cvrr rn opportunity offered itself to ?-in, HrjfurthernorG, did
not hciitetc. to bmtclly beet up c you"'.^" boy
^ners 0" src vhilc uor! inrr end
to rifitrcrt hirn. H. beet up the boy \;ithout pe^'-ir." ctter.tior. ho-7 ho hit him end
e.s a result of thr. brctiry the boy collcpscd, I^ot or. ore occasion did err'- rcr
sponsibl-. incTnber of the hrapp nerey ncnt teLc steps to prevent such mictrcet-"
mer.ts.

iru ru.vi-3

-fell... r'.xj.cei.crir- »oi'ii.;

<5. <yf q wcrbcr"'- toOUp

o littlc

cebbeye or tur.n.ipe, I found out n-.'-se] f thet not cvrn potstofs, of yhich there
wes no shortcTf et the time, vcrc cortelncd ±n the soup, Kcd it rot been for the
feet thet Crrnen fcllo-v -7orhcre hed '"ivcn breed end butt.,r secretly to the
Kuesien v-orhers, the poor creatures r.'oiild hav rc.neincd without food the uhole

dey lo-r.p. If ore of us hedbccr. ceu^ht fccdiny E.ussiens, he he d to expect the
TTioct severe pur.irhment. The terrible conditions, •shich existed cnor-^ the

Ecsterr - orlcrs, were, in ny orinion, kno-n to the "rupp Drrectorc. I,r.cvcrthe«
Jess, do rot Ir-.o.. of cny case in 7/hich steps were. ULnckrtekcn to ere -bhese dismcl
corditiors. I

.

• '

(si-n:.d) Terdinend IhAKZTL '
6TA P:
;:iiiTAi-Y aovTuf rjfr
SUl
COUiiT
liisscn

1.30
ITT

(s i -nd)J. L.AAZ ..9 TIL, Pre s: dc nt
CrATIlICATE Jl-'jLATION
Or dxie;po.ma - 7917 .

1,'0,1 .Lf .

^ 'l.S.Civiliar, A10->s 3-217/+.30, hr-rebv certify that I am

thorou.-bl-' co.-n^TSart rj-tb the h.r'-Oish ard G.rrvn ler-ua~es c-c that the
above is- •: true re"'"'- correct trre s] atior, of tbe Eocun. r.t ho, VIA - 7947,
0.3.11 fl'OAPT

'
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TP_;H3L;.^i}IClT OF DCCUI-iZlTG: IJC.; lTIi:-117.34

_CfiicD of_chief_of co;^4sel for war crimes

..-ffid;.;/!!?.

I, Lorenz ^OIEIDS?., residing in Essen, having "been informed that any
false statements are subject to punisliment, st8.te herewith uno.Gr cath vo~

luntsrily and v/ithout coxi-pulsion the follov/ing:
In the year 1943 I v^ac appointed Lagerfuehrer for the Eastern Laborers

Ca:.^o by the Pried. KRUPP LG-. in Essen.

One day in 1943 a trensport of

youthful Eastern laborers yrrived in my ca':^.

13 - 15 v.'nrc concorned.

86 boys between the ages of

One of them, v/iiose name was Viktor EJPBrGCV spoke

Ger.;.an iluentlry and I used loim as interpreter in order to fr.r.d out hovr
t":eGe chi.ldrnn had gotten to Crermany.

I discovered that a lai'ge nu-.iber of

them had ninply been picked up On the streets to fill cut transports which
were being sent to G-er..ia5"iy.

Cthers ao'ain v/ore homeless due to tlie v;a:L' and

were appj-irently separated from their parents, and in this v/a,y they fell into
the hands of the ij-orman Labor "ecruitment Cfficc.

Lfter X had had these children in my caii^' fa© several weeks, they were

distributed to other ca.;ps ©r allocated to other firms, therefore I csxi give
no information as to their later fate.

I have cerefully read this one page oi my aff davit, have made the
necessary corrections in mjr cv/n hpduwritin-" and signed them with my initials,
(Signature) Lorenz Scheider.

Sworn to and signed before mc this -?,4th day of September 1947 at Essen by
Lorenz

, known to me to be the person makiru.; the above afflda-vit.
(Signature) Kanfred k. Isserman
llanfred L.

Isserinan

U.S. Oiviiic-n, ;i?-C-riumber ir-:.45S10
Cffice cf Chief of Counsel for '"sr Criiies

E.G.

-

War Department.

1 -

A,.'-iHiJrVi •lit.

5Si:.'SLJ.*HaT Of b:CU5'xS;TS ho.: HIK-11734
COiTx'T)

i, Jacl: liax-iteiid, ^j5C D 3X OlS : here'b:'" certify that I e/n a duly appoiiirted tra-nslator for the G-er.-r.s^ti and 2In;i"lish laj,i;3ue.gec and that the a-hove is
a ti-ae and correct translation of the docix-aent ho. 11734.
5 iTove;a'ber 1947.

jach harkheim
.;C-0 D 330 019
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TPjU'FSLaTIO^- 07 i;OCU"i-.^.i-TT ^^0 iTIK-11916
OFJICE
CHI.^:^F OF GOUiTSBL FOH ^JLR GHIMUS
Main Administration xToi

Cast Steel Factory, 18 April 1943

4953

Pay Office

Vo/Voe
To the plants
Suh.iect;

Payment of juvenile foreign workers.

Tith reference to the circular concerning the regulating of salaries for
the employment of foreign workers which was issued "by the office for
lahor matters on 26 June 1941, we point out that contrary to the tariff
regulation covering German workers, the foreign workers receive full
pay only after thcv have comnleted their 23rd year.

According to an order issued hy the Reich La^or Trustee, juvenile

foreign workers receive the following percentages of the salaries
fixed for foreign workers over 23 years of age!
at the age of 20 ~ 23 years
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17
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14

45 $

35 $
25

This order "bcdomos effective immediately.

As far as wages in individual cases have hitherto "been paid according
to the tariff regulation applicable to Gorman workers, this practice
i s to

continue.

Fried. Krupp
Akt ienge sells chaft

(s ignature:) KOLIEI)' ".R^R
CERTIFICATE OF TRAi^SLATION

November 26, 1947
I, A. Dovoy, 20115, hereby certify that I am a duly appointed translator
for the Ei^lish and Gorman languages and that the above is a true and
correct translation of the document Fo iIIK-t-1191&.

A. Dovey
No. 20115
"SND"

THiU'-'SIATIOI-T OJ' 30CTj:.:i;i-^T I'o D~348
0-FICB Or U.S. CHIEF OF GOu":;TSEL

Hff/Schi.
aKH Ho 81509g from 13 August 1942
'^•1 •

Document:. 457 x2, 10 S 3,
In charge: Hff

Actio:"/take Nature

Copy to: Pf/KU/Da/ Eff/ O/ KMT/ 3/jiKH/lhn/Girol/Ehh.
T>.'

vSecretl

14 iiiogust 1942
SBCEST

Memorandum

"by Mr. Eeiff

atout the meeting in Berlin on 14 August 1942
Present vere:

from V/a J Hd WuG- 2/la from P.K.

fie:

Lt.

-

Kersherg

Eeiff

Lahor Allocation.

At the conference ahout the preliminary work on anti-tank "barrelS;
we also spoke ahout the lack of wo*

srs.

I asked K, whether he co"
":o something for us, and pointed out that
in my opinion, our situation is "m
'nfavorahle than in other.works, "because
we have less possibilities to hel;^
^rselves by internal equalisation, other
works for instance have serial and mass production, out of which they can
still draw people, and in which they can employ inferior Eussian workers. On

the other hand we have to accomplish special and quality tasks exclusively®
apart from that I am under the impression that the better Eussian
workers would be at this time chosen for the works in Central and Eastern

Germany. We really get the bad i ^mainders only. Just now 600 Eunians,
consisting of 450 women and 150 juveniles, 14 years of age, arrived.
In my opinion it is unavoidably nececsary, that those works which

could employ comparatively useful E-^ssians in mass production, should give
them up slowly and exchange them fo:
ore inferior ones, so that better workercan be released for tasks requiring tihem.

I v/ould be grateful, if the official v/eopon office would start talcing'
action on their own which would appear much more objective and much more
neutral than if we undertook such a coursd, K. understood my ideas at once,
and stated that he had considered it on similar lines.

This question appeared to him as e jpfcially important as further

I

calls up of German workers could be coui/jed or. and as substitute Russian

Workers wore to be en;i>loyed exclusively. It is ev^m Intended to have foremen
x>'a't of u-.Q guard jiersonnel from qualifiediEussian work-^rs.

} ,•

K. asked, that I send him a letter with the above ment.ioned ideas,

which ha can use as a proposal at

Ministry of Munitions and othar

authorities.
T.25.8

(signed)

EElJi'F,

.G3HTIFICATE QiF"TEAi:C' ItiON

I, SEjjiA B, UIBEEAIiL, AGO No 1^150096. hereby certify thot I am thor-MV;hly
conversant with the Bngllah and German langu.-»-^ea, and Giat the above is a true
end correct translation of Docum'fnt No I>-348
EENA B. UXBEEML
-

.V

-

U»3. Civilian
AfiO ..b, I)-150096

"Mjii

I'tWJTSL^.r^XClf 0.V

-To.. NIjI-9602

0:^^]?I(:£) 05' CHIIOP 0? COI?/.SJii

iT?-:l.r.

G-usetalilfebrilc ( Cast ;Steel
Uorks) 25 udnvch 1942
&:t/s/u

kr, '.'• >i.i e u.fcaxi o.a

5<-21

II'o

i'OH U.12 '^KllXiS

tho Plants

^'and"tTi,::iit \'ork/
llie restricting^ inteiT-^vetationc ci" tlie directives
for tiie granting of additional allo-^ya.noes ior

ovortine and nigiat \-?orf v/hi'.'.i v^'cre aJ.ready announced
with onr oiroular Iletter H/'- (Ilain Aoniaistration)
i-o, 2^71 cf 5 January. 1942^ are being .nore

cloGely defined by a decree - not yet pg.blished of t.'i-

"ieicii Labc?: ifinister and rhe F.aio.'i rOOd

I.'inioier while the req_uirenen"!:;i-j relating to working
tine '.v.Tlvoh so fav had to be c-.r.iplied -with ai-e

being o-oiisiderablo modified.

I._Epn grbilj.;^v„foil
Henceforth only sc-ch .staff nenbexs will receive
the additional allowance for overtime and

nig.ht work
who
conply with o_n_e of_the_
following requirenents at__the__^sane_ tine^ _
'
1 =_P e r f 0r DB nc_ e_o f ITa

In__adclition

~

to connliance with one of the

requirerents as rega.ods tine it is mandatory
r...... -• manual__labor_of
e average type_be per
formed pernancntly, ...- ^-ght manual labor be_perforned
^<^j3r_nor_e cr_itical_conditions_
r

:-

of work. As increase in the burden of work

nay- be*"conGidered its performance in extreme
heat, extreme cold, under conditions which

create appreciable amounts of dust, or during

night tine» Jork is termed to be of the ''permanent"
kind on?-3^ if ir lasts for a probable period

of at ieast_4_wecks_^

In order to facilitate the

definition as to when work which is performed

pernar.entl}^ (regularl.y) is to be considered
avemjago work, light work, or not manual labor at
all, the enclosure brings a compilation of

"various professions cited as an example and "Which
should

be considered as a

2r ileQuirenent3__tQ be_m£t_a^
-

1

.V

-

••

guidance.

TT'

TEAIISIAJION OJ' IDOlJillLLTl' iTo. KIE.-9502
COiT-HN'uSD

(page 1 of origirial.- oor-.^Vd)
If manual labor along olii lines of the
a'bovG-mentionod oomments is being performed
one will oonsider

a) Overtim.e v^orkers; suoh men r^ho \^ork regularly
"^^omt^ and ;io.7eiiiIes below 13

years of aga j;ho,
a ciiuimrja of 32_l/2_
hours_ per v;eeE"j/•..—
~
/(aTn'^both
lastanres- the
"cime for rest periods is not J.ror.udecl).
(page 2 of original)
In this oonneoti'^n a oharge for the work
tj.me spent on coming to and returning from
work is only permissible if auoK t'uae will
bo compensated for by rest per'iods on e week

day-j or in establisl-mientf' working on a 24
hoar basis - if it is brrugh'c about by shift
schedules which alternate, regularly.

1

'-regularity in ocourrenco" as parported

by the above-mentioned rcauiroments as to
"^"ime is only given if the weekly work period

of 55 hours'and 52 "''2 hours, respectivelyj
is likely to be ma-ntainod f-^r a minimum of
4 wGclcs or is being intorruptod by night shifts
involving night work which entitles to
additional allo-ancos (for a comparison
refer to c) ,

b)

with long
Bersonnol
members who* in ordoVto cr^vor The distance
to and from their place of work and, even

though they avail themselves of the most
efficient means of public transportation

available, require a minimum of ono hour

each time, and in whoso ca.sc the time" of work
and the way, taken together, call for

11 ho'^irsj^ per person per work day,
12'hours_pGr person, per oo.ch work day, with
a curtailed work period on Saturday, or

person, per each work day, where
Thoro is no Saturday work.
-

2

T2kl\BIAT10^ Oj' 3X)CJ-2ii:3i' ¥.0. ra-2302
OONSIi-jTIlDD

(pago 2 of original; '^-'O.ircl)
Vhcn dotcrnining tho trtel working timOi- ilio
rost periods granted on the premises in
the oourso of the vTork siift oan be inolndcd

up tc' a total of one laour at the most. A
'A'Gekijr mlnimiim total of A3 '";ork ho-o.rs is
taken for granted.

c)

personnel veho on a
basis of a'"normal work shifty of at least 48
hours jV.o'rk at least 4 hours of "cka.t time
in the period botweon 'fO'^Cb and 06j00 o'olool
and who perform at least a light type of
nanaai labor.

y i,ht wo r
1 ^s t o_ _oar d3_f or
food rstione only for 'sT^oh'tfoeks'Vo.jre night
work v;as aotuallv performed ..^iV-rtherniore ?
they can ho granto-d only v;.hon night work is
dkoly to be performed every wock^ every
oi;hoj? weoky or evc"- third week. Night work
which i.s being poj.r.-rmod every fourth week
o.r at still greater intorval.3 cannot be given

eoiisidcration. If___nig.ht_w£rk

f^rme_d_

l^.'-P^^Gligible^ ±k r

¥daitilnal_f£o'a rali^piis jeles'sification will
bo made "according to a") ,'~as ovortime worker.
£j^£<^£dure,_
All requests made for the granting of additional
food because ofrvertino and night work hcrc-

toxoro approved by tho Trade Inspection Board
(Geworksaufsichtsamt) are superseded by the
introduction of

the new

directives

of 13

April 1942^

(page 3 of original)
For a l l cases under

consideration in tho

light of the new regulations new applications
must be filed in quadruplicate at the earliest
possible moment;, at the latest5 however, by

Tuesday, 7 April 1942_,_ on new forms vvhich ca,n
be obtain"ed""from tho 3,f.A, (Bureau handling
labor matters). When a,pplying tho new directives,
and in making application, the follovving should
^e ta.kcn into

considerations

-

I

vr.Hk^-v -- "r-1

3

-
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-
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'*vr-Mrt-^i ii

TRANSLATION ojf' xcouijht NoaaK-gcx"-:
coNa?Brj.Qi)

(page 3 of original,

d)

1; 'iiJiJiLv'irs of personnel who are receiving additional
food allowances as workers d'.oiig heavy work and
the heaviest kind of work, are not eligible
for ovcrtiiiio and ntghtwork allowanf^cs,

2) For men who are receiving full board provided
by a camp application frr permissicn to draw

rations for overtime and night trm.e v?ork must not
bo made.

3) For prisoners of war - with trie oxooption of
.'Cian prisoners of wor and of civilian Russicons

in closed camps (refer •

to 4) a special

application is to bo made in co.Cji (,ase.^ On the

face^ as well q,s on the reverse side of the

app7.:.o.o/oion, the nationality should be stated
and "prisoner of war" clearly addedc

4) So "net prisoners of war and Russian civilians
in ojosod camps arc gencrallj'^ not eligible for
additional food rations for overtime or night
tine work»

5) The figures called for in coliUino.s a), b), and

c)y on the reverse side of the hew application

form, must be br(^kcn down according to separate

professional groups (type of work to be plainly
stated!) and a,ocording to plant departments' (i.e.
turner's shopj welding shop, tost stand for
motors, etc,) I at the same tmc information
is to be included on the weekly'' work time,

exclusive of rest periods, (excluaive of Sunday
work? - for excoxotions refer to I 2a). The
individual member of personnel eligible for
additional food rations mpist appear but £njio_
in the total figure of additional allowances
asked for, which must be broken down in columns

a), b) or c) in acoordanco with the given fulfil
ment of time requirements. The total of each

^ -^"•umn must tally with the corresponding statemoats mrde on the fao- of the application form.

6) The* new directives when properly applied provide
tha.u the columns for overtime workers (a), and
for workers who have long jouruoys to their

place of work (b), must show figures only for
such personnel as are entitled go . a.dditional

food every week, irrespective of whether the

additional food is to cover work done exclusively

-

4 -

TMUSLATIOF ^IOCTRSNT 'fo7FIE~9602
w..„.xinlt:-5d

(pa^o 3 of original-, cont'd)
d o t h o day shift, or ate* altoro?it-3ly during

ni^<ut shift. 5?hc column for nisntshift workers

(c; on the rthor hand must ?I:rv: only the najilor

of personnel entitled to adoj.tions/1 food for
overtime and night \\ork for "jhe v?oek during

thlch the ni^ht vvprk is "being performed^
(page 4 of origin ill)

7)

Por all eligible employees (crmp'-'ro examples given
in the enclosure) the o.rO;Tr.i»i ";hici:.i describes
the position must als'" indico/bo tb--; specific

activity ("master'' alone is not sufficient I),
in a.ddition to the name of the person scheduled
to receive the extra food r.vjion,

9)

Tie figure cpvcring additi'-nr.l allowances be
coming void in the course, of the week must become
apparent in the weekly settlement with the

(Buroaii handling lab'^r matters)« A
separate cancellation rej-orr is not required«

Change of jobj changee ix. the working time, or
new employments neccssitato now applications
whenever additional allowances arc asked for by
reason of overtime and night work. After it ha.s

been approved by the Trace Inspection Board one
copy of the application; submitted in quadrupli
cate, will be"returned by the BtfoAf to the
plant, together with the corresponding number
of ca.rds for additional food allow'nancos. This

application form which boars the approval of the ^

Tr^do Insvoction Board is to bo kept on file
the plant so that it may bo produced in

case of revision..

III. R£quoits, me-dc_f£r_cards_f£r_add^tj.onal Fe£d_All£WOn a form which ma^y be obtained from B.f.A.
each firm files Its request on Thursday of each
wcckv for the number of additional food ration

cards which it will probably require during the
crming food ration week. In that connection it
vshould bo borne in mind that the maximum number
of additional ford ration ca,rds asked for

mcist not exceed the number approved by the Trade

a:RA.N3IdI:l0if 0)? DCOUlGlJiT Ko ,5;jX-9cv:

^GCiTTimrEr

(page 4 of originalrcl)
' j.nspootion Bra,rd for that firjii- on the bas;l3 of
the last applioation<, On aa^-h M^nclav. at the ond
of a food ration weeky each firm must settle
aocounts with B^foAc

for the oa-rds received

and distributed during tha preceding week,
A speoia,! form is available for this, to he

obtained from B^f.Ao (see attached sample card).
When rendering the account the food ration cards'
wha 'h have not been use^' must always be atta,cnedo
It is not necessary to J .et the na-mes of employees
entitled to overtime- and night work allowances,
for one reason or another dad
cards„

n'^t obtain the

Ihe firm should dis-tr-j.dute the additioxial

food ration cards as promptly as possible to the
IDGi'sonnel entitled to the allov.'ance in such a
mamisr that the bulk distribution is made in

one day. In the case of larger firms where the
distribution

(page 5 of original)
of the additional food ration cards to the eligible
personnel is not being handilod by the officialin-charge, the settling of acof'unts in vsriting
with the official in cha.rgo

must in each case

bo done immedi.ately after tiio distribution has
taken pLaco,At the same tine the cards not distri
buted should be returned to him immediately giving
the names of the absent employees entitled to
receive them. The cards for additional food rations

which wore not distributed must bo safely kept

und'jr lock and key "by the official in charge of
the planitj if necessary application for them is
to be made to him, distribution of the cards for

additional food rations to the personnel must bo
made only on the basis of lists of names which
are prepared for this purpose by the firm and which
give particulars regarding oligibilj.ty and
roa.sons for the distribution. In a special column

anontry regarding distribution (to bo doterminod
by the firm) has to bo made in such a way as to
exclude fa.lsification,
of

The data on which the.distribution/cards
for additional food is based -

r'.

6

-

including the individual

fElKSlATloN

lir .NIK-g 602

(p?.go 5 Pf originalj aon-iji d)
sottloiLonts - BW-st bo kept ir, r.tdor so tbo-t 'ihey
provo sr.tisfp'^"t^<^^y ii

is made by

•'^oxpootod

Gxamination

nompetcnt autbrritios, or by

the firm*

As oan be soon from tho rLov; rogulatioas
should bo poxntca ouu ohac the botSi.-* decision

on oligibiii'^y
dravi addxtioual rations is re
served to the ^ij^ alone p.nd that in ca.ch insta,nco
the rcsponsibilii^y _for the grant of fnod additions
for •v/ertlmo and night aprk^rests vvitn the person

making the

•

the duty of pla,nt

man gors to take steps assu"j:mg the orderly

execution of the
lard dov;n with this ciroula.: ^r.hioh oomo v.ithxn xhc purview of "the Dccroo

for safcgur.rding the vital noods of the G-orman
people" (Verordnung zur Siohorstcllung dos lobons-

wicntxp'cn Bodarfes des doubsohcn Volkes").
2 Enclosures.

Eriod. ICriVDp
Aktiongoscllschaft
The Board of Bire'-tors

(signatirrcs)

Grorcns

Looser

CEBf IPICATE OB' TBAlTSLiTION

.NIK--£602
17 September 1947

I, Gerta SAITbOVA, Jfo, 20181^ hereby certify
that I am thoroughly eonvorsant v;ith the English
and German languages and tha.t the above is a true
and correct translation of the Bocumont ITo, NIK9602.

"^'.rta lOVEITOVA,Ho.

-

20181.
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(EHD)
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li^ilSK TO DOCUL'iil^r BOOC NO>38-A
Kaupp —

puax^pu IvIATBaiAL ON;

C:Sj1 ITO. 10

u

J3i/I3H .iaUZ^ CONC^NTTaiTIOW QAkIP miATjS
iE3«jPI«CYBiD AT GUSSTiii'iLPAEBIIi.#

pQcignont Ifo<
NIIi.-i:200

Par;o

Uxcerpt from Plick Trial Transcript
of 10 ooptonbcr 1947t covorinc
GXamination of ilrich ./oisscr, enotimo plant vrjinac^r p£ the iuittoldcutscho Stahlwcrko in Grooditz,'by

Dof onso Oo^sol Pr# kranzbuohlor,
fr«n v/hich it appears that tho Board
of Piroctors of that plant was
offorod fomalo concentration camp
inmates, but refused to accept thcan.

NIK-7694

Affidavit of defendant Ihn, dated

18 M€xrch 19471 statins in partj
"Prior to tho omplnyment of '
v/omon fran tho concentration camp,

Arupp could have refused to accept
those women v/ith the result that

our application for additional
jnanpo;7or would have booomo v»id»

Other consoquoncos, such as
prosecution on tho grounds of sabotage
would - to my knov/lodgo - not iiavo
resulted frcm this refusal#"

A-IK-12877

Affidavit of Jians Sorlonann, v/ho v/as
second in ccmmand of tho SS personnel

guarding the Hungarian Jq-jossos in

Ssson, dated 25 Hovamber 1947 f from
which it appears that after having'

been brought from Bochum to Weimar,
they v/oro brought by him frcar. //oimar
.to Borgen-Bolsen and were taken into,
tho oonoontration camp there in spite
•f a typhus opidomic then existing
therein#

NIK-6812

Affidavit of defendant ICapko,

dated 21 3optamber 1945t con
taining tliis passages

"In the beginnung of 1944/
at a discussion of tho board #f

directors, I infoirood tho gentle
men about conditions in tho camps*
As such discussions userd to take

place frequently I assume that
tho board of directors was infomod

of tho situatifHr"

.. 1 -

• III

ilfirtJii'ir

"i

IN^ TO_DWXI.jOT BCOxJ^OOS-A _(CCKTJ_i:_i)_
I®UPP ~

^hiM^ No_«

0.1SS 1^9» 10

Doomnent No,

NIK^11167

Bo^cri^tJ.on

Pg.^q

Affidsyit of dGfcndant Buelcw*
datod 17 luly 1947»
which it
appears that ho cttondGd a canforonoG in Ssson in Juno 1944

Pistor, OoEir^andGr af the concontration conp suchcnwald, cincoming

tliG prespoctivo alle©ati-»n of ccnCGntraticn ccmp innntos at Krupp's.

ATK-5919

Affidavit af dofcndant Ihn, dated
16 Marijh 1947» stating that it ms

his suggostion to romavo the ^20

Kungacian Po^7ossos \7hGn Sssen was
thrcatGned by Aliiod troapa, al

though thoir actual roinoval was
carriod out at a time whon he was

hospitalizocl and Pr» Lehroann acted
as his deputy.

NrK-7679

Affidavit rf dofendant Lohmann,
dated 20 Juno 1947»

substance

stating that after he had, on bohalf
of the firm Erupp, been informed
fram SS side that male concentratian

'

camp prisoners v/ero not available,
Ihn nevertheless instructed Trackol
t^ carry out the transfer of femalo
concentration camp priconers frtan
Gelsenborg to Essen.

NIK;-9514

Affidavit of 'defendant Ihn, dated
23 June 1947j ill substance, stating
that his ouporior, the defendant, Mr,
Janssen, himself, instructed him -.Tith

regard to the 520 female concentration
camp inncitos tliat they should be re
turned to the concentration camp.

iaK-7699

A group of documents relating tc
oorrespondonco botv/ejn Krupp and
Buohenwald concentration camp concorn—

ing the employment of the fCemalo conconu

tration camp prisoners at Essonj one of •
thorn being n list of prisoners omployod •
during tlie month of Sept^aaber 1944 and

fran which it appears that a eonsidorabla
number •f tliom had to v/ork the full day •
on Sundays.

— 2

(end)
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OFFICE OF CHIFJ- OF COUITSFL

F05 Vm CRIIvES
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-

10::Septeiri'ber 1947-M-WS~l-l-Arninger (Int. Schaeffer) (ATD)
Court 4, Case 5
E s: c e r p t
from

Official I^anscript of the Ainerican Military
Trih-onal IV in the mf\tter uf the United States

of America against Eriedrioh ELIOA, et al,
defendants, sitting at fcnhergj Crermany,

on 10 Septsmher 1947 - 9030 - 3"joO Iv.'Hts,
Justice Sears, Presiding.

(PagdS 7021 Al-i, 7051 PM ).
DlilSCi E:iAi-iIl!lAlIOH
31" EE.

ICEriliZBUEELEE l

Q-. Herr Ueisser, will you please give the Trihu^ial your full name ?
At 3:';*.ch Vfeisser, with two S's.
and where were you home?

A; 3:1- Janna-ry 1903 in Sindelsheim/Baden.
A: In 1939 in June I Joined Mitteldoutsche Stahlwerke in Groedits
as plant manager.

(Page- 7051):

a: ye a:ulto't get a::.' nore pecpl^, nei ther Oer:::ans nor foreign

workers, so that in the end we ha.d to report to the Coronittec for Ar_

,

+• Itp CT1 ng on the dectdline hecc-.use

nament that we could not produce tn

gun

we didn't have the lahor to do the.t.

Q: Vas the Central Ordinaneo Office satisfied with this infor:nation?
a: ilc. they were not satisfied with that report. Instead they tried
I ..... ^1-iH in the end we were offered female
to supply lahor from somewhere,
^-iid
j.
A-F+p-r we
wp hrd refused them, t.io.t is, our
concentration caiip inmates.
After

hoard Of directors had refused the.n, then we were further pressed; and it
was deniajadod of us that we employ concentration camp inmates.
-Fpn-le concentration coJlP

Q: Ifou said Just now tho.t you refused fc -.

of refusal* TUiy didn'"fc

in-iates so there mat have been a possibility oi re
.-..f.

1

you make use ef this possibility wnei.
1

-

o rnne to

male concentration

DOOpSiiT Ho, HIS - 11 200
-

a

-

inmates?

As The work which had to "be done

in the machine shop was too

hard; the work was too heavy to "be carried out "by women. Ho woman c-nld
"be e:^pected to do that. Por that re-..son from the very "beginnine We re
fused to ejrploy concentration camp, inmites.

That is, female concentration cpj.ip inmates ?
A: Yes.

CSiffllT'IHD THUS COPY
SilD

ti

-
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THAImSL/.TION op DOOUilBJTT No.NliC-7694
0?FICA OF CHIAF OF OOUITSEL FOR \'u^ CHIMBS

AFFIDAVIT

I, Max IHN, after h .ving boon cautioned that I will
ho liable to pimishnont if I nakc a fa.lse statenont,

horclj state volunta.rily and without coercions
prior to the enploynont of woraon fron the concentra
tion canp Krupp could have refused to a.cccpt these
\7onen with the result that our applica,tion for additiona.1
na.npov>/cr \70uld have bocone void* Other consequences, such
a.s prosecution on the grounds of sa-botago would - to ny
ImowledgG - not have resulted fron this refusal. However,
the alreadjT- existing shortage of D.anpov^cr 'would have

bccone nore severe,

since 'we would not have been cable

to obtain other laborers under any circunstances.>^1 have
read the one page of this aifidavit carefully, and
signed i t with ny own hand. I nadc the necessary correc
tions in ny own handwriting and initialled thon and
I hereby declare on oath that in this caffidavit I have
sta,tGd. the full truth to the best of ny knowledge a,nd
belief.

( Signatur o) s Max IHIT
(Signature of deponent)
Sworn to and signed before no this ISth day of March

1.9-4-7 a.t Huornbcrg by Max IHH, Hucrnljorg.

(Hano and address of deponent)
known to no to be the person naking the above statenenti

(Signature):
U S

^'mdraas HAUSER

Civilian D-432829

(AGO Ho,)
Office of Chief of Counsel for War

Crimes

U S War Dcpa.rtncnt

CEHTIFIC..T.E OF THAFSL..TIOH-"

11 Augus-fc 1947

the "Undersigned, certify that the translation o f
Document No.NXK-7d94, is an English rendering of tihe
Gerna-n original mado to the best of ny G,bility,

Ruth OBERL;xHDER,
Ho. 16594.

-

1

-

(BHD)

T?uaI\SL.rJ-IOi.v OS BOOuIClT^ ITo, lUK -

12 S77

OJSIOZ OS CHI3r OS QUUSS2L

?Qj^ VjA^i. Cj.viiw3

"

_'l _
(P.r-.^G 1 of original)
X. P

S

1 D S. V -I

T

I, S^iis ICtSMijSH, at present at Civilion Int^rrji^aat Cp.n^ ifo* 4,
Pc cl'-lin^^iausen-,after havin;;^ "beer* iafornJId thrt I render niy liatle
to p^xiislinent if I neJ.ce p. fr.lse statenent ou oath., state-the fcl'.owin^ orhoath Toluntarihly rjid v/ithcat having "been suhjacted to coer
cion or duress

t

I can state the following regarding the renpval of the r.ppron^
520 Hungarian Jevmsaes who were employed at the firm of UlUPP
in Sssen;

•

According to ranh I was the second SS-nch. in rank of the cang)

personnel for the guarding of.cthe oamp Huiboldtstrasse-and I hr.ve
personally taken part in the removal of the Jewesses fron there*
On ahout 20 liarch 1945 the'irniatcs were marched off ••from Issen •'
to the station in Jochina., ahout 16 kilbaetrGS away.. There the2'
Vfcre put in freight cars ••.nd wore together with other concentrati
on camp ..inmates sent "by train to V/einar» Ca:'.r; Hunooldtstrasse
was a "braiich of Sr.cneiwf'ld .~eid vrc acsu-nod t.hat we i.'ouAd hand

over the Jewesses again there- The firm of IC.UPP g."".ve us food
rations for the woac-n, for one or two da.j's' travelling; namely
.hread and margarine. Owing to ^/ar time conditions, hovrcvor,

the Journey to h'eimar took us tiiree fuli days. • Vrnon^v/e .afrived in Weimar, Oherscharfuehrer iUhCS, the leader of our group,
was told that the women vrera not to go to Buchenw-ald, "but to

Concentration Canp Bergen-Selsen (near Gelle). The women vrere
kept in Veimar in th^ .sane frei^lit cars :'.nd they continued the
Journey to Bergen-Belsc;n,\ w'lich took anoihcr three -d^ys. '

(Page 2 of original) We did not receive

food for the vfomen, so t!ir.t they had to

live six days on the one or tv/o days' rations from ^iPUP?- Idien thtrain stopped on the- way, v/e tried to get some vrater for then

or a few hi-ets, this-<was 6f course'quite insuff iciefit.
Ch arrival at Bergen Belsen we reported to the adnmistratioh
"building there. There we were told'we would not he al-.owed to
enter the car.p as there wns typhus in the car:5)s. Thereupon, tiis
Jev/esses v/ere unloaded and taken into the ca.c^), t.hat wo.s infected

^rith typhus. I and

comrades received the order to report to

SS-unit in Ho-nhurg.

I have carefully read the 2 pages of this affidavit, I have n^.de the
necossory corr-ctica-is in mj'- own h.and and I haf"e initialled them., ohd
I declare hereby on oath that I ha.'-'e in this statement sai.d the pure
truth.

(signature)

Ebna K e r k m a a n

SiTorn to and signed, "b-fofe me this 25th day of iTovenber 1947
at .".Jeclilinghause-n, Civilian Int^rninent Cai.'ro Ho. 4, "by Hans
KDUQAillT, known to me to "be the person ]aa.king the above affidr.vit.

^

(•Signat'^G)

fenfred xu Isserr.ir.:xn.

U.-3.Civilian AG-O 'Ho. 446C10
Office of Chief of Counsel for War Crimes
U.S.
Dcpa.rtment

CSBIIFIC^TB OP THAiTSIATIOH
^5^3
I, Smilie J. ;IIhCHLIPP3, BT020 152, .hereby certify that I cm a duly
appointed translejror for the English and G-ernan languages and tnat tin^.
above is a true and coorect translation of document
OTC ^ 12 877. •
Saille

|! 1 B

T

-

STO

20 153
-a' • V," d

TRcilJSLATION OF DOCUiEKT No. NIK-6812
OFFICE OF CHIEF

ft:!:.:

OF COUNSEL FOR

CRimS

Essen, 21 September 1945.
\S.i"

•: '

The f ollov?ini3 statement is mc-cie by me ^roluntaril^* and vdthout any
duress :

..\ I

-• .

I v/ould like to repeat that I do not i-raov/ of any coiz^laints by
foreign laborers about insufficient food or ill-troatment iu the
canvs. The documents presented to me here, in vjhich foreign laborers

complain about food and ill-treatment,

are most likely correct, even

if I am not able to remember all that happened during that time. Foreign vjorkors used to work only 10 hours per day.
I recognize
the d :curiiciit shown to mo according to •'./hich Eastern workers had,

in principle, to work 12 hours per day. - In nvy field of activity
in coniioction, with the camp mLinagement I had to take care of
food, lodging, organization of the camps and security measures such as

fT instance the supply of the necessary personnel, supervision and
care of foreigners, and similar duties . -

I was in charge of the

supervision of all the ICru^^p camps except, prisoner-of-wc.r camps and
concontration camps and

jcial cujaps.

iriorcover, I used to report

to Lir. IIBT or von BUELOV/ on financial j.ir.tters.

This concerned -one

of our- dcputj.'- camp leaders,
LEEKERS, v/ho later on worked ai;
Krupp's for the Gestapo, Fr.im the middle of 1^44, he received an
additional efficiency bonus of Rivl 50 - per month. I personally
applied to i^iir. BbiXOV." for this bunus and then passed it on to Mr.
LEEdERS- Ho 7;orked only f 'r the Gestapo; ho /.i£icle statements on and
inquiries into various cffencos andpolitical matters. I personally
had nntliing ti do with theso matters. lUlUPP paid a spocial bonus
to Gestapo agents; this was usually pc.id out by hSr, UILSH/iUS.
LESHIERS inforriod
tlu.t he only acted as interr.iediary, and that i t '•
was von BUELG./ only who, in his capacity as a security officer,
dealt with the Gestap), it was for the first time today that I

heard that von 13UEL0T; bol 'nj^od to the board •'f directors. I seldom
went to the Gestapo alone, in m.>3t cases von BUELOb v/as v/ith mo.
At ttic Gestapo I used, to confer with Criininal C-'rophssar BOViENSIEPSN

-.

and the Gestapo Chief, ICriminal Rat HOHLES • b'b then discussed
soouri'by mo-tters and questions pertaining to nriil control. Cases
pertaining to death or escape wore ealt v/ith in v/riting. Relevant
rcpoxts i.lwLLys v/ent to blr. IHl^ £-n I BUELOd". I use'..i to report personally
to tile Gestapo -Ui, political r.ii.-.ttcrs, such as security matters, mi'mlo^com-

plainta of the: foreign v/orkers,

(crossed out:)

-wfep and also

on p.jlitical .affairs of (crossed out:) prieoHera camp inmates,
IHN v;as informed about r.ll c .-riditi-ns in the oarjps.

.

So also v/as v. BUSLCffg

who through the b'orks Police (Ticrksohutz) was in charge of the c.oips for
Eastorri v.'.rkers until I took up my duties. X continued to inform
both of them about everything.

In the ODginnint_,
1944, at a -.liscussi.jn of the board of directors,
I informod the .gontleraen ' out conditions In the camps.
As such
discussi^nis uso'l t'') t-ako ..lace fruquently I assxme that the board of
diroctors^v;aB.-infx'-rmdd,b,f •the..sltuntiDnv:

\

. -i'-

-

m-i:'l9

.'J.;

I

/

1

-

•• .'-i-.l

"

'..s

•Wf.

TRai^SUTION of DOCuLEFT Lio. NIK-6812
CONTIIvTjED

(page 2 of orijyinal)

(Translator's notes

The follov/ing two paragraphs, i.e., * to *, are

crossed out in the original).
*

T/ith reference to the directors with v/hon I personally discussed

occurrences I am only able to name Messrs. J/d^SElI, KOUDRSLiSITT, ^

and Erich ivIUELLER. In 1936 I was invited to the Villa "Am Hucgel"
together with V/ar I^anister v, BLOMBSRG, his .staff. Professor
iljrUELLER, Erich MUELLER and the board of directors of Gustav and

Alfred ICRUPP.

On that occasion I gavo a lecture on railroad and

artillerj: guns, especially referring to the "Dicke Berthsi" which was
then displayed.
Some" mouths later I once more visited the villa together with

the Artillery Inspector of the OlfT, when Gustav and Alfred IfflUPP
made onquirios with regard to the different types of guns. *
The steel rod shown to mo is unloiovni to mo, the ones Vi/hich were

distributed among us had no rubber or handle, but v;cre imido of
plain stool bound Vtfith wire.

signed (signature:)

I^'.ns KUPI3

certificate of rfJvNSLiVTION

1 July 19-^7

I, EumH SOiBJilSDIGER, No. 20081, horoby certify that I am

thoroughly conversant v/ith the English and Gorman languages and
•••AV

that the above is a true and correct translatien of document
No, NI:C-6812.

SCHLESINGER
No,20081

'v '

V'v

" -fi^
-

-

2

-

" END "•

kV
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•

TPu>:CSL.iriOF OF L'00'j;'WilT No, NIK - 11 167

to;
lO.'* .

OFFICE 0? CHIEF CF G0131TSEL FOR .OR CRT TES

i-'

Iiffidavit

W'

I, Friedrioh von BUSLOu, now at Nuernberg,

having been duly warned

that false statements on my part will render me-liable to punishment
herewith state the following on oath, voluntarily and without
coercion:

In June 1-^,' SS-Standarden fuehrer PISTER, the camp commander
of Buchenwald, came to Essen to discuss questions relating^to the

allocation of concentration camp inmates (IvZ-inraatea) to -'riedrich
KRUPP. Since the original intention was that these concentration
camp prisoners (Haeftlinge) would have to be guarded^by the Plant
Service (which was subordinate to •uc)^ I v/as called into the dis
cussion. Hoivever, since PISTER declared that the guard duties could^

only be performed by 83 guard personnel, my presence at the discugsic

was no longer necessary.

Only Ister did I learn that female workers'were recruited by mpp

for the SS, and that they returned to Essen after a shoi-b training
period as female S3 guards for the prisoners (naeftlinge; W' 0 a
been allocated to us.

I have carefully read the one page of this affidavit and si^ed it _
personally, made the necessary corrections in my ovn handwriting and
countersigned thetn-ith my initials and declare
'g
that I have, in tK s statement, .told the'pure truth to the best of

my bnOT^'ledg^nd belief.

•V, ' , \'''.

(page 2 of original)

Sworn to and signed before ma this 17 day of July 1^7 at fuernyrg,

•'..•W'

Ily hriedrion von JIJhLOV/, known to me to be the person

-'4

above affidavit,

king

/

(Signature): ''^rnfred n.

' .
U,3. Civilian,
- l-o.
810 ^ ^
Office.of Chifef of Co'unsel for ;.ar -rimes
U.S.

department.

OSRTITIO^.TE OF^&^SI.d..nOf
29 January 19'JS

1

'f

OoMmn, llo. ^JW,

. ml

NIK - 11 167,

George Goodgian#
l;o.

-

789.

V

1 -

' "BNR"
f •'•i ••-•'•

fci

' M I"
W.
V• .

'• -

. --—

-•

:,•^ wTiiS^'V.f

'J ^

• i. .
W.

'

» IJ/.'A.^

. 0"

OFFICE OF

0^ COU'.^SFL FOR

C?r':^S

'.ffid-avit.

I, ^'^ax l^.f Nuornbcrg, havine been duly warnod that false statements
on my part render me liable to -punishment, here-'A'ith make the following
statement on oath, voluntarily and under no duress:
Tt -was my su,g;cstion to ov»cu=^te the 520 ^-'ung^ri'^n women, v-hon F-ssen
was threatened by .'Hied troops. The actual evacuation, however, was
carried out at a time when I was hospitalized with inflammation of

the lungs, approximately from 22 February to 22 ^"arch. Dr.LFHT-was
my deputy during my absence.
the.

I have carefully re=d.7one page of this affidavit and countersigned it
with my own hand, I have made the necessary corrections in my own hand
and countersigned them with mj?- initials, and I herewith state upon
oath that I have spoken the pure truth in tills statement to the best
of my knowledge and belief.
Signature: ."ax IVRT

(signature of deponent)
Svrorn .to and signed before ne this ISth day of ?'arch 1947 at Nuernberg
by ^'^ax
'^uernberg

(name and address of deponent)
known to me to be the person making the above affidavit
Signature: '-ndreas RIDUSRP.

U.S.Civilian U-432 829 ('GO number)
Office of Chief of Counsel for '-^ar Crimes

U.S. "Rar Uepnrtment.

Cnr^TTFICATF Of'HB:

2 5-lay 1947

'I?
I, Hermann K...3'KEL, Civ,No, 1646 harebir certify th^t I am thoroughly
conversant with the Rnglish and Germ-^n languages and t' at the above
is a true end correct tr^^nslation of the document '0,^-5919.
Hermann K.VS'R?!

Siv.No. 1646
-1~
"END'*

viL

'V V

2:V..HSIu.TI0K OP POCUIPPi^? HIK 7679
0PPIC3 CP CHIPP OP CCUHSPL PGR 'PPR Ci:X:..IES

APPIPAVIT

I', Hoinricli LEKRUTP, Nuornbcrg, r.ft^-r Iir.ving bcon duly ^;v-rnod
tliat xr.lEc str.to'-ionts cn ay part will rondor ao liable tc punielv

aont, herewith stato tP'O foil-wing under oath^ voluntarily and
witheut ocorcicns

liter the firm rf "Za^upp had been infernod by th-o caapotv.-nt
Berlin cfficoe that in futursr only concontration cayp priecnors

would b^ availr.blc icr la.bcr, I travelled tc :rliij •••ni Ora
bra-;'; in •IOm-v, Ch b ;;::l.f .n';_ ;:y
whore I infr.racd tlio ccnpoteht
SS-Of£icor, that th. Pirn of hrupp wishcc tc hr.vu nale vi/orhors

aGsigncr: to thoa. Thereupon^ I VJa.c inf^ mod that the fira prooably
wculd alec have tc oaplcy woaon, bocauso t):oeo wae c. very gpoat
doaa.nd f-rr aclo Vi/orhcrs in Q-crroany, V/o also talhod about the
already eubaittecl roguirooionte fcr epocialiste for the fira hrapp.

In Oranionburg I was inforned that •:^cncGntrrtion caap Bu.ce.opv-'^ld
was the caap tc whicZi Bssen and Krupp
uld have t- apply, and
that wo should get in direct touch with, this caap.

•n

luring a stay in Hmringir. in the saae year, I received a

M'

at'
ii

note frcri lir, Ilm, saying that I should centa.ct the caap
ocnna.ndrnt PISTIR in Buchonwald personally, in order to print •

cut urgently cnce a,gain, that the fira dc net wish tc have 'woaon
labor assigned tc then, PISTSR told no, that tho firn ICrupp
wuld probably have tc reckon with tho caplcyaent of a. nunber of
weacn.

I was in Essen when the fira c f Irupp v/as info mod that

520 Jewesses frcn Hoist had tc be transferred to Esson to start

wel'k. On ay return I hoard, that Herr Jhn had instructed ny col
league, Horr TROCKEL, tc gc tr, Heret and organize the transfer

I;
r>' .,

of the woaen.

J-':
u>

.

'o'lj

r.x

\

-

"h/i

1

•m

•if-'

Uv i

i .v a.vi

w ,; f-,

TR^UMSLi:^j:iOIT 01- DCCUiSl^T NIE 76?^
G0HTiira3D

}

(pn,gG 2 of oiigincil)
I ^_nvc cr.rofully read tliie page of "tlic abcvo affidavitj ba.rs
:iado the nccuesar5'- corrections in ny

vm liandivriting and counter

signed t]iep- with ay initials and lierevjith decl^ru under ca.thj that
this stotcaent ccntoins the pure truth to the beet rf ay knowlodge and belief.

S i gnat ur c H .

Signature of deponent

Sworn to and befc re no tliis 20 day of June 194-7 at ;iuernborg by
Hoinrich

kncvm to r.ie to bo tlic person riaking the abo-vo

affidavit.

Signatures

ha.nfrv-d h. ISShPfuUIh
U-S, Civilian h-4-46310
Office cf Chief cf Ccuncol for T7ar

CririOE.

U.S.

Dcpartnont

OhRTIflChTE or fIb.'.hSL;.TIOh

or I)OQbiUi.hT hIK 7679

I, tliG undersignedj certify that the translation :f d..Gaav.-nt
hllC 7679j is an English rendering of thu G-oraan original aadc
tc the best r f ny ability,
I

hrain ELIKGhil
Rc. 19585

-

2 -

"BI'TI)"

TRAITSIATIOIT OF DOCUMSN']? Ho »ITIK~9514
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUHSEl FOR Y/AR CRIMES

AFFIDAV-IT

Ij Max IHH, Nuern"bGrg, after having been
n.autioned that any false statement on my part will
render me liable to punishment hereby declare
the following on oath? voluntarily and without
ooeroions

In the course of my interrogation in Essen
on 3 October 1945 I made the following statement? v

1, Max IHH, born 25 January 1890 make the
following statement without coercion^ today - 3
October 19455

I already pointed out that I did not malce
any written reports, only oral ones to Herr Jansson.
To the fact that Herr Jansson denies having

been informed by me about it I wish to declare the
following? Since Er. Janssen stated that he can
not remember having received any reports from me
I must revoke my statement and say that I did

not report to him after all. I do not wish to
protect him because ho has at one time been my

superior or beoause I am soft-hoartod. I cannot
remember it because just in those years things
were rather in antgjheaval with us, due to the con
stant a i r raids.

I ^ave frequent verbal reports to Herr JansseUf

TYo mainly spoke about the raids but wo also disoussed general questions in connection with my
sphere of activity.

I am very much surprised about this new turn,
according to which Er. Janssen maintained that I
did not report to him about it.

I nowjnaintain ^_sjta;temont_a^t£r__all^
He himself said with regard to the 520 con

centration camp inmates that the 520 concentration
camp inmates should bo returned by us to the con
centration camp.

(page 2 of original)
Er, Janssen was furthermore informed about the
fact that ill-treatments had occurred.

-

1

TRANSLATION OR LOCUiriDNT No.NIiC-951'4
CONTnrCJEl)

(page 2 of original," cont'd)
I havG road oanh one of Jhc t\-^o pages of this
affidavit oarofully, mado the necessary corrections
in my ovm handwriting and initialled them and
,
I- hereby declare on oath that in this affidavit
I

have stated the full truth to the best of my

kno\\aedge and belief.

,

"

V

(signature) Ilax Ihn
(signature of deponent)

Sworn to and signed before me this 23 day,
of June 194-7 at Nuernberg by_Hax__I_^

(naae^and address of deponpnt)

known to mo to be the person making the above
affidavit.

(signature) Manfred A. Issormann
U,.S. Civilian A-446810

^

(AGO~numbcr)

Office,of Chief of Counsel for
; "VTar Crimes

U.S.

'

V7ar; Department

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATIOiT
OF DOCUMENT No.NnC-9514

12 September 1947

I, Ruth OBERIANDER, No. 165S4, hereby certify
that I am a duly appointed translator for the
English and G-orman languages and tiiat the above
,
is a true and correct translator of the Document
No. NIK:-.9514.

Ruth OBDxlLANDBR,
No. 16594.

2

-

(END)

iPpi'-l

::0iW0m

TRAKSI^vTICN OF DCCUIIEOT NUC

7699

OFFICF OF CHIEF OF COUl^BFL FOB 'Z\n CP^ZTES

(r^.r.^ X cf cripinaX)

Main Acccuntin^ Office
t-i.

Lebit

MOKEY "iDKDER No. B 199781'0

286

(illcp:iblej
Croc it

Po

The iSinance depnrtnent of the Frio^. Hrupp, Fsson

is unstructedo r^ov riossiblv on: ' . r'^nediately
arriving at rnyoe' •:
possibly on: Sa. 32537I dispatched fror: Essen

r

less •- % disccunt of JB?.I

A r".,—!
-'.laCUnt

RM

Bank account'?*')

•Payee.

Renittance is

. '• state rrheth'^f

rfr.

;
49-*3^4-—

'aode acccrdinr to/for

.-cash poy^.ent _
icstfal 'check

Invoice of

canp

account'

6 October 194'-^

./eiraar-Euchen-oald

Erfurt Trc. 249C'4

for Eu. 95

Ccncentrntion

(dobite note)

(Stomp:)
in •oaTcls-:

8 Ncvenber''.1944

H/ Fouftynine-thcusGnd-threehundrodandfour

Above amount'is to be debitted to the account of Payee- '

'

•

(for 78/451 5123)

286 U1

4JG27

(stomps )
I'cin .'.dministrotirn for the V.'orkers* Xaiap

filed

23 October 1944

(Signfe'-Siibe'; 3/ ^CrXX'XFF, lOJIICE
Subrdttcd to finance

department
on 1 Ncvfciobcr 44
Lbh F^rl*

a) net sji bjoct to tiirn over ta:^

b) tc bo deducted from payment subject tc turn over tax
The form to be used for one payee only

Tc facilitate non cosh pay^'ient, infcrnation
tc be
invi-ices#
-

;t,,l

'I"'

1 -

acccrdinr to letterheads and

DOXJUAlMn'

lilH

CONTimJSP

(page 2 of crigine.1)

According to invoice of 6 October 44/Bn 95
(debit Note)

Sa. 325371

49.304.—

49»304.—

.

_

,

Concentration caap V/einar^.:>acncn\vr;

24.904*

• Weiaar Bac!ionwald

24904

Eft

G-?

filed
. "i- 0. "Tl

si 286 El

7 Novenber 1944 lie

(page 3 of original)

Due tc the fact that the \^crh record oheeta for Sopteaber
were not received in tine, the nunbor of laborerc eap

on tlie outctnnding da^^'s were given only approxiaatoiy.
y
diccrepanciea will bo corrected in the October debir no •
(page 4 of original)
23/10

(illegible)
Waffon-SS

Concentration ca.r.ip BuchenWf.^ld

i^eimar-Buchenwaldt 6 October 1944

Office

BEhlT NOTE No. Bu, 95

for oaployacnt of prisoners
with E. Nrupp, Esoen

- ^ no/.i

for the tine fron 1 to 30 Septencer 19 r-r

According to the list overleaf the following anoant is dues
for -

skilled laborers

(full days) per m

for for

Skilled laborers (half d-ys) per mi
unskilled laborers (full days)per mi

for

'unskilled labofers (lalf days)per RI.I -.—j-txl'(StanpO

illegible
audited

Main Adninistration for tlie Workers' Canp

(sigr r.ttire: )•'
-

^^ 2.;/10
2

-

Turi-^ryiTTOir "oy wo'cw2wriivr'rE9'9'
coiTTirasD

(pp.gG

of criginal cont^d)

T-e anount cf

49,304.— ie to bo reQittod to tlic

Gcc-unt Ko. 76/1911 cf„.tbe^5acl-Gnvvald concontrntion car.p
v;itl:. tlie RGicyiebarLkctelle/cr -to tlie postal cheek account
Erfurt Ho. 24904, net later than 15 Octobor 1944,
The nunbor cf the debit note auet bo given on tho bank

or post slip.

;

.

;

f

:oi •i -'l)

Vr

;

L

Checked as to correctness;
Ihe. Head of Adainistrr.ticn

signature illegible
SS~Sturr.ibannfue!irer

(sGrvicG rank)

( page 5 cf original)
LIST

of prisoners enplcyod during the ncnth of Septeabor i
1'

Lay/

. :•

1944

Skilled laborers
full days/half days

1.
2.

-

/ Unskilled Irborore/Tctnl/- Ro'-i&3r?'
full _^.ys/half^ days - '•
,

398
352

398
352

.

3,

-

37

37 Sunttoy,

5.
6.

-

478

478

8.

-

477

477

9.

-

^•r46

;i5

7.

•

412
452

' •

_

446

174

10.'

11..

412
452

174

-

484

484

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

• -

473
472
469
470
437

''73
472
429
''70
427

is!
19.
20.
21.
2.

-

469
483

469
483

126
455
455

126 Suhdny455
755

455
455

455
455

455

'i-SS

„

163

-

23

484
4<35
486

-

27.
25.
26.

-

27.
28.

-

30.

-

29,

-

168 S uncTTj"

.

•

•

484
485
436

455

'?55

31.

iiyz's
-

I

3 -

ilif <11

iiimiirni

in

ifi

Or

TEAITSLATION OP DOCUIffiNT NUC 7699
COPTIKUED

(page 5 of original cont'd)
Per tlie ocrrectness cf the lists

The Caap Connmders

by orders

v

" •"

(alfrajures) ;. )sch7;.RZ
Y/./Buchenwald, 6 Qbtober 1944

SS-Hr.apteturnfuGhrer
Labor Allocation Officer

—

L.

—

ccurier

(ace remark ov^.rlenf)

packanes, contractcr's vehiclo, cfffiler,

ccuricr•

of the

(H' 49^
( n
,
( »
,

il

nth.

16-22

InvxjLic^e^^hTe^^

Entry cf the ;nain railuay station

I art payncnts

{signature?)

The T.erkshcp .lu cidcra

in R.'
,, „
" "

(conciticn'

auditi (ainnedi) riAEL
Ackno-wlodned: 23/lC 1944

1

Ccmunity conp

/ 194
(stnnp:)

invcice

.'.cknculcdred

^

5CNTir'2_:i)__.

of

«

;..'ay bill No.

Key for bill of costs

w

"

"

M

"

R:\BE

Canned:'^

fa

0)

0

and dutyfroe..

/5

^

erf

n

n

II

/

n-76

J29

'
t

,

charrcablo to

77-86

Land No,

-ifim ICey

n

11

T

"'i28

n

fre irh t

frcj.rht_ ^ Gcial express needs, 0xpre_^;^

and reiribursomcnt

loaned

needs, platfom^station excluded
'"line cif, fcb, free
railT7ay sidinn^- .

i rellcrith"*"Cord fflT

n

n

.'rapping

Fron? plant, warehcuse, included

freight basis

CO 4a

45

a I

G)

C

•p p..

Free cast steel v.mrks st^Esscn carriage

payable i'-mcdiately v;ith,.,-.discount c-f KM

Crdcr No. A

For ccrmcctnosa '^f price etc,

3. ^uditinn Office

Consinnr-.3nts note
numbers

_

remitted on 23 Cctcber 1944 E.A,- I9978I less - % discont cf m

(ccntinued
overleaf)

./.

2* Crnarnor
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